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Preface
This volume is a collection of papers presented at the V NEREUS (http://www.ilg.unistuttgart.de/Nereus/) international workshop on the topic Mismatches in Romance, held at the
University of Zürich on October 8th and 9th, 2010.
“Mismatches”, i.e. linguistic phenomena with ‘feature contradictions’ on different levels of
linguistic structure, like deponentia in Latin (passive morphology with an active semantics),
are a recently much discussed linguistic topic (cf. e.g. the volume Mismatch: Form-Function
Incongruity and the Architecture of Grammar edited by Elaine J. Francis and Laura A.
Michaelis, 2002, CSLI Publications).
Therefore, the fifth NEREUS workshop focussed on different cases of mismatches in
Romance languages, discussing theoretical aspects as well as concrete cases of e.g.
‘problematic’ arguments and argument-marking patterns (cf. the contributions by
McNally/Espinal, García García and von Heusinger/Chiriacescu), agreement and other
mismatches inside DPs (cf. the contributions by Marchis and Pomino), subject verbagreement and clitics (cf. the contributions by von Heusinger/Kaiser and Fischer), and
complex predicates (cf. the contribution by Bartra Kaufmann). While the contributions by
McNally/Espinal and Bartra Kaufmann address syntax-semantics mismatches and Marchis a
categorial mismatch, García García and von Heusinger/Chiriacescu focus on syntaxmorphology mismatches. The contribution of Pomino deals both with syntax-morphology and
syntax-phonology mismatches, and the one by von Heusinger/Kaiser with syntax-morphology
and syntax-semantics mismatches. The languages discussed range from Catalan and Spanish
(McNally/Espinal, García García, Fischer, Kaufmann, Marchis) over Romanian (von
Heusinger/Chiriacescu, Marchis) and Brazilian Portuguese (von Heusinger/Kaiser) to a
multitude of different Italo-Romance varieties (Pomino).
Though some authors present at the workshop could not include their presentation in this
volume, we would like to thank all the contributors and participants at the workshop for their
talks and interesting discussion.
We would like to thank particularly the University of Zurich (UZH) and the
Hochschulstiftung of the University of Zurich (UZH) for funding the workshop, as well as
Gabrielle Hess, Charlotte Meisner and Kathrin A. Neuburger, who contributed to the success
of the workshop. Special thanks go to Sebastian Basler (Universität Konstanz) for preparing
the manuscript.
Zürich, July 31th 2011
Natascha Pomino
Elisabeth Stark
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N. Pomino & E. Stark (eds.), Proceedings of the V NEREUS International Workshop “Mismatches in
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Semantic diversity in event-related nominals: Evidence from Spanish
and Catalan object bare nominal constructions
Louise McNally & M. Teresa Espinal
Louise.McNally<at>upf.edu
Teresa.Espinal<at>uab.cat

1. Introduction*
We have shown in previous work (see most recently Espinal & McNally 2011) that Spanish
and Catalan productively allow bare count nominals unmarked for Number (BNs) as the
complement to a small class of verbs, subject to certain semantic and pragmatic conditions.
An interesting feature of this construction is that despite serving as a complement, the BN is
not a semantic argument of the verb. In this respect, this construction constitutes a
paradigmatic example of a mismatch at the syntax-semantics interface.
In this paper we examine one particularly interesting subcase of this construction,
involving the verbs tener / tenir ‘have’ and (existential) haber / haver-hi ‘there be’. These
verbs can combine with a very limited set of simple event BNs,1 as shown in (1a) and (2a);
what is curious is that not just any event nominal can appear in this construction, as the
unacceptable data in (1b) and (2b) demonstrate.
(1)

Spanish
(a) Tengo
partido / reunión / cena / visita / boda.
have.1SG game / meeting / dinner / visit / wedding
‘I have a game / meeting / dinner / visit / wedding.’
(b) * Tengo
disculpa / beso / abrazo / cumplido.
have.1SG apology / kiss / hug / compliment

(2)

Catalan
(a) Tinc
partit / reunió / sopar / visita / casament.
have.1SG game / meeting / dinner / visit / wedding
‘I have a game / meeting / dinner / visit / wedding.’
(b) * Tinc
disculpa / petó / abraçada / compliment.
have.1SG apology / kiss / hug
/ compliment

The goal of this paper is to offer a preliminary account of this contrast, building on our
previous analyses of object BNs and the predicates that take them as complements (Espinal &
McNally 2009, 2011). This account will provide, we hope, some novel insight into the
semantic richness of event nominals.
We proceed as follows. In section 2 we present a series of distributional contrasts between
the event nominals that can appear in sentences like (1) and (2) and those that cannot. In
* We are grateful to the organizers of the 2010 NIAS Workshop on Weak Referentiality and the audience there
for comments on this work, as well as to the organizers of the V NEREUS Workshop in Zurich for inviting
us to participate in that workshop and to contribute to this volume. This research has been supported by the
Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation (HUM2006-13295-C02-01FILO, HUM2007-60599FILO,
HF2007-0039), the Generalitat de Catalunya (2009SGR-1079, 2009SGR-0763), and Fundació ICREA.
1
See Grimshaw (1990) for the term ‘simple event nominal.’ Grimshaw contrasts simple event nominals with
so-called complex event nominals, which can be identified among other ways by the obligatory expression of
their arguments. Grimshaw’s classification has been the subject of some debate (see e.g. Alexiadou 2001,
Borer 2005; see e.g. Meinschäfer 2005 for the Romance languages); we will not be concerned with this
debate here, but have chosen to describe the nouns of interest as simple event nominals because they
generally appear in our examples without any description of any participants of the events they denote.
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section 3 we briefly review the relevant aspects of our analysis of object BN constructions
and show how some relatively simple assumptions about the semantics of event nominals
allow us to account for the facts in (1) and (2) and the contrasts in section 2.
2. Event-related BNs: Identifying properties
The event-related nominals that are acceptable as BN complements to tener / tenir ‘have’ and
haber / haver-hi ‘there be’ share an important property that distinguishes them from the
nominals which are not licensed, namely, they allow temporal modification by phrases that
refer specifically to times; indeed, these nominals describe events that are scheduled and are
associated with one or more stereotypical participants. For example, if the speaker asserts
Tinc partit ‘I have a game’ (lit. have.1sg game) it is entailed that (s)he will be involved in a
sports event at a certain time in which (s)he will play with and against other people. In
contrast, it is interesting to note that unacceptable event nominals (e.g., disculpa ‘apology’)
do not allow such modification and do not denote what we would typically consider
schedulable events. Furthermore, the event nominals that do not appear as BN objects are not
associated with well-defined stereotypical participants, either because they do not exist, or
because their role in the development of the event is not sufficiently salient.
This property is manifest in the acceptability of the adjuncts in (3a) vs. the unacceptability
of (3b) (data hereafter from Catalan, unless otherwise noted).2
(3)

(a) un partit / una visita / un casament {a les 8 /
a game / a visit / a wedding {at the 8 /
‘a game / meeting / wedding {at 8 / from 8 to 9}.’
(b) * una disculpa / un petó / a abraçada {a les 8
a(n) apology / a kiss / a hug
{at the 8

de 8 a 9}.
from 8 to 9}
/ de 8 a 9}.
/ from 8 to 9}

This temporal adjunct can be topicalized, as in (4a), a fact that will be relevant in our analysis
below. Interestingly, the acceptability of (4a) contrasts with the ill-formedness of a topicalized
locative adjunct with the same BNs; see (4b).
(4)

(a) A les 8 hi
ha partit / sopar / manifestació.
at the 8 LOC have game / dinner / demonstration
‘At 8 there is a game / dinner / demonstration.’
(b) ??A la Plaça Universitat hi ha partit / sopar / manifestació.
at
the Pl. Universitat LOC have game / dinner / demonstration

Relatedly, the acceptable nouns can be the subjects of temporal predications, while the
unacceptable nouns cannot, as illustrated in (5).

2

Other kinds of temporal modification are possible with the nominals that do not occur as BN complements in
the construction we are discussing; notably, they accept modification that temporally locates the event they
describe with respect to some other event, as in (i):
(i)

Una disculpa després de la baralla va
permetre la reconciliació.
PAST permitted the reconciliation
an apology after
of the fight
‘An apology after the fight permitted the reconciliation.’

In section 3.2 we return to the difference between this kind of temporal modification and the one illustrated
in (3b). For present purposes, what is important is that the contrast shown in (3) is robust.
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(a) El partit / sopar / casament és a les
the game / dinner / wedding is at the
‘The game / dinner / wedding is at 8.’
(b) * La disculpa / el petó / l’ abraçada
the apology / the kiss / the hug

8.
8
és a les 8.
is at the 8

It is also interesting to observe that bare count nominals that do not denote events but that are
metonymically related to acceptable event-related BNs can also appear in the construction.
This is shown in (6)-(9), where metge ‘doctor’ is metonymically associated with a ‘doctor’s
appointment’, coral ‘chorus’ with a ‘chorus rehearsal’, and pati ‘courtyard’ with ‘recess’.
(6)

(a) Tinc
metge / dentista.
have.1SG doctor / dentist
‘I have a doctor’s / dentist’s appointment.’
(b) Tinc
cita
/ hora (amb el metge / dentista).
have.1SG appointment / hour with the doctor / dentist
‘I have a doctor’s / dentist’s appointment.’

(7)

(a) Hi ha coral / orquestra.
LOC have chorus / orchestra
‘I have chorus / orchestra rehearsal.’
(b) Hi ha assaig
(de coral / d’ orquestra).
LOC have rehearsal of chorus / of orchestra
‘I have a(n) chorus / orchestra rehearsal.’

(8)

(a) Tinc
piano / violí.
have.1SG piano / violin
‘I have a piano / violin class.’
(b) Tinc classe (de piano / violí).
have class of piano / violin
‘I have a piano / violin class.’

(9)

(a) Tinc
pati
/ escola.
have.1SG courtyard / school
‘I have recess / school.’
(b) Tinc sessió (de pati
/ escola).
have session of courtyard / school
‘I have a session of recess / class.’

We now turn to an analysis of these facts.
3. Analysis
3.1 The basic analysis of object BNs
As mentioned, our treatment of these facts builds on the analysis of object BNs and the verbs
that select for them which we developed in Espinal & McNally (2007, 2009, 2011). We
therefore very briefly review the relevant aspects of this previous work; we refer the reader to
the original papers for additional details and argumentation.
BN objects are licensed in Spanish and Catalan as complements to a class of verbs that we
call ‘have’-predicates, following Borthen (2003). This class includes (see Dobrovie-Sorin et
al. 2006) verbs of having (tener / tenir ‘have’, poseer / posseir ‘possess’), intensional
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transitive verbs that entail a ‘have’ relation in some relevant possible world (necesitar /
necessitar ‘need’, buscar / buscar ‘look for’),3 a small set of extensional verbs that entail a
possessive or locative relation (ponerse / posar-se ‘put on (as in clothing)’, llevar / portar
‘carry’, usar / fer servir ‘use’, comprar / comprar ‘buy’, encontrar / trobar ‘find’, obtener /
obtenir ‘obtain’, recibir / rebre ‘receive’), and existential haber / haver-hi ‘there be’. Some
illustrative examples are provided in (10) and (11).
(10) Spanish
(a) Encontramos taxi.
found.1PL
taxi
‘We found a taxi.’
(b) Ha obtenido permiso de trabajo.
has obtained permit of work
‘(S)he has obtained a work permit.’
(11) Catalan
(a) M’

acabo
de comprar cotxe.
REFL finish.1SG of buy
car.
‘I just bought myself a car.’
(b) Ahir
finalment vaig
rebre avís.
yesterday finally
PAST.1SG receive notification
‘Yesterday I finally received a notification.’

In contrast to the restriction on the verbs, any BN can appear in the construction, as long the
resulting VP denotes what Espinal & McNally (2011) refer to as a potentially characterizing
property of the entity in subject position, in the context in question.
Various facts indicate that object BNs denote properties, specifically, properties of kinds of
entities, rather than properties of token entities (we model kinds as a sort of entity, following
Carlson 1977). Evidence that they denote properties can be adduced, among other ways, from
the fact that they take narrowest possible scope with respect to any other scope-taking
operator in the same clause.4 The anaphoric properties of objects BNs, to be discussed shortly,
also contrast with those of kind terms, as we will show.
One of the motivations for positing that BNs denote properties of kinds of entities, rather
than of token individuals, comes from the fact that they only combine with modifiers that
yield descriptions of subkinds of the kind the BN describes, as in (12); they cannot combine
with modifiers of token individuals, as the unacceptability of the examples in (13) shows (see
Espinal 2010).
(12) (a) Té parella estable / formal.
has partner stable formal
‘(S)he has a long-term partner.’
(b) A escola portàvem bata blava de ratlles
at school wore.1PL smock blue of stripes
‘At school we wore a blue striped smock.’

3

4

Some intensional transitive verbs – for example, desear / desitjar ‘desire’ and querer / voler ‘want’ – license
object BNs only on very particular uses. See below for the cases of voler, and see Espinal & McNally (2009)
for more complete discussion.
Rigid entity-denoting expressions such as kind terms, which are also scopeless, never appear bare in Spanish
and Catalan, and we therefore rule out treating BNs as kind-denoting.
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(13) (a) *Té parella alta.
has partner tall
(b) *A escola portàvem bata tacada.
at school wore.1PL smock stained
This contrast is straightforwardly explainable in terms of a sort mismatch: if e.g. alta ‘tall’ is
not an appropriate restrictor for the kind descriptor parella ‘partner’, then attempting to
combine the two expressions will result in a sort mismatch.
In their inability to combine with token entity modifiers, BNs contrast with both singular
indefinites and bare plurals (BPs), as (14) shows.
(14) (a) Ha tingut una parella alta / parelles altes.
has had
a partner tall / partners tall
‘(S)he has had a tall partner / tall partners.’
(b) A escola portàvem una bata tacada / bates tacades
At school wore.1PL a smock stained / smocks stained
‘At school we wore a stained smock / stained smocks.’
Relatedly, and again unlike singular indefinites and BPs, BNs are unable to host nonrestrictive relative clauses which describe a token individual (see Espinal & McNally 2011).
(15) (a) * Per fi hem trobat pis, que començarem a reformar molt aviat.
for end have found flat that begin.FUT.1PL to renovate very soon
(b) Per fi hem trobat un pis / pisos, que començarem a reformar molt aviat.
for end have found a flat / flats that begin.FUT.1PL to renovate very soon
‘At last we have found a flat / flats, which we’ll begin to renovate very soon.’
We consider this contrast to be related to an additional contrast between BNs, singular
indefinites and BPs, namely that BNs are number neutral whereas the other two types of
nominals are not (see Espinal 2010). BNs carry no implication concerning the atomicity of the
individual being described (see (16a), where the first sentence can be continued with
reference to either a single apartment or a plurality of apartments). In contrast, singular
indefinites carry a default implication that an atomic individual is being described, as shown
by the infelicity of reference to a plurality in the continuation in (16b), while BPs imply by
default that a non-atomic individual is being described ((16c)).
(16) (a) Busco
pis. { Un a Barcelona. / Un a Barcelona i un a Girona}.
one in B.
and one in G.
look-for.1SG flat one in B.
‘I’m looking for an apartment. {One in Barcelona. / One in Barcelona and one in
Girona.}’
(b) Busco
un pis. { Un a Barcelona. / #Un a B. i un a Girona}
look-for.1SG a flat one in B.
one in B. and one in G.
‘I’m looking for a flat. One in Barcelona.’
(c) Busco
pisos. { #Un a Barcelona. / Un a B. i un a Girona}
look-for.1SG flats
one in B.
one in B. and one in G.
‘I’m looking for flats. One in Barcelona and one in Girona.’
We will not have more to say about the analysis of singular indefinites or BPs here, but refer
the reader to Espinal (2010) for further discussion.
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On the basis of these facts, we assign BNs, as in Espinal (2010), the type of properties of
kinds of individuals (type <ek,t>).5 Thus, the representation for a noun like parella ‘partner’
will be as in (17a); a modified nominal like parella estable ‘stable partner’ will be represented
as in (17b).
(17) (a) xk [parella(xk)]
(b) xk [parella(xk)  estable(xk)]
However, this type is not the semantic type of a typical direct object for the sorts of verbs that
take BN complements, which might be expected to select for entity- or quantifier-denoting
expressions, and indeed Espinal & McNally (2011) argue that BNs, despite being syntactic
complements, are not arguments of the verbs they combine with. To repeat just one piece of
evidence against treating object BNs as arguments, note that they are limited in their ability to
serve as antecedents for personal pronouns: contrast the unacceptable continuation in (18a)
with the continuations following singular indefinites and BPs in (18b) and (18c), respectively.
The only pronoun that can be systematically used to refer back to a BN is the partitive
pronoun, as in (19). (See Espinal & McNally 2011: exx. (16) and (17)).6
(18) (a) Avui porta faldilla. #La hi
vam
regalar l’ any passat.
today wears skirt
it to.her PAST.1PL give
the year last
(b) Avui porta una faldilla. La hi
vam
regalar l’ any passat.
today wears a skirt
it to.her PAST.1PL give
the year last
‘Today she is wearing a skirt. We gave it to her last year.’
(c) Avui porta bracelets. Els hi
vam
regalar l’ any passat.
the year last
today wears bracelets. them to.her PAST.1PL give
‘Today she is wearing bracelets. We gave them to her as a present last year.’
(19) Avui porta faldilla. Li’
n
vam
regalar una l’ any passat.
today wears skirt
to.her =PART PAST.1PL give
one the year last
‘Today she is wearing a skirt. We gave her one last year.’
These anaphora facts strongly suggest that BNs have the same denotation as partitive
pronouns – i.e., that they denote properties of some kind, as we have just proposed – and that
they are not used to introduce discourse referents to individual entities of the sort that a
personal pronoun picks up on. In this respect Catalan and Spanish BNs resemble those in
Albanian (Kallulli 1999), Hungarian (Farkas & de Swart 2003), Hindi (Dayal 2003, in press),
and Romanian (Dobrovie-Sorin et al. 2006), among possibly other languages.
Thus, on the basis of these and other facts, Espinal & McNally (2011) argue that object
BNs are modifiers that combine with the verbs in question via an operation resembling
Dayal’s (2003) semantic pseudo-incorporation. Since object BNs are restricted to a special
class of verbs, they first posit a lexical rule with the schematic form in (20) to eliminate the
internal argument of the verb (represented as y in the input condition in (20)), which therefore
5

6

This analysis differs from the one in Espinal & McNally (2007, 2011), where we treat object BNs as
properties, with no specification as to whether they denote properties of kinds of entities or properties of
token entities. Our current view entails minor changes in the composition rule below with respect to the
versions we have presented in previous work.
Note that in this respect BNs contrast with kind terms, which pronominalize with 3rd person personal
pronouns. (See Espinal 2010:note19).
(i) Alguna cosa va
exterminar el dodo, pero ¿què el
/ #en va
exterminar?
what it.ACC / PART PAST.3SG exterminate
some thing PAST.3SG exterminate the dodo but
‘The dodo was exterminated by something, but what exterminated it?’
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no longer needs to be saturated.7 This rule only applies to predicates that meet the input
condition, which, as noted above, requires that the verb describe an eventuality e whose
existence depends on (i.e. entails) a have relation e' in some possible world involving its
internal argument y; this is represented in (20) by having y serve as the value of both the
participant role assignment function Ө and the role function havee. The output is an
intransitive predicate which still entails that the havee role is borne by the same individual
that bears the role Ө, but does so by simply establishing an identity between the value of these
two role assignment functions, rather than setting them both explicitly to some variable.
There is an additional condition on the use of output added by the rule in (20). Espinal &
McNally argue that the resulting V+BN combination has to provide what they call a
“potentially characterizing property” of the external argument in the context. We will not
review their arguments for this claim here, but simply add this condition as part of (20); we
will return to this condition in section 3.2., below.
(20) Input: ye[V(e)  Ө(e)=y  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')=y]]]
Output: e[V(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')= Ө(e)]]]
Condition on use of output: The issue of whether the referent introduced by the external
argument participates or does not participate in e must be crucial for characterizing that
referent in some way that is immediately relevant in the context.
The output of the lexical rule fits the input requirements of the compositional rule, in (21),
which will put together the BN with the verb via what is effectively intersective modification.
This rule allows a verb with no internal argument but with an implicit role function to
combine with an expression that denotes a property of kinds. The result is a description of an
eventuality which guarantees that the individual who bears the implicit role function
instantiates the kind description contributed by the object BN. This kind is represented as xki
in (21) and is understood as being identified indexically.
(21) If [V] = e[V(e)] and Ө is an implicit role function defined for events of type V,
and if [N] = N, a property of kinds of entities,
then [vV N] = e[V(e)  N(xki)  R(Ө(e), xki)]
For example, when we use this rule to generate a semantics for the phrase tenir parella
estable ‘to have a stable partner’, we get the representation in (22):
(22) [tenir parella estable] = e[tenir(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e') 
havee(e')= Ө(e)]]  (xk[parella(xk)  estable(xk))(xki)  R(Ө(e), xki)]
Thus, the BN modifies the description of a situation indirectly by describing the kind of object
that fits a particular thematic role related to that situation. This resembles nominal
modification rules in which an adjective modifies the description of an individual indirectly
by describing an individual or event implicitly related to that individual (Larson 1998,
Pustejovsky 1995, McNally & Boleda 2004).
Once the I(nflectional)P(hrase) meaning is constructed from a VP describing an
eventuality, the resulting property can be attributed to the external argument, and the entire
description applied to an existentially quantified event variable (Carlson 2003). The result, for
a sentence like (23a), is (23b):

7

The external argument is assumed to be introduced by a higher functional head as in Kratzer (1996).
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(23) (a) En Joan té parella estable.
DET Joan has partner stable
‘Joan has a long-term partner.’
(b) e[tenir(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')=Ө(e)]] 
haver(e)=j  (xk[parella(xk)  estable(xk))(xki)  R(Ө(e), xki)]
The extension to the case of object BNs with existential haber / haver-hi ‘there be’ is
straightforward. Espinal & McNally (2007, 2011) argue that a VP such as haver-hi piscina
‘there be a swimming pool’ describes a characterizing property of a ‘situational argument’
that is eventually added by a higher functional head and serves as the external argument; that
is, a contextually salient location or time, rather than a direct participant in the eventuality
described, is the external argument of existential sentences.
(24) A l’ hotel hi ha piscina.
at the hotel LOC has swimming-pool
‘There is a swimming pool at the hotel.
They motivate their analysis in part on the basis of the fact that the subject is expletive, and
thus there is no referential subject noun phrase that could correspond to the external
argument, and in part on the basis of the presence of the locative clitic hi in Catalan.8
The semantics for (24), shown in (25), makes use of the rules in (20) and (21) in a
completely straightforward fashion. The only difference is that the external argument, that is,
the individual to whom the property denoted by the VP is described, will be a contextuallydetermined location, represented in (25) with the variable lj. The situational argument is often
identified by a left- or right-dislocated adjunct (as is the case in (24)).
(25) e[haver-hi(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e') = Ө(e)]] 
haver(e)= lj  lj = x.hotel(x)  piscina(xki)  R(Ө(e), xki)]
With the basic semantics for object BNs in hand, we now turn to the second piece we will
need for the analysis, namely a semantics that distinguishes the event nominals that are
acceptable as object BNs from those that are not.
3.2 Extension to event-related BNs
We observed in section 2 that the event-related nominals licensed as BN complements to
haber / haver-hi ‘there be’ and tener / tenir ‘have’ (like partit ‘game’) are distinguished from
those that cannot appear as BNs (like petó ‘kiss’) in their ability to accept modification and
predication by expressions that refer specifically to times, and that the acceptable nominals
typically denote events that are scheduled. Our proposal is therefore that these nominals
denote relations between event kinds and times, as represented in (26); this time argument
corresponds to the time at which the eventuality in question takes place.
(26) tek[partit(ek,t)]
In contrast, we posit that the unacceptable nominals lack a temporal argument and denote
simple properties of kinds of events, as the formula in (27) represents:9
8
9

In Spanish, the morphological evidence of the above-mentioned location is overt only in the final suffix of
the present tense impersonal form hay.
Note that we might also associate some nominals of both types with one or more additional arguments
corresponding to relevant participants (e.g., un partit entre el Barça i el Madrid ‘a game between the
Barcelona and Madrid soccer teams’, un petó de la Shakira al Piqué ‘a kiss from Shakira to Piqué’), although
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(27) ek[petó(ek)]
Of course this does not mean that the eventualities described by nouns like petó ‘kiss’ cannot
be located in time. It simply means that the temporal anchoring is not captured directly by the
nominal predicate. This is in line with standard treatments of temporal anchoring in
semantics, where temporal anchoring is achieved by tense or temporal modifiers that
introduce any necessary temporal trace functions or, alternatively, variables over times.
If we assume that temporal PPs such as a les 8 ‘at 8’ simply denote times, we can account
straightforwardly for why nouns like those in (26) allow modification and predication by such
expressions, while those in (27) do not. In the case of what we called modification above (see
(3a)), the PP’s denotation can simply saturate the temporal argument of the noun, as in (28b)
for (28a).
(28) (a) un partit a les 8 (del matí)
a game to the 8 of.the morning
‘a game at 8am’
(b) tek[partit(ek,t)](t.8h(t)) = ek[partit(ek, t.8h(t))]
When no temporal expression combines explicitly with the nominal, as in (29a), we assume
that the context supplies a value for the BN’s temporal argument, just as it does for the BN’s
kind argument. Thus, the final representation for (29a) will be as in (29b).
(29) (a) En Josep té partit.
DET Josep has game
‘Josep has a game.’
(b) e[tenir(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')= Ө(e)]] 
haver(e)= j  partit(eki, tj)  R(Ө(e), eki)]
However, the temporal argument t may then be coindexed with a left- or right-dislocated PP
that specifies the identity of that argument, as in (30a). There are various ways one might
integrate the interpretation of such dislocated expressions into the interpretation of the
sentence as a whole. For the sake of illustration, we will assume that the formula representing
the main clause in an example like (30a) is abstracted over, as in (30b), allowing a variable in
the representation of the clause – such as the temporal variable in (30b) – to be bound, thus
converting the clause’s denotation into a property that can be applied to the denotation of the
topicalized constituent, as in (30c). After lambda conversion, the final representation for (30a)
will be as in (30d).
(30) (a) A les 8 en Josep té partit.
at the 8 the Josep has game
‘At 8 Josep has a game.’
(b) te[tenir(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')= Ө(e)]] 
haver(e)= j  partit(eki, t)  R(Ө(e), eki)]
(c) (te[tenir(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')= Ө(e)]] 
haver(e)= j  partit(eki, t)  R(Ө(e), eki)])(t.8h(t))
(d) e[tenir(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')= Ө(e)]] 
haver(e)= j  partit(eki, t.8h(t))  R(Ө(e), eki)]

whether event nominals should have additional arguments at all is a matter of debate (see e.g. Dowty 1989).
What is crucial to distinguish them is the selection of a temporal argument.
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In the case of existential sentences, the analysis works in exactly the same way, with one
minor but interesting difference. Recall that we argued above that the external argument in the
case of existential sentences is a situational argument. Although situational arguments can be
locational, as in (24), when the BN is event-related, as in (31a) (repeated from (4a), above), it
has to be temporal. Specifying exclusively a locational situational argument via a dislocated
expression, as in (31b) (again, repeated from (4b)), is infelicitous. See the contrast between
(34b-c).
(31) (a) A les 8 hi
ha partit / sopar / manifestació.
at the 8 LOC have game / dinner / demonstration
‘At 8 there is a game / dinner / demonstration.’
(b) ?? A la Plaça Universitat hi
ha partit / sopar / manifestació.
at the Pl. Universitat LOC have game / dinner / demonstration
(c) A les 8 a la Plaça Universitat hi ha partit / sopar / manifestació.
at the 8 at the Pl. Universitat LOC have game / dinner / demonstration
‘At 8 there is a game / dinner / demonstration at Pl. Universitat.’
Here, we need to guarantee that the situational argument is coindexed with the temporal
argument of the BN, so that the derivation of (31a) will proceed as in (32), on analogy with
the derivation in (30), the only difference being that the variables corresponding to the
situational argument and the temporal argument of partit ‘game’ must be coindexed.
(32) (a) te[haver-hi(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')= Ө(e)]]
 haver(e)= t  partit(eki, t)  R(Ө(e), eki)]
(b) (te[haver-hi(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')= Ө(e)]]
 haver(e)= t  partit(eki, t)  R(Ө(e), eki)])(t.8h(t))
(c) e[haver-hi(e)  w[C(w)][e'[depend(e,e',w)  have(e')  havee(e')= Ө(e)]] 
haver(e)= t.8h(t)  partit(eki, t.8h(t))  R(Ө(e), eki)]
An understanding of why this coindexation (whose effect is made explicit in the lambda
conversion in (32c)) is required should provide us with insight into the one remaining
question facing our analysis, which is why haber / haver-hi ‘there be’ and tener / tenir ‘have’
should be sensitive to whether or not their BN complement has a temporal argument when it
is an event-related nominal. In what remains of this section, we present a preliminary
hypothesis in this respect, though further research will be required to fully develop and
confirm it. Our intuition is that the answer involves the pragmatic conditions that have to be
met by the individual that is characterized by sentences containing object BNs.
On the one hand, it is difficult to imagine what syntactic or semantic condition could force
the coindexation illustrated in (32), as the variable corresponding to the temporal argument of
the noun is not an anaphor and in general can be freely interpreted. We therefore must ask
whether some pragmatic factor is responsible. An obvious place to look for an answer is the
condition on use in (20) that requires the predicate resulting from the lexical rule that feeds
V+N combinations to introduce a characterizing property of an external argument. This
condition states that “the issue of whether the referent introduced by the external argument
participates or does not participate in [the situation described by the VP] must be crucial for
characterizing that referent in some way that is immediately relevant in the context.”
Once we take this condition on use into account, it is no longer difficult to imagine how a
time could be characterized by the events that are scheduled or expected to occur at that time.
It is therefore unsurprising that a temporal situational argument introduced in existential
sentences should be felicitous with predicates that assert the existence of an event specifically
related to that time. In contrast, it seems rather more difficult or less relevant to characterize
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locations in terms of the events that are expected to occur in that location; typical examples of
locational situational arguments provide information about what is located at that location –
e.g., attributing a pool to a hotel (see (24)).
On the other hand, when the event-related nominal is of the kind represented by petó ‘kiss’
in (27), there are various factors that might impede its ability to form a potentially
characterizing property of a temporal situational argument. One is that the events these
nominals describe tend not to be scheduled and tend not to be fixed in time, and thus there
may be few occasions on which it would be relevant or even possible to characterize specific
times in terms of whether or not an event of the described sort has taken place or is expected
to take place at the time in question – the occurrence of the event at the time may simply be
too fortuitous, and possibly too brief. Furthermore, it is not clear at all that the events these
nominals describe have stereotypical participants (e.g., one might ask which are the relevant
stereotypical participants in an event of the kissing kind and the answer is uncertain).
Now let us turn to the examples involving tener / tenir ‘have’, which are slightly more
complex because the external argument with these verbs is not situational, but rather an
individual or object. On the analysis in (29b), for example, the property denoted by the VP –
that of having a game – is treated as characterizing Josep, but the question is whether there
could be a sense in which a sentence like (29a) characterizes not only Josep but also (or
alternatively) the time in which Josep has a game.
Our answer to this question is essentially the same as in the case of temporal situational
arguments: it is easy to imagine contexts in which it would be relevant to characterize
individuals according to whether they are or will be participating in a scheduled activity; in
contrast, contexts in which it would be relevant to characterize individuals according to
whether they are or will be participating in a fortuitous event are likely to be more difficult to
come by.
4. Conclusion
In this paper we have shown how the analysis of Catalan and Spanish object BNs proposed in
our earlier work extends straightforwardly to event-related nominals, once we distinguish
between nominals that encode a temporal argument that those that optionally combine with a
temporal expression. Thus, the object BN construction points to previously underappreciated
semantic variation within the class of event nominals. Along the way, we have presented a
minor modification of our analysis of BNs in Espinal & McNally (2011), now treating them
as denoting properties of kinds rather than as properties of token individuals, to better account
for the types of modification they accept.
Our discussion has focused on a particularly noteworthy case of mismatch at the syntaxsemantics interface. The BN direct objects syntactically selected by the verbs tenir / tener
‘have’ and by the impersonal haver-hi / haber ‘there be’ do not semantically saturate the
predicate. These nominals, which contrast with typical DP and QP nominal objects, do not
denote entities or generalized quantifiers, are unable to serve as semantic arguments to the
verbs that select them, and are rather interpreted as modifying the predicate by indirectly
modifying the implicit internal argument of the predicate.
Catalan and Spanish event-related object BNs are weak indefinite expressions, unmarked
for number, case, and specificity. They denote properties of kinds of events that are
biargumental; specifically, they relate an event kind and a time. The time variable is typically
identified with an external temporal situational argument which is characterized by the V + N
construction. It thus plays a special mediating role in allowing times to be characterized by
certain kinds of events that characterize them.
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1. Introduction*
In Spanish, as in many other languages with differential object marking (DOM), the
morphological case marking of direct objects (DO) is generally restricted to human or, at
least, animate object referents (cf. Aissen 2003 and Bossong 1991 among many others).
According to this lexical restriction, the insertion of the morphological marker a (‘to’) before
the animate object la mujer (‘the woman’) in (1a) is required, whereas the insertion of the
morphological marker before the inanimate object la casa (‘house’) in (1b) yields an
ungrammatical sentence.
(1)

(a) Pepe vio
*ø/a
la mujer del
Pepe see.PST.3SG ø/to the woman of.the
‘Pepe saw the woman with the red car.’
(b) Pepe vio
ø/*a la
casa de su
Pepe see.PST.3SG ø/to the house of his
‘Pepe saw the house of his sister.’

coche rojo.
car
red
hermana.
sister

Although DOM in Spanish is also controlled by semantic and pragmatic factors such as
definiteness, referentiality, and topicality, animacy is commonly assumed to be the most
important among these factors. This is why, at least since Bello (1847), the marking of the
DO is traditionally referred to as “a personal” and why more recently it has been argued that
the Spanish a-marker is “a marker of animate direct objects” (de Swart 2007:132). However,
there are also some systematic exceptions to the animacy restriction, i.e. object marking might
also be possible or even required when the DO is inanimate (cf. e.g. Weissenrieder 1991).
This paper deals with such less well studied cases of DOM in Spanish, particularly with those
that can be observed in combination with verbs like caracterizar ‘characterize’ or definir
‘define’. I will refer to these verbs as attribution verbs since, at least in certain contexts, they
entail a subject that denotes an attribute of the object argument. This is exemplified in (2),
where the subject la desesperación ‘the desperation’ expresses an attribute or a property of
the object argument la situación económica ‘the economic situation’.
(2)

??
La desesperación caracteriza
ø/a la situación económica.
the desperation
characterize-3SG ø/to the situation economic
‘Desperation characterizes the economic situation.’

With regard to the topic of this volume, examples like those in (2) are particularly interesting
because they seem to involve several mismatches between semantics and syntax. First, if the
Spanish a-marker really is a marker of animate DOs, the a-marking of the inanimate DO la
desesperación ‘the desperation’ must be conceived of as a mismatch between meaning and
* This paper is a slightly revised version of my talk given at the “V NEREUS International Workshop on
Mismatches in Romance”. I would like to thank the organizers of the workshop as well as all workshop
participants for their helpful comments. Moreover, I would like to thank Javier Caro for his insightful
observations and constructive critique. Special thanks go also to Stephanie Rott.
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morphosyntax. I will, however, argue that the Spanish a-marker is not a marker of animate
DOs, and, consequently, that object marking with inanimate DOs need not be interpreted as a
mismatch phenomenon. Second, (2) may show a “content mismatch” (cf. Francis & Michaelis
2003:4), that is, a mismatch between syntactic category and semantic function: The subject
NP (la desesperación) does not correspond to a semantic argument, as is usually the case (cf.
e.g. (1)), but to an attribute, i.e. to a semantic predicate. As will be shown, this peculiar
semantic function of the subject is directly related to the a-marking of the DO. Third, (2)
might represent a mismatch concerning argument linking, since the less or non-agentive coargument (la desesperación) is not linked to the DO but to the subject. And finally, there
seems to be a mismatch concerning the locus of the semantic deviation and its
morphosyntactic coding in the clause: Given that in (2) it is not the object NP but rather the
subject NP that deviates from its typical semantic function one could expect a special
morphological marking on part of the subject but not necessarily on part of the object.
Nevertheless, it is the semantically unmarked DO that gets morphologically marked. Thus,
case marking seems to be on the wrong argument. This putative mismatch might be conceived
of as a mismatch in differential case marking.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with DOM with inanimate
objects. I will present a corpus analysis not only showing the overall extension of DOM with
inanimate objects but also revealing the impact of verbs and verb classes on DOM. Following
previous analyses (cf. García García 2007, 2010), I will argue that DOM with inanimate
objects is primarily concerned with the thematic or role-semantic information given in a
sentence: Object marking seems to be required when the object does not outrank the subject
in agentivity. In section 3, I will focus on DOM with attribution verbs and show that object
marking depends on whether the verb is used in an attributive or non-attributive sense. On the
basis of the aforementioned hypothesis it will be argued that object marking correlates with
attributive readings because in these interpretations the subject does not outrank the object in
agentivity. Moreover, I will briefly discuss the mentioned mismatches concerning semantic
content and syntactic function, argument linking, as well as differential case marking. Finally,
the results are summarized in section 4.
2. DOM with inanimate objects
2.1 Animacy
Given that DOM in Spanish seems to be generally restricted to animate objects, the marking
of inanimate objects is challenging. In order to evaluate and interpret this phenomenon on an
empirical basis the frequency of DOM with inanimate DOs should be determined at first. To
this end, I conducted a corpus research on the basis of the Base de datos de verbos y
alternancias de diátesis y esquemas sintáctico-semánticos del español (ADESSE).1 The
ADESSE uses the Archivo de textos hispánicos de la Universidad de Santiago de Compostela
(ARTHUS), which is a corpus of Modern Spanish (mainly European Spanish) containing 1.5
million words belonging to mainly written texts of the 20th century (1980-1990). In the
ADESSE the data of the ARTHUS-Corpus is syntactically as well as semantically annotated,
at least partially. Altogether the ADESSE contains about 160,000 transitive and intransitive
annotated sentences, 53,521 of which are transitive. My corpus-based analysis is based on
these 53,521 transitive sentences. It shows the correlation of the animacy value of the DO
1

The ADESSE is a free accessible database (http://adesse.uvigo.es/) that can be conceived of as a further
development of the Base de Datos del Español Actual (BDS). The latter is an older database of the same
linguistic material, namely the ARTHUS-Corpus. Compared to the ADESSE, the BDS merely offers a
partially free access to the annotated data (http://www.bds.usc.es/). Moreover, it only allows for syntactic but
not for semantic queries.
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([+animate) vs. [-animate]) with the morphological marking of the DO (a vs. +a). The results
are given in the table below.
Table (1): DOM with animate and inanimate direct objects
+a
a
#
%
#
%
47,533
88.8
559
1.1
DO [-animate]

total
#
48,112

%
89.9

DO [+animate]

1,493

2.8

3,916

7.3

5,409

10.1

total

49,046

91.6

4,475

8.4

53,521

100

The table allows the following observations: (i) most DOs refer to inanimate object referents
(89.9%); (ii) the great majority of DOs appear without a-marking (91.6%); the number of amarked DOs is relatively low (8.4%); (iii) object marking is mainly found with animate object
referents: 3,916 out of 5,409 (72.4%) DOs with animate referents get the object marker,
although a considerable number of them, namely 1,493 tokens (27.6%), are attested without
a-marking.2 This means that animacy is indeed an important but obviously not a sufficient
condition for object marking; (iv) object marking with inanimate DOs is very rare: only 559
out of 48,112 relevant tokens (1.2%) are attested with a-marking. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that these 559 tokens constitute 12.5% of all the 4,475 tokens that occur with object
marking. In sum, the results of this corpus-analysis confirm the well-known assumption that
DOM strongly correlates with the animacy value of the DO. At first glance the marking of
inanimate DOs seems to be a rather deniable fact.
Despite its restricted empirical extension DOM with inanimate DOs should, however, not
be disregarded. For several reasons it seems indispensable to take a closer look at it. First of
all, it has to be emphasized that the marking of inanimate DOs is sometimes not only possible,
but even required. As will be shown in the next section, this is the case with sentences
containing certain verbal predicates as, for instance, verbs of sequencing (cf. e.g. preceder
‘preceed’ or suceder ‘succeed’). In general, such counter-evidence does not contradict the
assumption that animacy is a very strong attractor for object marking. Nevertheless, it does
question the status of the animacy criterion. If the marking of inanimate DO is required at
least in some cases, animacy can be taken neither as a sufficient nor as a necessary condition
for object marking. Furthermore, it seems worthwhile to recall that the marking of inanimate
DOs is already attested in medieval Spanish (cf. Laca 2006:450-454). Thus, from the very
beginning there must have been some trigger for object marking besides animacy.
2.2 Verbal and thematic restrictions
I have argued elsewhere that object marking with inanimate DOs is a systematic and generally
predictable phenomenon (cf. García García 2010). Just as in the domain of animate DOs,
DOM with inanimate DOs is constrained by several factors such as the topicality of the object
(cf. also Laca 1995 and Leonetti 2004), the animacy value of the subject (cf. also de Swart
2003, Morimoto & de Swart 2006, Tippets & Schwenter 2007, Zubizarreta 1994, 1999), the
personification of the object (cf. also Molho 1959, 1980), or the definiteness of the object.
2

The relatively high percentage of animate DOs without a-marking (27,6%) might be due to the fact that the
given corpus analysis does neither consider the definiteness nor the referentiality of the DOs in question, i.e.
the animate DOs without a-marking might be attested in sentences like han visto hombres (‘they have seen
some men’), where the DO expressed by the bare plural is neither definite nor referential. Moreover, the
animate DOs without morphological marking might be found in sentences like han visto un gato (‘they have
seen some cat’) where, in addition, the non-referential DO un gato does only have an animate but not a
human referent. Since the annotation in the ADESSE does not differentiate between animate and human
DOs, the corpus results shown in table (1) do not reflect how many of the animate DOs without a-marking
have non-human referents.
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Moreover, it is also conditioned by certain verbs and constructions (cf. also Delbecque 1998,
2002, Roegiest 1979 and Weissenrieder 1991). In this paper, I will focus on the verbal
influence, which ultimately seems to be the most important among the mentioned factors. As
will be shown, object marking is nearly absent with certain verbs (cf. e.g. crear ‘create’)
while with other verbs it is very frequent (cf. e.g. preceder ‘precede’).
Table (2) lists those verbal predicates that appear most frequently with an a-marked
inanimate DO in the ADESSE. The verbal lexemes were arranged according to the relative
frequency in which these verbs co-occur with an a-marked inanimate DO. The verbs showing
the highest relative frequency with respect to object marking can be found at the top of the
table, the verbs with a lower relative frequency as to object marking are given at the bottom of
the table. Note that only verbs having 5 or more occurrences with a marked DO were
considered. Additionally, only verbs with a relative frequency higher than 25% were included
in the table. Thus, for instance, the verb seguir (‘follow’), which will be discussed later, is not
included in table (2), because only 7.5% of the relevant tokens show an a-marked inanimate
DO.
As already mentioned above, some verbs always appear with a marked DO. This is not
only the case with suceder ‘succeed’ and preceder ‘precede’, but also with the verb ayudar
‘help’. Verbs such as suplantar ‘supplant’, derrotar ‘defeat’ or caracterizar ‘characterize’,
are primarily attested with marked DOs, i.e. more than 60% of the relevant tokens have an amarked inanimate DO. In combination with the other verbs listed in the table as, for instance
sustituir ‘substitute’, acompañar ‘accompany’ or definir (‘define’), it is still quite common to
find an a-marked DO.3
Table (2): Verb dependent DOM with inanimate objects
a
#
%
‘succeed’
0
0
suceder

+a
#
11

%
100

preceder

‘precede’

0

0

10

100

ayudar

‘help’

0

0

7

100

suplantar

‘supplant’

1

16.7

5

83.3

amenazar

‘threaten’

2

25

6

75

derrotar

‘defeat’

3

37.5

5

62.5

caracterizar

‘characterize’

5

45.5

6

54.5

sustituir

‘substitute’

21

53.8

18

46.2

acompañar

‘accompany’

10

58.8

7

41.2

definir

‘define’

10

58.8

7

41.2

vencer

‘win’

13

59.1

9

40.9

llamar

‘call’

139

73.5

50

26.5

Why should object marking of inanimate DOs be more frequent with the verbs in table (2)
than with any other verbs? Certainly, there must be some lexical or semantic reasons for this
3

I am aware of the fact that table (2) considers merely around 140 cases of object marking with inanimate
DOs, that is, only 25% of the 559 pertinent tokens found in the ADESSE (cf. table (1)). Note, however, that
the majority of the 559 relevant tokens co-occur with verbs showing 4 or even fewer cases with object
marking.
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empirical imbalance. As has been noted in the literature, the verbs that appear most frequently
with a-marking seem to form lexical classes (cf. García García 2007:65f., 2010:60, Torrego
1999:1788, Weissenrieder 1991:147f.). Most of the verbs listed in table (2) can be grouped
into the following classes of lexical predicates.4
(3)

DOM-sensitive verb classes
(a) Verbs of sequencing (e.g. preceder ‘precede’, suceder ‘succeed’)
(b) Verbs of replacement (e.g. sustituir ‘substitute’, reemplazar ‘replace’)
(c) Verbs of competition (e.g. vencer ‘win’, derrotar ‘defeat’)
(d) Verbs of naming (e.g. considerar ‘consider, llamar, ‘call’)
(e) Verbs of attribution (e.g. caracterizar, ‘characterize’; definir, ‘define’)

These verb classes seem to be systematically related to DOM, although some specifications
and differentiations concerning this relationship might be necessary (cf. García García
2010:60ff). Crucially, the morphological marking is not constrained by the mere lexical
selection of one of the relevant verbs. It rather depends on the sentence meaning expressed in
a given clause. By way of illustration, I will first exemplify this dependency with respect to
the verbs of sequencing (cf. (3a)). The verbs of replacement (3b) are briefly dealt with in
section 2.3. For an illustration of the verbs of competition (3c) and their affinity to DOM as
well as for an analysis of the verbs of naming (3d), which are often attested in double object
constructions, the reader is referred to García García (2010:63; 204-207 and 228-243; cf. also
Weissenrieder 1991:150 for the verbs of naming). The verbs of attribution (3e) are analyzed
in section 3.5
Contrary to the verbs suceder ‘succeed’, preceder ‘precede’ as well as the synonymous
anteceder ‘precede’,6 which regularly occur with a marked DO, the sequencing verb seguir
‘follow’ shows a quite different distribution. In contradiction to Bello’s (1847/1981:§897) and
Torrego’s (1999:1788) assumptions, according to which seguir always demands a marked
DO, this verb can also appear in sentences without object marking (cf. also Delbecque
2002:92ff). As already mentioned above, seguir is not listed in table (2), i.e. it is not even
found among those verbs that most frequently co-occur with a marked inanimate DO. In the
ADESSE, seguir is only attested in 12 of 161 tokens (7.5%) with a marked inanimate DO.
This divergence with respect to other sequencing verbs correlates with the fact that seguir
comes in several meanings. Consider the following data.
(4)

4

5

6

En las pausas que siguen
a sus
tareas de copista
in the pauses that follow-3SG to his/her tasks of copyist
‘In the pauses that follow/come after his tasks as a copyist’

(PAIS: 086, 02)

In addition to these verbal classes there are also some verbal constructions that often co-occur with a marked
inanimate DO, namely double object constructions (cf. e.g. Pepe no consideraba a la casa peor amante
‘Pepe did not consider his home to be a worse lover’), causative constructions (cf. e.g. hice volcar al avión ‘I
made the plane overturn’), A.c.I.-constructions with perception verbs (cf. e.g. vi a una avalancha de agua
derribar el muro ‘I saw an avalanche of water tearing down the wall’) and gerund constructions with
perception verbs (cf. vi ø/a un coche saliendo del parking ‘I saw a car leaving the parking garage’). For a
discussion of these constructions with respect to DOM cf. Enghels (2007:244-273), García García (2010:199228) and Roegiest (2003) among others.
As might have been noticed, the verbs ayudar ‘help’ and amenazar ‘threaten’ listed in table (2) do not seem
to correspond to any of the considered lexical classes. The reason why object marking occurs more
frequently with these verbs than with other verbs could be that they are usually combined with animate DOs
(cf. von Heusinger 2008:14ff, von Heusinger & Kaiser 2007:95ff). This means that the marking of the
inanimate DO might be due to the high expectedness to combine with animate objects.
Note that the verb anteceder ‘precede’ is only attested twice in the ADESSE (in both cases with a marked
inanimate DO). Therefore it does not appear in table (2), where only verbs with 5 or more occurrences with a
marked inanimate DO where considered.
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(5)

El animalito
no cesó
de mirarle […].
Parecía
The animal-DIMINUTIVE not stop-PST.3SG of look.INF=DAT-CLITIC seem-IMPF.3SG
temeroso, seguía
cada movimiento de sus manos
(TER: 074, 16)
fearful, follow-IMPF.3SG each movement of his hands
‘The little animal did not stop looking at him. It seemed to follow/observe every
movement of his hands’

(6)

te quitaban
la chuleta y seguías
el examen (MAD: 417, 05)
you remove-IMPF-3PL the crib
and follow-IMPF-2SG the exam
‘they took the crib away from you and you continued the exam’

(7)

Jano seguía
su marcha por
el camino
through the track
Jano follow-IMPF.3SG his hike
‘Jano continued his hike along the track’

(CAR: 084, 07)

As shown in the English translations seguir might not only be used in a temporal or spatial
meaning in the sense of ‘follow’ or ‘come after’, as in (4), but also in the sense of ‘perceive’
or ‘continue’, as in (5) and (6) respectively. In the meaning of ‘continue’ it is also found in
combination with a kind of internal or cognate object, as in (7). In the ADESSE, the latter
construction type is by far the most frequent use of seguir showing many similar variants such
as, for instance, seguir el camino ‘follow the track’, seguir los derroteros ‘follow the course’
or seguir la dirección ‘continue the direction’. Now, the morphological marking of the
inanimate DO is found neither in these very common cognate object-like constructions (cf.
also Delbecque 2002:106-109) nor when seguir appearing in any other transitive sentence
means ‘continue’ or ‘observe’ (cf. (5)-(7)). In contrast, object marking is attested without any
exception, when seguir is used as a proper sequencing verb, that is, denoting a mere temporal
or spatial relation between the subject and object referents (cf. (4)). Thus, as long as seguir is
realized in the latter sense, it does pattern with the sequencing verbs suceder ‘succeed’,
preceder ‘precede’ and anteceder ‘precede’, regularly appearing with a morphologically
marked DO.7
Keeping these observations on sequencing verbs in mind, the next section will sketch a
general account of DOM with inanimate objects.
2.3 Thematic distinctness
As shown in the examples previously discussed, DOM with inanimate objects strongly seems
to depend on the referred event, which is mainly denoted by the verbal meaning given in a
clause. Based on this observation, I will follow the thematic or role-semantic hypothesis
specified below (cf. García García 2007:71; 2010:99).
(8)

Thematic distinctness: When the direct object is equally or more agentive than the
subject, a-marking is required.

This hypothesis calls for some clarifications. First of all, it must be noted that (8) is mainly in
line with approaches according to which object marking is triggered by semantically marked
7

Although preceder ‘precede’, suceder ‘follow’ and anteceder ‘precede’ are always attested with a marked
DO in the ADESSE, Delbecque (2002:93) shows that at least preceder might also be combined with a nonmarked DO (cf. la hipótesis de trabajo precede la verificación empírica ‘the working hypothesis orientates
the empirical verification’). Interestingly, in these cases preceder is not used as a sequencing verb denoting
temporal anteriority, but rather as an agentive predicate meaning ‘orientate’. Thus, as well as in the case of
seguir ‘follow’, DOM is correlated with meaning alternations of the lexical predicate. Cf. Delbecque
(2002:92ff) as well as García García (2010:136-140) for further details and discussion.
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DOs, i.e. by DOs that resemble typical subjects and might, therefore, be in need for
disambiguation (cf. e.g. Aissen 2003). In these approaches, which are generally related to
Comrie’s (1989: 28) concept of “natural transitive constructions”, the semantic markedness of
the DO is basically measured by the animacy and definiteness of the DO. Whereas inanimate
and indefinite DOs are conceived of as semantically unmarked DOs, animate and definite
DOs are interpreted as semantically marked DOs, which therefore should also be
morphologically marked. In contrast to these approaches, (8) is neither based on animacy nor
definiteness, but on agentivity, that is, on thematic information. The notion of agentivity can
be specified more precisely on the basis of Dowty’s (1991) and Primus’ (1999, 2006) ProtoRole accounts (cf. García García 2007:72-74, 2010:78-94). For the purpose of the present
paper it shall be sufficient to recall that an agent is conceived of as a causally independent coargument, i.e. as an argument whose existence and involvement in a given event do not
depend on any other argument (cf. Primus 2006). Additionally, the agent is characterized by
different properties such as control, sentience, movement, etc.
It must be emphasized that the hypothesis in (8) does not focus on the DO alone, as is
usually done, but on the relation between subject and direct object (cf. also de Swart 2003,
passim). In this sense, it is not an agentive DO that might be conceived of as semantically
marked, but rather a clause in which the DO is not outranked by the subject in agentivity. In
other words, the semantic markedness might not be attributed to the DO, but to the whole
clause.8
Let us briefly look at how the hypothesis of thematic distinctness handles the data with
sequencing verbs illustrated in the preceding section. Consider first the verbs preceder,
anteceder ‘precede’ and suceder ‘succeed’. With respect to morphosyntax, it has been shown
that object marking is regularly found with these verbs. As for the role-semantic or thematic
level, these verbs denote a mere temporal or spatial ordering of their subject and object
arguments, i.e. a situation in which the subject argument neither controls, causes, moves nor
perceives the object argument. Thus, the object is not affected by the subject argument, it
rather has the same degree of agentivity as the subject argument. Consequently, object
marking is required. This also holds for seguir ‘follow’, when it is used as a proper
sequencing verb, as in (4), but not when it is used in the sense of perceive or continue, as in
(5) and (6)-(7) respectively. In the latter cases, the subject argument does control and/or
perceive the object argument, and is, therefore, clearly more agentive than the object
argument. Since subject and object are sufficiently distinct with respect to the thematic level,
no morphological marking is needed.
The hypothesis of thematic distinctness can also account for DOM in combination with
other verbal predicates. Take, for instance, the verb sustituir ‘substitute’, which together with
the predicates reemplazar ‘replace’, suplantar ‘supplant’, suplir ‘substitute’ forms the class of
replacement verbs already postulated in (3b). As shown in table (2), sustituir ‘substitute’ is
very often found with a marked inanimate DO (46.2%), although it might as well appear in
sentences without object marking (53.2%). Consider the following data.
(9)

8

¿Prefieres sustituir
el tema teológico por el de papá?
prefer-2SG substitute-INF the topic theological by the of dad
‘Do you prefer to substitute the theological topic with dad’s one?’

(CINTA: 070, 03)

Finally, it should be noted that (8) is formulated as a (unilateral) mapping from meaning to form, i.e. from the
level of thematic information to the level of the formal realization of a-marking. The reversal of (8) that maps
a-marking to thematic distinctness is, probably, weaker, i.e. there might be cases in which a-marking does
not correlate with thematic distinctness. The latter is generally the case with sentences involving animate
DOs. However, given that there is a strong correlation between animacy and agentivity, animate DOs can be
conceived of as inherent or potential agent arguments. Thus, the hypothesis of thematic distinctness might, in
principle, also be able to account for DOM with animate objects (cf. García García 2010:86-94 and Primus:
in press).
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(10) La moral no sustituye
a la comprensión histórica
the moral not substitute-3SG to the comprehension historical
‘The moral does not take the place of historical comprehension’
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(TIEMPO 056, 29)

The example in (9) involves a situation in which the subject referent might replace the
referred theological topic with another one. On the role-semantic level this entails an agent
and a patient expressed by the subject and DO respectively. Given that the (null) subject is
clearly more agentive than the affected DO, no morphological marking of the DO is attested.
The sentence in (10) differs with respect to both the thematic relation and object marking. The
predicate sustituir is not used with the meaning of ‘substitute’ or ‘replace’, but rather in the
sense of ‘take the place of’. This means that this sentence neither entails a proper causation on
part of the subject nor a proper affection on part of the DO. Subject and object referents seem
to be equally agentive. As predicted by the hypothesis of thematic distinctness, object
marking is necessary. Analogous observations concerning the thematic relation and DOM can
be made with respect to other predicates that form the class of replacement verbs, i.e.
reemplazar ‘replace’, suplantar ‘supplant’ and suplir ‘substitute’.9
Basically, the hypothesis of thematic distinctness (8) states that object marking is required
when subject and object are not distinct with respect to agentivity, more precisely, when the
subject does not minimally outrank the object in agentivity. From this hypothesis one can
deduce a further hypothesis concerning sentence meaning and DOM:
(11) When the direct object is maximally outranked by the subject with respect to agentivity,
a-marking is ungrammatical.
This generalization focuses on maximally affected DO arguments. This class of arguments
could be specified more precisely as objects that either do not exist before the verbal event or
will not exist after the event denoted by the verb.10 The former objects are typically selected
by creation verbs such as escribir ‘write’ and are usually labeled effected objects, the latter
are generally selected by verbs of destruction such as destrozar ‘smash’ or verbs of
consumption such as comer ‘eat’.
(12) (a) Pepe escribe
ø/*a
Pepe write-3SG ø/to
‘Pepe writes the letter.’
(b) Pepe destroza ø/*a
Pepe smash-3SG ø/to
‘Pepe rips up the letter.’
(c) Pepe se come ø/*a
Pepe SE eat-3SG ø/to
‘Pepe eats the apple.’

la carta.
the letter
la carta.
the letter
la manzana.
the apple

As shown by the examples in (12), a-marking of inanimate DOs that function as maximally
affected patient arguments is clearly ungrammatical in Spanish. This is also borne out in the
ADESSE, where only 7 out of 2,012 tokens (0.3%) with a maximally affected DO are attested
with a-marking. In other words, the derived thematic hypothesis in (11) is verified by 99.7%
of the relevant data (cf. García García 2010:166).11
9
10

11

Cf. García García (2010:112-119) and Weissenrieder (1991:149).
This loose characterization echoes the description of one of the Proto-Patient properties assumed by Dowty
(1991:574), namely “existence not independent of the event”. For a more elaborated characterization of
maximally affected objects on the basis of Dowty (1991) cf. García García (2010:163-175).
Note that the 7 alleged counter-examples do not falsify (11) as they metonymically refer to animate DO
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To sum up, although object marking with inanimate DOs is very rare (1.2%), it is
sometimes systematically required. This suggests that the Spanish DO marker is not a mere
animacy marker. As a consequence, object marking with inanimate DOs need not be
interpreted as a mismatch between semantics and morphosyntax. As has been argued on the
basis of the hypothesis of thematic distinctness (cf. (8)) and a further related hypothesis (cf.
(11)), DOM with inanimate DOs hinges on whether the subject and DO of a given clause are
thematically distinct or not. This has been shown with respect to different verb classes such as
sequencing verbs (e.g. seguir ‘follow’) and verbs of replacement (e.g. sustituir ‘replace’). In
the next section further evidence for the postulated hypothesis will be provided regarding
verbs of attribution.
3. Attributive subjects, DOM, and putative mismatches
3.1 Attribution verbs and DOM
With the term attribution verbs I will refer to lexical predicates such as caracterizar
‘characterize’ or definir ‘define’. They can loosely be defined as verbal lexemes that allow for
an interpretation in which the subject argument expresses a property of the respective direct
object argument. Just as in the case of the sequencing verb seguir ‘follow’ or the replacement
verb sustituir ‘substitute’, attribution verbs may appear with or without morphological
marking of the inanimate DO. Let us first consider two examples without object marking.
(13) Ana ha
caracterizado
varias veces el/??al
asunto.
Ana AUX.3SG characterize-PTCP several times the/to.the issue
‘Ana has characterized the issue several times.’
(14) Ana ha
definido
Ana AUX.3SG define-PTCP
‘Ana has defined the strategy.’

ø/??a la estrategia.
ø/to the the strategy

In (13) and (14) the subject argument Ana controls the referred events of characterization and
definition. Thus, Ana clearly outranks its object arguments el asunto ‘the issue’ and la
estrategia ‘strategy’ in agentivity. As can be expected according to the hypothesis of thematic
distinctness, no object marking is required in these sentences.
Quite often, however, inanimate objects in combination with verbs like caracterizar and
definir do receive a morphological marking. As shown in table (2), caracterizar is attested in
54.5% and definir in 41.2% with an a-marked inanimate DO. Consider the following two
tokens from the ADESSE.
(15) los rasgos
que caracterizan
a la situación centroamericana (TIE: 123, 32)
the properties that characterize-3PL to the situation Central American
‘the properties that characterize the situation of Central America’

arguments (cf. e.g. El gobierno de Castro ha liquidado a la oposición ‘The government of Castro has
liquidated the opposition’ [TIEMPO: 180]). Moreover, it can be shown that a-marking of maximally affected
DOs is also ruled out when the subject is inanimate and the DO is topicalized (cf. Los problemas los ha
creado la crisis ‘The crisis has caused the problems’). This suggests that the thematic restriction in (11)
might overwrite other restrictions on object marking, namely the co-occurrence of an inanimate DO with an
inanimate subject, as well as the topicality of the DO.
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(16) los hechos tienen
the facts
have-3PL
ha
definido
AUX.3SG define-PTCP
‘the facts already have
auguries’
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ya
todo el carácter de signos ominosos que
already all the character of signs ominous that
siempre a los agüeros
(RATON: 275, 14)
always to the auguries
that character of ominous signs that always has defined

The sentences in (15) and (16) do not only differ from those in (13) and (14) in having an amarked DO. There is also an obvious semantic difference between them. Whereas (13) and
(14) involve a subject that clearly ranks higher in agentivity than the respective DO, the
sentences in (15) and (16) lack such a thematic distinctness between their core arguments.
Neither the subject los rasgos ‘the properties’ nor the subject el carácter de signos ominosos
‘the character of ominous signs’ is more agentive than its respective DO la situación
centroamericana ‘the Central American situation’ and los agüeros ‘the auguries’. In other
words, these object arguments are not affected at all by their subject arguments. This is due to
the fact that (15) and (16) do not express dynamic and agentive events but stative situations in
which the subject arguments do neither control, cause, move nor perceive the relevant object
arguments. Rather, the subject arguments seem to denote an attribute or a property of their
object arguments in these sentences. This means that the subject arguments do not even
function as proper participants of the referred situations but as nominal predicates of their
respective object arguments. Consequently, these object arguments cannot be outranked by
their subjects in agentivity. The principle of thematic distinctness correctly predicts that
object marking is required in such cases.
Note, however, that according to well-known approaches like those of Hopper &
Thompson (1980) or Næss (2004, 2007), DOM in (13)-(16) seems neither expectable nor
predictable. As shown, object marking is not found in the transitive configurations in (13) and
(14), where the DO is properly affected, but in (15) and (16), where the DO is not affected at
all. Problematically for Hopper & Thompson (1980), object marking does not correlate with
high, but with low transitivity; problematically for Næss (2007), object marking does not
correlate with the transitive configurations showing maximal semantic distinctness, i.e. with
the more prototypical transitive clauses in (13) and (14), but with those displaying minimal
semantic distinctness, i.e. with the less prototypical transitive clauses in (15) and (16).
In addition to caracterizar ‘characterize’ and definir ‘define’, the verbal lexemes distinguir
‘distinguish’ and clasificar ‘classify’ may also qualify as attribution verbs.12 They seem to
display the same morphosyntactic and role-semantic behavior as the verbs caracterizar and
definir. As shown in the data in (17)-(20), these verbs might occur with or without a-marking
of the inanimate DO.
(17) En mi carrera hay
que distinguir
dos fases
in my career have that distinguish-INF two phases
‘In my career one has to distinguish two phases’

(MADRID: 099, 08)

(18) me ponía
diapositivas que yo clasificaba
me put-IMPF.3SG slides
that I classify-IMPF.3SG
‘he showed me slides that I classified’

(SEVILLA: 205, 10)

12

Moreover, also the verbs separar ‘separate’ and unir ‘unite’ seem to correspond to the class of attribution
verbs. Consider the following examples: (i) El pasaje separa al banco central del Banco Vizcaya ‘The
passage separates the Banco Central from the bank of Vizcaya’ [Kliffer 1995:99]; (ii) la ideología une a las
voluntades ‘ideology unites the wills’ [TIEMPO 181:17]. In both sentences the subject does not function as a
proper agent, but rather as a property of the a-marked DO argument.
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(19) lo que distingue
a la GGT [Gramática Generativa Transformacional]
the what distinguish-3SG to the TGG [transformational-generative grammar]
de sus predecesores es principalmente la prioridad que designa
from its predecessors is basically
the priority that attribute-3SG
a la sintaxis
(LING: 038, 12)
to the syntax
‘what distinguishes the TGG from its predecessors is basically the priority it attributes
to syntax’
(20) Bandas en vivo y
mucha adrenalina es
lo que
clasifica
bands in live and
a lot of adrenaline be.3SG that what classify-3SG
a este tipo de festival urbano13
to this type of festival urban
‘Live bands and a lot of adrenaline is what classifies this type of urban festival’
What is more, object marking seems to depend on whether the verb is used in an attributive or
in a non-attributive sense. Whereas the sentences with a non-attributive reading of the subject
argument are attested without a morphologically marked DO (cf. (17) and (18)), the sentences
with an attributive interpretation of the subject do show a morphologically marked DO (cf.
(19) and (20)). Thus, we might generalize that object marking is restricted to the attributive
interpretation.
In order to verify this generalization, I conducted a test-corpus research on the basis of the
ADESSE. Considering the four attribution verbs definir ‘define’, caracterizar ‘characterize’,
distinguir ‘distinguish’ and clasificar ‘classify’, each of the attested tokens was categorized
with respect to the semantic interpretation of the subject (attributive subject vs. nonattributive subject) and the morphological marking of the inanimate object (a vs. +a). The
results of this test-corpus research are shown in table (3).
Table (3): Verbs of attribution and DOM
attributive subject
+a
a
‘define’
1
5
definir

non-attributive subject
+a
a
17
2

caracterizar

‘characterize’

2

6

3

0

distinguir

‘distinguish’

0

3

37

0

clasificar

‘classify’

0

0

5

0

3

14

62

2

total

17

64
81 tokens

With respect to the attributive interpretations object marking is found in 14 out of 17 cases
(82.4%). As for the non-attributive interpretations, the great majority of the tokens, i.e. 62 out
13

This example is taken from the internet (http://www.nescafe.cl/Detalle.aspx?id=110458). In the ADESSE
there are only 5 tokens of the verb clasificar with an inanimate DO. None of these tokens contains an amarked DO. Note, however, that in all of the mentioned tokens clasificar is used in a non-attributive sense,
i.e. in sentences where the subject clearly outranks the DO in agentivity. One of these tokens is shown in
(18), a further one is given below: yo he tenido la paciencia de clasificar mi correspondencia con varias
universidades extranjeras ‘I had the patience to classify my correspondence with different universities from
abroad’ [ZORRA 037, 03].
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of 64 sentences (96.9%), do not show any a-marking of the DO. Thus, the correlations of the
attributive interpretations with DOM, as well as the hypothesis of thematic distinctness are
generally borne out.14
A closer look at the data with attribution verbs reveals that the attributive interpretations do
not only have an inanimate object but also an inanimate subject (cf. (15)-(16) and (19)-(20)).
This seems to be a strong restriction. Since an animate referent cannot be interpreted as an
attribute, the attributive interpretations are only possible when the subject is inanimate.
Following Zubizarreta (1994:31, 1999:233) and Morimoto & de Swart (2006:232), it could
consequently be assumed that object marking in (15)-(16) and (19)-(20) is not conditioned by
the attributive interpretation and the related lack of thematic distinctness, but rather by the coexistence of an inanimate object and an inanimate subject. However, this assumption does not
seem to be entirely correct. Note that inanimate subjects are only a necessary but not a
sufficient condition for both attributive interpretations and a-marking of inanimate objects.
Inanimate subjects are by no means restricted to attributive interpretations, that is, they might
also appear in sentences with a non-attributive interpretation. In these cases no object marking
is required, although both subject and object might be inanimate. This is demonstrated in (21)
where the inanimate subject GGT (i.e. transformational-generative grammar) does not
function as an attributive expression but as an agent argument that clearly outranks the
inanimate object la noción de estructura profunda ‘the notion of deep structure’ in agentivity.
(21) la GGT no da
respuestas claras a estas preguntas: no define
the TGG not give.3SG answers clear to these questions: not define-3SG
claramente la noción de estructura profunda
(LING: 053, 24)
clearly
the notion of structure deep
‘the TGG does not give clear answers to these questions: it does not provide a clear
definition of the notion deep structure’
Finally, it can be concluded that DOM with attribution verbs like caracterizar ‘characterize’
depends on whether the verb is used in an attributive or a non-attributive sense. This
observation can directly be related with our hypothesis that DOM is primarily concerned with
the thematic information of the core arguments given in a sentence. It confirms the
generalization in (8), according to which object marking of inanimate objects is required
when the subject does not outrank the object in agentivity.
3.2 Content mismatches with attribution verbs and copula verbs
Interestingly, attribution verbs seem to share some role-semantic properties with copula verbs
that set them apart from other two-place verbs. Consider the following examples with the verb
besar ‘kiss’ and the copula ser ‘be’:
(22) Ana besó
a la
Ana kiss-PST.3SG to the
‘Ana kissed the professor.’

profesora.
professor

(23) Ana es
profesora.
Ana be.3SG professor
‘Ana is professor.’
14

It goes without saying that this conclusion should be treated with some caution, because the overall numbers
obtained by this test-corpus research are very low. Furthermore, there are also three counter-examples to our
generalization, i.e. sentences with an attributive interpretation but no a-marking of the DO. One of these
problematic cases is given below: la injusticia general que caracteriza el sistema ‘the general injustice that
characterizes the system’ [PAISAJES: 101, 05].
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In the kissing event referred to in (22), the postverbal NP la profesora functions as an affected
participant that can be characterized more precisely as a patient argument. In contrast, the
postverbal NP profesora in (23) does not function as a true participant of the situation denoted
by the verb, but rather as a property of the subject NP Ana. Following Francis & Michaelis
(2003:4), sentences like those in (23) involve a “content mismatch” since the NP profesora
does not express a proper argument as is usually the case with nominal expressions, but a
predicate. Sentences with copula verbs might not be the only ones having NPs with a
predicative function.
As already shown in the preceding section, attribution verbs do also involve NP predicates,
at least when they are used in the respective attributive meaning. This was illustrated in (2),
repeated here as (24), where the NP la desesperación ‘the desperation’ functions as a nominal
predicate of the NP la situación económica ‘the economic situation’.
??
ø/a la situación económica.
(24) La desesperación caracteriza
the desperation
characterize-3SG ø/to the situation economic
‘Desperation characterizes the economic situation.’

Hence, sentences with attributive subjects like those in (24) also seem to show a content
mismatch. However, there is a clear syntactic difference compared to the content mismatch
found with copula verbs. Whereas in copula constructions it is the internal argument that
functions as a predicate, in constructions with attribution verbs it is the external argument, i.e.
the subject, which expresses a predicative meaning. This means that copula verbs and
attribution verbs might select the same thematic roles, but a different linking of these roles.
Following Löbel’s (2000:249) proposal for copula verbs, it can be assumed that ser ‘be’
selects two semantic roles namely a proper participant role labeled THEME and a predicative
non-participant role called PROPERTY (cf. (25)).15 This might also serve as an adequate
representation for a verb like caracterizar ‘characterize’, at least when used with an
attributive interpretation of the subject (cf. (26)).
(25) ser [THEMEi, PROPERTYi]16

(cf. Löbel 2000:248)

(26) caracterizar2 [PROPERTYi, THEMEi]
If these assumptions are correct, the role-semantic difference between copula verbs and
attribution verbs lies in the contrary linking. Regarding copula verbs, THEME is linked to the
external argument and PROPERTY to the internal argument; attribution verbs like caracterizar2
show a mirror-inverted linking having PROPERTY as the external and THEME as the internal
argument.17 In this sense, copula verbs and attribution verbs might be taken as lexical
diathetic pairs. They resemble other lexical pairs such as the possession verbs tener ‘have’ vs.
pertenecer ‘belong’, where the possessor and the possessed might either be realized as subject
and object (cf. tener) or as object and subject (cf. pertenecer) respectively.
Summing up, it can be concluded that both sentences with copula verbs and sentences with
attribution verbs might involve a predicative NP, be it the object-like internal argument or the
external argument, i.e. the subject. Both cases reflect a content mismatch between semantics
15

16
17

For alternative analyses concerning copula verbs and predicate nominal constructions cf. Croft (1991),
Déchaine (1993), Francis (1999), and Radford (1997) among others. For discussion see Löbel (2000:229242).
The indices given in the representations in (25) are meant to capture that both argument roles are related to
each other: “Property is to be understood as ‘Property of Theme’” (Löbel 2000:249).
Clearly, the a-marking of the internal argument is only required when it is combined with an attribution verb.
For further similarities and differences concerning the semantics and syntax of copula verbs and attribution
verbs cf. García García (2010:148-153).
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and syntax. As far as attribution verbs are concerned, this mismatch seems to be connected to
yet some further mismatches.
3.3 Mismatches in linking and differential case marking?
According to Dowty (1991) and many other approaches to argument linking, it is always the
more agentive argument of a two-place lexical verb that surfaces as the subject of an active
sentence, whereas the less agentive argument is generally realized as the object. This
universally valid generalization does, however, not seem to hold for attribution verbs. As
shown in (24) with respect to caracterizar ‘characterize’, the more agentive THEME role is not
realized as the subject, but as the direct object. In contrast, the clearly non-agentive PROPERTY
role, which does not even qualify as a proper participant of the verbal event, surfaces as the
subject. Thus, in addition to the content mismatch referred to in the preceding section
attribution verbs also seem to show a linking mismatch.
This linking mismatch could be motivated by the fact that attribution verbs come in
different lexical meanings, involving different role-semantic entailments. As already
illustrated above, an attribution verb like caracterizar ‘characterize’ does not only occur with
attributive (non-agentive) subjects but also with non-attributive subjects functioning as agent
arguments (cf. (13) repeated here as (27)).
(27) Ana ha
caracterizado
varias veces el/??al
asunto.
Ana AUX.3SG characterize-PTCP several times the/to.the issue
‘Ana has characterized the issue several times.’
Certainly, the latter cases do not represent a linking mismatch. In contrast to the meaning
representation of caracterizar2 as proposed in (26), the meaning of the verb caracterizar
underlying sentences such as (27) could be represented as follows:
(28) caracterizar1 [AGENT, THEME]
Thus, there seem to be two different lexical entries or meanings of attribution verbs such as
caracterizar, but only one type of linking pattern, according to which both PROPERTY and
AGENT surface as subject, and THEME as direct object. Ultimately, the alleged linking
mismatch associated with attributive interpretations of subjects (cf. e.g. (24)) seems to be
motivated by lexical economy. In this context, it must also be noted that the alternative
meanings coded by attribution verbs are closely related in terms of logical contiguity. The
subject of a verb like caracterizar might either denote the characterizer, as in (27), or the
characterized, as in (24), that is, the cause or the consequence of the characterization event.
As shown in section 3.1, the meaning alternations attested with attribution verbs are not
coded through alternative linking patterns but rather via DOM. This, however, does seem to
involve a further mismatch issue.
According to the proposed analysis of attributive interpretations of verbs such as
caracterizar, it is primarily the subject that deviates from its typical semantic function since it
does not represent a proper participant of the verbal event, let alone an agentive argument. On
the contrary, the DO argument does not seem to show any particular semantic deviation, at
least at first glance. Consequently, one could expect a special morphological marking of the
subject NP, but not necessarily one of the object NP. Nevertheless, it is exclusively the object
NP that is morphologically marked (cf. e.g. (24) repeated here for convenience).
??
(24) La desesperación caracteriza
ø/a la situación económica.
the desperation
characterize-3SG to
the situation economic
‘The desperation characterizes the economic situation.’
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Thus, there seems to be a mismatch concerning the locus of the semantic deviation and its
morphosyntactic coding in the clause. This might be considered as a mismatch in differential
case marking. However, this peculiarity need not necessarily be interpreted as a proper
mismatch phenomenon. As has been argued in favor of the hypothesis of thematic distinctness
(cf. (8)), the morphological marking might not reflect the semantic deviation or markedness
of the DO alone, but rather the semantic deviation or markedness of the whole clause, i.e.
concerning the relation of the DO to the subject argument. According to this view, sentences
like (24), where object marking is rather triggered by a deviating subject than by a deviating
DO, do not present an exception or a mismatch with respect to DOM.
Still, the observation that the morphological marking in sentences like (24) seems to be on
the wrong syntactic argument is a challenging one. Why is it the DO that is marked
morphologically and not the subject? Obviously, this is the case because Spanish has no
differential subject marking as, for instance, Hindi has, i.e. the case marking of the DO is the
only available case marking option to code the semantic deviation of the subject argument.18
A similar but much more elaborated conclusion can be drawn on the basis of Malchukov
(2006), whose account on transitivity alternations will be briefly presented in the following
section.
3.4 DOM and the Primary Argument Immunity Principle
Reconsidering the relation between transitivity parameters (cf. Hopper & Thompson 1980)
and case marking alternations Malchukov (2006:333) assumes a so-called transitivity scale:
(29) A-features

V-features

O-features

[animacy] [volitionality] [kinesis] [factivity] [tense/aspect] [affectedness] [O-individuation]

According to Malchukov (2006:333) this scale “is intended to represent selective semantic
meaning affinities between individual parameters through placement of the related parameters
adjacently on the scale.” Thus, for instance, animacy and volitionality, which are very closely
related, occupy adjacent spaces on the scale. Note that (29) is not conceived of as a scale that
signals a higher or lower degree of transitivity. It rather represents an attempt to order the
unordered list of transitivity parameters presented by Hopper & Thompson (1980:252). The
scale stretches from parameters that, according to Malchukov (2006:334), pertain to “Afeatures via V-features to O-features. At the ends of the scale we find features that inhere to
semantics of an argument (e.g. animacy of A and O argument), in the centre of the scale we
find intrinsically V-features (pertaining to mode/factivity).” Further parameters, such as
aspect, are considered as intermediate features, which are related to both V and O.19
In addition to this transitivity scale Malchukov (2006:335) proposes the iconically
motivated Relevance Principle given below:
(30) Relevance Principle: Mark the Transitivity Parameter on the relevant constituent (i.e. on
the constituent to which the feature pertains).
According to this principle A-features (e.g. volitionality) should be marked on A (exclusively
or not-exclusively), O-features on O (again exclusively or not-exclusively), and V-features on
V (alone or on V plus its arguments). Malchukov claims that (30) is a cross-linguistic valid
generalization. Nevertheless, he mentions that there might be some exceptions with regard to
this Relevance Principle. One exception is the following Russian example, in which the DO is
18

19

Beyond case marking, there are, of course, constructional means like the middle or medio-passive
construction; cf. the following example, which is semantically equivalent to (24): La situación económica se
caracteriza por la desesperación ‘The economic situation is characterized by desperation’.
Cf. de Swart (2007:30f.) for some critique and discussion of Malchukov’s transitivity scale.
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marked with accusative or instrumental case depending on the volitionality, i.e. agentivity of
the subject argument (Malchukov 2006: 339):
(31) On krutil rul’
/ rulj-om.
he rotate wheel.ACC / wheel-INSTR
‘He rotated the wheel consciously/unconsciously.’
In the interpretation involving a volitional rotating of the wheel by the subject referent the
object is marked with accusative, whereas in the non-volitional interpretation of the subject
referent the object is marked with instrumental case. This example resembles the Spanish data
with attribution verbs such as caracterizar (cf. e.g. (13) vs. (15)). In both cases it is not the
deviating A-argument that is morphologically marked, but the rather non-deviating Oargument. In order to account for such exceptions to the Relevance Principle, Malchukov
assumes a second principle, which is given in (32).
(32) Primary Argument Immunity Principle: Avoid manipulating the case marking of the
primary argument exclusively.
This principle might need some clarifications. As is well known, the primary argument –
which is also labeled syntactic pivot (cf. Foley & Van Valin 1984) – refers to the grammatical
role of a transitive sentence that is morphosyntactically coded like the subject of an
intransitive sentence. In accusative languages, such as Spanish, the primary argument always
corresponds to the (non-marked) nominative argument; in ergative languages, such as Hindi,
it refers to the (generally non-marked) absolutive argument. Furthermore, it should be
emphasized that the Primary Argument Immunity Principle is not motivated by iconicity as
the Relevance Principle but by syntactic structure.20
According to Malchukov (2006:342-345) the Primary Argument Immunity Principle is not
only evidenced by the rather exceptional Russian data exemplified in (31). Better known
manifestations of this principle are diathetic modifications such as the passive constructions
found in accusative languages, where the A-argument is optionally realized by an oblique
argument instead of surfacing as a (differentially) case-marked subject argument.
(33) La casa ha
sido
comprada (por un inversor).
the house has.AUX.3SG be-PTCP buy-PTCP (by an investor)
‘The house has been bought by an investor.’
In this sense, passive constructions, such as (33), avoid a morphological marking of the
primary argument, i.e. of the subject NP la casa ‘the house’. At the same time, however,
passive constructions also confirm the above-mentioned Relevance Principle: as predicted,
the morphological marking targets the pertinent A-argument, i.e. the oblique PP por un
inversor ‘by an investor’. Thus, the assumed principles do not necessarily require
contradictory results. Generally, the Relevance Principle and the Primary Argument Immunity
20

As pointed out by Malchukov (2006:341), the Primary Argument Immunity principle resembles Tsunoda’s
(1981) Unmarked Case constraint. Moreover, it is also related to a very similar generalization put forward by
Bossong (1982:24f): “Theoretisch könnte man nun meinen, dass Differenzierungen bei jeder
Aktantenfunktion gleichermaßen vorkommen können; die Empirie zeigt jedoch, daß dies nicht der Fall ist,
sondern, daß eine Funktion gegenüber allen anderen in dieser Hinsicht privilegiert ist: die Funktion O. [...]
Anders gesagt: wenn die Markierung von Aktantenfunktionen überhaupt in Abhängigkeit von der jeweiligen
Funktion differenziert wird, dann geschieht dies am ehesten bei O.” In this context, Bossong assumes a
universal implication stating that in a given language differential case marking of an argument (e.g. of the
subject) is only possible if that language also allows for a differential marking of the direct object (cf. also
Bossong 1985:4f).
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Principle are conceived of as competing motivations. According to Malchukov (2006: 340ff),
the interaction of both principles might explain why DOM is mostly found in accusative
languages, while differential subject marking is usually observed in ergative languages (cf.
Malchukov 2006: 340ff). This interesting explanatory relationship between language type and
differential case marking pattern might be correct or not. In any case, it remains true that the
two principles assumed might either reinforce each other, as in the passive shift, or be in
conflict, as in the case marking alternations found with the Russian example illustrated in
(31).
Let us finally readdress the putative mismatch concerning differential case marking found
with attribution verbs, which was sketched in the previous section. Following Malchukov’s
(2006) reasoning, sentences with attributive subjects and case-marked objects such as (24)
can be interpreted as a manifestation of a conflict between the Relevance Principle and the
Primary Argument Immunity Principle. More precisely, it can be specified that the
semantically deviating subjects do not receive any morphological marking and do thereby
violate the Relevance Principle. On the contrary, the subjects of these sentences do fulfill the
Primary Argument Immunity Principle, which is obviously a stronger restriction. To put it
differently, marking the DO instead of the subject is due to the structural ban on manipulating
the primary argument. Given that the morphological marking of the primary argument is also
ruled out for any other subjects, be they attributive or not, it can be concluded that in Spanish
the structurally motivated Primary Argument Immunity Principle must rank higher than the
iconically motivated Relevance Principle.
4. Conclusion
As has been confirmed by the corpus results presented in this paper, the morphological
marking of DOs is generally confined to animate objects. Object marking with inanimate DOs
is very rare (1.2%). It should, however, not be disregarded since at least in some of these
rarely attested cases, inanimate DOs have to be preceded by the object marker. Therefore, it
seems fair to conclude that the Spanish DO marker is not a mere animacy marker. Hence,
object marking with inanimate DOs should not be taken as a mismatch between semantics and
morphosyntax. As has been formulated on the basis of the hypothesis of thematic distinctness,
DOM with inanimate DOs strongly depends on whether the subject and DO of a given clause
are thematically distinct or not. Accordingly, when the subject does not outrank the DO in
agentivity, object marking is required.
In favor of the mentioned hypothesis it has been shown that object marking is
ungrammatical when combined with certain verbs such as creation verbs (e.g. escribir
‘write’), while it is very common, or even grammatically required when being combined with
certain other verbs such as sequencing verbs (e.g. preceder ‘precede’) or verbs of substitution
(e.g. sustituir ‘replace’). Since some of these verbs allow for different role-semantic
configurations, DOM depends on the respective role-semantic meaning in a given clause. This
has also been shown with respect to attribution verbs (e.g. caracterizar ‘characterize’), which
have been examined more thoroughly with respect to the question of possible mismatches.
Attribution verbs seem to involve several mismatch phenomena. Just as the
aforementioned verbs of sequencing and replacement, they (i) often occur with a
morphologically marked inanimate DO. Moreover, they seem to display (ii) a content
mismatch as well as a (iii) linking mismatch, and (iv) a mismatch in differential case marking.
As already noted, the (i) morphological marking of an inanimate DO should generally not
be interpreted as a mismatch phenomenon. With respect to (ii) the content mismatch, it has
been argued that attribution verbs might involve predicative subjects, i.e. subject NPs that do
not function as proper arguments, but as nominal predicates. In this context, attribution verbs
resemble copula verbs, which also co-occur with predicative NPs. However, with copula
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verbs the predicative NP is not coded as the subject but as the internal object-like argument.
Therefore attribution verbs and copula verbs might be considered as lexical diathetic pairs.
Following Löbel’s (2000) analysis of copula verbs, it has been proposed that both copula and
attribution verbs might select the same semantic roles, namely a participant role labeled
THEME and a predicative non-participant role termed PROPERTY.
As far as attribution verbs are concerned, there seems to be (iii) a linking mismatch with
respect to these roles since the more agentive THEME role surfaces as the direct object and the
less or rather non-agentive PROPERTY role as the subject. This linking mismatch is probably
motivated by the fact that attribution verbs have alternating lexical meanings. They may be
used in an attributive or a non-attributive sense, i.e. either with an attributive (non-agentive)
subject or a non-attributive (agentive) subject. As has been confirmed by a test-corpus
research, the meaning alternations found with attribution verbs are systematically coded via
DOM: Whereas attributive readings generally correlate with a morphologically marked DO,
non-attributive interpretations do not show any morphological marking.
The latter results confirm the postulated hypothesis of thematic distinctness. Moreover,
they can be related to the alleged (iv) differential case marking mismatch. Although in
sentences with attributive subjects, it is not the DO, but rather the subject that deviates from
its typical semantic function, it is nevertheless the DO that gets morphologically marked. In
this sense, the morphological marking seems to be on the wrong grammatical role. This,
however, need not be considered a proper mismatch phenomenon. According to the
hypothesis of thematic distinctness, object marking does not necessarily signal the semantic
deviation or markedness of the DO, but rather the semantic deviation or markedness of the
whole clause. Following Malchukov’s (2006) ‘Primary Argument Immunity Principle’, it has
also been shown that in Spanish no morphological manipulation of the subject argument is
possible. This means that the morphological marking of the DO is the only available case
marking option.
Reconsidering the four mismatch phenomena discussed it can finally be concluded that
attribution verbs seem to show a content mismatch and a linking mismatch. In contrast, the
fact that attribution verbs occur with morphologically marked inanimate DOs, as well as the
observation that they categorically appear with morphologically non-marked subjects, should
not be taken as proper mismatch phenomena.
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Pe-marked definite NPs in Romanian and discourse prominence
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1. Introduction*
Romanian is a language which exhibits differential object marking (DOM) using the particle
pe and (in most cases) a clitic pronoun (Niculescu 1965, Pană-Dindelegan 1997, von
Heusinger & Onea 2008, Stark & Sora 2008). Direct object case marking is optional with
human indefinite direct objects, as in (1), and almost obligatory with postverbal human
definite direct objects, as reflected in the contrast between (2a) and (2b).
(1)

(a) Doctorul îl vizitează pe un băiat.
doctor.DEF CL visit s
PE a
boy
‘The doctor visits a boy.’
(b) Doctorul vizitează un băiat.
doctor.DEF visits
a boy
‘The doctor visits a boy.’

(2)

(a) Doctorul îl examinează pe băiatul bolnav.
doctor.DEF CL examines
PE boy.DEF sick
‘The doctor examines the sick boy.’
(b) # Doctorul examinează băiatul bolnav.
boy.DEF sick
doctor.DEF examines
‘The doctor examines the sick boy.’

There is an interesting mismatch in the otherwise quite robust distribution of pe-marking with
definite noun phrases. Modified human definite direct objects obligatorily receive DOM, as in
(2a), but the co-occurrence of pe and the definite article is blocked if the noun phrase is not
(further) modified. This blocking effect on pe-marking derives from an independent syntactic
rule of Romanian which holds for most prepositions, including pe in its case-marking
function, as in (3a). There are, however, two alternative constructions for the ungrammatical
(3a), namely (3b), in which the definite article is present and the pe marker is absent, and (3c),
in which the marker pe precedes the noun phrase in the absence of the definite article,
yielding a definite reading.
(3)

(a) * Doctorul îl examinează pe băiatul.
doctor.DEF CL examines
PE boy.DEF

* We would like to thank Natascha Pomino and Elisabeth Stark for organizing a wonderful workshop, for
editing the present volume and for helpful suggestions. We are grateful to the audience of the workshop
Mismatches in Romance held in October in Zürich for constructive comments and considerable assistance.
Our research was supported by the German Science Foundation by a grant to the project C2: Case and
referential context, as part of the Collaborative Research Center 732 Incremental Specification in Context at
the University of Stuttgart. Furthermore, the first author gratefully acknowledges the support of the Fritz
Thyssen Foundation and the VolkswagenStiftung (opus magnum).
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(b) Doctorul examinează băiatul.
doctor.DEF examines
boy.DEF
‘The doctor examines the boy.’
(c) Doctorul îl examinează pe băiat.
doctor.DEF CL examines
PE boy
‘The doctor examines the boy.’
This paper focuses on the contrast between the alternation in (3b) and (3c) and investigates
the parameters that determine the choice of one form over the other. We argue that pe-marked
definite direct objects are discourse prominent in a sense that is related to the concept of
secondary topics introduced by Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011). In light of the findings of a
web-based story continuation experiment we show that pe-marked definite direct objects
qualify for secondary topics since they are (i) referentially more persistent than their
unmarked counterparts, and since (ii) they show a systematic preference to become topics two
or three sentences after being introduced in the discourse.
The findings with respect to the distribution of pe-marking with definite unmodified noun
phrases contribute to the general understanding of DOM and introduce an empirical challenge
for the two main approaches on the function of DOM: the Ambiguity Thesis and the
Transitivity Thesis. The Ambiguity Thesis (Moravcsik 1978, Croft 1988, Bossong 1985,
Aissen 2003) proposes that languages that do not formally distinguish between subject and
direct object tend to develop extra markers for direct objects if they are too similar to typical
subjects. These approaches focus on the properties of direct objects compared to those of the
subjects.
The Transitivity Thesis, or indexing / coding approach (Hopper and Thompson 1980,
Naess 2004, 2007) assumes that a direct object is overtly marked if it is a “good” argument in
a transitive sentence which represents a “salient event”. The indexing approach comes in
different versions. Naess (2004) assumes that affectedness is the relevant notion for making a
referent more susceptible for marking, while Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011) take information
structure as the underlying factor and assume that topicality is the relevant parameter that
controls DOM. De Hoop and Narasimhan (2005) and de Hoop & Malchukov (2007) make
another distinction that is orthogonal to the two accounts introduced above: They distinguish
between split vs. fluid domains of DOM. Split domains are those grammatical contexts in
which DOM is obligatory, while fluid domains are those which allow for optionality. They
claim that DOM only contributes a function in fluid domains, while it is a kind of agreement
marker in split domains. Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011) also connect questions of
grammaticalization to this contrast between obligatory marking in split domains vs. the
variability in fluid domains. Returning now to the relevant data to be investigated, it is
generally assumed (Klein & de Swart 2010) that human definite direct object constitute a split
domain for DOM. However, as we have seen above, unmodified definite direct objects
display optionality. Thus, we have a fluid domain inside a split domain – something we did
not expect and which is a challenge for the theories to account for.
This paper addresses two related issues: the alternation between the definite article and pemarking (with the accompanying clitic), and the fluid behaviour of DOM inside a split
domain. The paper is structured as follow: In section 2, we provide a brief overview on the
conditions for DOM in Romanian and report from some recent studies on the discourse
function of DOM for indefinite direct objects. In section 3, we focus on the conditions for
DOM with definite unmodified direct objects, which can be pe-marked and doubled by a
clitic, or be headed by the simple definite article alone. We bring evidence that the referential
properties of the definite noun phrases cannot justify this alternation. In section 4, we present
the findings of the sentence-continuation experiment we conducted to investigate the
discourse prominence of the two types of definite noun phrases. Section 5 discusses the
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results of the study in light of their contribution for a better understanding of DOM in general.
We conclude that this phenomenon is best understood in terms of an ongoing
grammaticalization process. Section 6 summarizes the findings made in this paper and points
out interesting questions for further research.
2. Pe-marking in Romanian
Romanian (see Niculescu 1965, Bossong 1985) shows differential object marking (DOM).
There is some consensus in the literature that the most important synchronic conditions
triggering DOM in Romanian are animacy, definiteness, specificity and topicality (Farkas
1978, Dobrovie-Sorin 1994, von Heusinger & Onea 2008, Kamp & Bende-Farkas
(submitted), among others).
2.1 Strong vs. soft constraints
As exposed in section 1, de Hoop & Malchukov (2007) make another distinction that is
orthogonal to the two main accounts for DOM introduced there: They distinguish between
split vs. fluid domains of DOM. Strong or hard constraints (instances of split domains)
obligatorily trigger (or block) DOM. E.g. a human proper name is always pe-marked, i.e. the
semantics of names obligatorily requires DOM in Romanian. It seems that pe-marking does
not contribute an additional feature to proper names. Pe-marking has grammaticalized to a
formal element, like an agreement marker. Soft constraints (instances of fluid domains) do not
obligatorily trigger (or block) DOM, but (i) show a high significance for DOM, or (ii) are
associated with DOM marking. It is claimed that specificity is a soft constraint for pemarking: A specific human direct object is often pe-marked (but not always). Differently
worded, pe-marking signals that the noun is specific.
Figure (1): Split-fluid tree for DOM in Romanian (Klein & de Swart 2010:10)
split I: DP-type
[-pro]

[+pro]

split II: animacy
[-anim]

[+anim]
split III: definiteness
[-name]

[+name]

fluid: specificity
[ spec]

[+spec]

2.2 Animacy
In synchronic Romanian, pe-marking typically targets those direct objects which denote
human entities. This condition is responsible for the acceptability of (4a) and the
unacceptability of the sentence (4b).
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(4)

(a) Am vǎzut -o pe femeia
AUX saw CL PE woman.DEF
‘I saw the beautiful woman.’
(b) Am vǎzut -o * pe cartea
AUX saw CL
PE book.DEF
‘I saw the beautiful book.’
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frumoasǎ.
beautiful
frumoasǎ.
beautiful

2.3 Pe-marking and the referentiality scale
Besides animacy, DOM in Romanian is sensitive to the type of referring expression of the
direct object, according to the Referentiality Scale (Aissen 2003):
Table (1): Pe-marking of postverbal human direct objects in Romanian depending on the
Referentiality Scale1
pers. pron. > PN > def. NP > spec. indef NP > non-spec. indef NP
> non-arg NP
+
+
+/+/+/Full personal pronouns referring to animate entities are always marked with pe and doubled
by a clitic in synchronic Romanian data. Proper names referring to humans or to strongly
individuated, personified animals are always pe-marked. Modified human definite NPs in
direct object position are generally pe-marked, while the form without pe is rather marginal.2
(5)

(a) Doctorul
îl examinează pe băiatul bolnav.
PE boy.DEF sick
doctor.DEF CL examines
‘The doctor examines the sick boy.’
(b) # Doctorul
examinează băiatul bolnav.
doctor.DEF examines
boy.DEF sick
‘The doctor examines the sick boy.’

In a previous study (von Heusinger & Chiriacescu 2009), we found the confirmation for this
generalization, analysing 650 examples found on Google and in a corpus containing
Romanian newspaper articles. As already mentioned in the introductory part of this article,
the picture is less homogenous in the domain of definite unmodified definite NPs. Leaving
aside syntactic and semantic restrictions which require the pe-marked or the unmarked form,
definite unmodified NPs show the optionality encountered in (6) below, which pertains to an
independent grammatical rule of Romanian (see section 3).
(6)

1

2

(a) * Doctorul îl examinează pe băiatul.
doctor.DEF CL examines
PE boy.DEF
(b) Doctorul examinează băiatul.
doctor.DEF examines
boy.DEF
‘The doctor examines the boy.’

Please note that for human, definite modified noun phrases, pe-marking is obligatory (ex. (4)). For human
indefinite noun phrases, pe-marking is generally obligatory in cases in which the sentence contains operators.
In contexts that lack operators at sentence level, the marker is optional (ex. (7)-(9)).
DOM in Romanian is generally accompanied by clitic doubling, i.e. the occurrence of a co-indexed weak
pronoun. A doubling clitic is optional, obligatory or facultative, depending on semantic features of the head
noun and further syntactic constraints. In this paper we will address the phenomenon of DOM in Romanian
as a whole, thus, in the following sections, we will not make an explicit distinction between clitic doubling
and pe-marking (but see Dobrovie-Sorin 1994, Gramatica Limbii Române 2005 on clitic doubling).
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(c) Doctorul îl examinează pe băiat.
doctor.DEF CL examines
PE boy
‘The doctor examines the boy.’
The literature (Farkas 1978, Dobrovie-Sorin 1994, von Heusinger & Onea 2008) assumes that
specificity is the main triggering parameter for DOM with indefinite human direct objects in
Romanian. Scopal specificity with extensional operators, as in (7), and referential specificity
with intensional operators, as in (8), trigger pe-marking.
(7)

(8)

Scopal specificity:
(a) Toţi bărbaţii iubesc o femeie.
all men
love a woman
‘All men love a woman.’
(b) Toţi bărbaţii o iubesc pe o femeie.
all men
CL love
PE a woman
‘All men love a woman.’
Intensional operators:
(a) Ion caută
o secretară.
John looks for a secretary
‘John looks for a secretary.’
(b) Ion o caută
pe o secretară.
John CL looks for PE a secretary
‘John looks for a secretary.’

(specific / non-specific)
(only specific)

(specific / non-specific)
(only specific)

In plain and transparent contexts, indefinite NPs have been accounted for in terms of
epistemic specificity. Sentence (9a) is analysed as an instance of epistemic specificity, as it is
said to reflect the knowledge of the speaker (or of some other salient agent) about the identity
of the referent, while (9b) is ambiguous between a specific and a non-specific reading. For an
extensive analysis of pe-marked indefinites, see Chiriacescu & von Heusinger (2010).
(9)

Epistemic specificity:
(a) Petru l- a
văzut pe un băiat.
Peter CL have seen PE a boy
‘Peter saw a boy.’
(b) Petru a văzut un băiat.
Peter has seen a boy
‘Peter saw a boy.’

(specific)
(specific/ non-specific)

2.4 Discourse prominence and topic shift potential
Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011) propose a crosslinguistic analysis of optional case marking in
some nominative-accusative languages, elaborating upon former accounts of DOM as
topicality. They analyse topicality in the “aboutness” sense, which deals with “the construal
of the referent as pragmatically salient so that the assertion is made about this referent”. An
important distinction Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011) make is between primary topics, which
are highly prominent and typically realized as subjects (see Givón 1983, Lambrecht 1994,
among others), and between secondary topics, which are less prominent (see Givón 1983). In
a preceding article (Chiriacescu & von Heusinger 2010), we pursued a similar line of
argumentation, showing that discourse prominence is the factor that plays a major role for pemarking with indefinite NPs in Romanian. In contrast to other studies, which offered a more
or less intuitive definition of the notion of “topic”, we proposed two measurable textual
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characteristics to determine the discourse prominence of a particular referent, namely
referential persistence (in the sense of Givón 1983, Arnold 1998, Ariel 2001) and topic shift
potential (Givón 1983). We showed that pe-marked direct objects are (i) referentially more
persistent in the discourse than their unmarked counterparts, and (ii) better candidates to
change the current topic (i.e. the grammatical subject) of the upcoming discourse. Based on
the empirical findings from a web-based story continuation experiment, we concluded that pemarking is used as a signal by the speaker to instruct the hearer that more information about
the referent will follow.
2.5 Architecture of DOM in Romanian
We can summarize the observations so far as follows: Human direct objects are case marked
if they are definite expressions, such as personal pronouns, proper names or definite noun
phrases. Specific indefinite direct objects are only case marked if they are discourse
prominent, and thus pre-topics, as illustrated in Table (2).
Table (2): Pe-marking of postverbal human direct objects in Romanian depending on the
Referentiality Scale and the discourse prominence
human

pers. pron.

> PN

> def. NP

> spec. indef NP

> non-spec. indef NP

> non-arg NP

Pre-topic

+

+

+

+

?

-

No pre-topic

+

+

-

-

-

-

In the next section, we will discuss the distribution of pe-marking with definite unmodified
noun phrases in more detail and show that the referential meanings of the definite noun
phrases cannot account for the alternation between the pe-marked form and the form preceded
by the definite article alone.
3. Definite unmodified NPs
The blocking effect which constitutes the focus of this presentation not only applies to the
DOM-marker, but to almost all nouns which are preceded by most prepositions in Romanian.3
This rule is responsible for the ungrammaticality of the enclitic definite article on the
unmodified noun phrase in the presence of other prepositions. While most prepositions
always block the attachment of the enclitic definite article on unmodified nouns and do not
allow for an alternative construction without, note the form la doctor ‘to doctor’ in (10a), in
the case of pe as a case marker, the above mentioned constraint also holds but gives rise to an
alternation (see discussion in 3.1). Speakers of Romanian can either drop the marker pe and
keep the definite enclitic article -ul (DEF.masc), as in (10b), or drop the definite article, as in
(10c) and keep pe.
(10) (a) Un băiat merge la doctor.
a boy goes to doctor
‘A boy goes to the doctor.’
(b) Doctorul
examinează băiatul.
doctor.DEF examines
boy.DEF
‘The doctor examines the boy.’

3

Gramatica Limbii Române (2005) lists several prepositions that block the apparition of the definite article on
the N.
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(c) Doctorul
îl examinează pe băiat.
doctor.DEF CL examines
PE boy
‘The doctor examines the boy.’
Both sentences (10b) and (10c) represent different possibilities of expressing very similar
referential categories, as they are both grammatical and have the same propositional content.
However, the exact distributional contexts in which each direct object form is used have not
been delimited yet.
Before we further investigate the alternation between the pe-form and the article-form of
differentially marked definite direct objects, we will discuss some additional blocking effects
that trigger the one form or the other. In what follows, we offer two examples for such
blocking effects: (i) the lexical semantics of the NP, and (ii) a particular construction (the
possessive dative). There are probably many other processes that block the one or the other
form, which we will not discuss here (see for metonymical shifts as a major blocker of the pemarked construction Chiriacescu 2007, von Heusinger & Onea 2008).
3.1 Hard constraints: lexical and syntactic restrictions
Archaic usages of certain terms in direct object position found in written texts at the
beginning of the 20th century can be simultaneously suffixed by the definite article and pemarked, even in the absence of further modifiers (Chiriacescu 2007, Chiriacescu & von
Heusinger 2009). However, a direct object like in (11), in which the functional expression
şeful (‘the boss’) is suffixed by the definite article and simultaneously pe-marked, is not a
recommended one in synchronic Romanian.
(11) L- am văzut pe şeful.
CL have see
PE boss.DEF
‘I have seen the boss.’
Another marginal exception is found in the case of expressions for kinship relations (e.g. the
father / the aunt). The referents of these NPs are usually uniquely identifiable entities in the
context of the utterance, thus signalizing a high degree of individualization:
(12) (a) Il văd pe tata.
CL see PE father.DEF
‘I see the father.’
(b) Merg la mama.
go to mother.DEF
‘I go to mother.’
Again, this exception is not only found in combination with differentially marked direct
objects, but also in combination with other prepositions, as it becomes obvious in (12b).
At the sentence level, pe-marking is ruled out whenever the definite article is modified by a
possessive preverbal (13a) or postverbal dative (13b), even in cases where the NP is further
modified by an adjective:
(13) (a) Maria îşi înţelege
(*pe) buna
prietenă.
Maria DAT understands
PE
good.DEF friend
‘Maria understands her good friend.’
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(b) Inţelegându-şi
(* pe) frumoasa
soţie a
understanding-DAT
PE beautiful.DEF wife has
‘Understanding his beautiful wife, he made […].’
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făcut […].
made

The noun involved in such a possessive relation is strongly individuated and combines with
the definite article. These are the constructions representing the unmarked modality to convey
possession. Nevertheless, besides the examples in (13), there coexist other constructions to
express possession in which the noun is pe-marked and appears with a possessive pronoun in
the genitive:
(14) Maria o înţelege
pe prietena
ei [dar nu pe a mea]
Maria CL understands PE friend.DEF her [but not mine]
‘Maria understands her friend [but not mine].’
Only sentence (14) emphasizes the fact that the direct object prietena (‘the friend’) is Maria’s
friend and not mine/ yours/ etc. So, the DOM marker adds a discursive contrast to the object it
precedes in these contexts.
3.2 Soft constraints: referential properties
The alternation between a pe-marked direct object and one in which the definite article is
suffixed on it may depend on the referential properties of the definite description. Following
Hawkins’ (1978) classification, we can distinguish along four basic uses of definites: (i)
anaphoric, (ii) immediate situational uses, (iii) larger situational uses and (iv) associative uses
of definites. With Hawkins’ classification in place, we investigated whether these different
uses of definite descriptions play a role in DOM marking in Romanian, or not.
3.2.1 Anaphoric definite NPs
If a definite is called anaphoric, its meaning has to be dependent on the interpretation of a
previously occurring (and typically indefinite) noun phrase. We looked at examples in which
a referent was introduced with an indefinite nominal in the discourse and then picked up by a
definite one. In a first survey, we found out that the pe-marked and the unmarked DO form
overlap and we did not find any significant difference between the alternate forms. This is
illustrated in the examples in (15) through (18).
(15) Ion a cunoscut un politician şi un scriitor.
John has met
a politician and a writer
‘John met a politician and a writer.’
(a) A doua zi a văzut politicianul
la televizor.
the next day has seen politician.DEF on TV
(b) A doua zi l- a văzut pe politician la televizor.
the next day CL has seen PE politician on TV
‘He saw the politician on TV next day.’
(16) Mihai a invitat un prieten şi un cunoscut
la masă.
Mihai has invited a friend and an acquaintance at dinner.
‘Mihai has invited a friend and an acquaintance for dinner.’
(a) Ne-a arătat prietenul într -o poză
înainte de a veni.
us has shown friend.DEFin a picture before to come
(b) Ni l- a arătat pe prieten într -o poză
înainte de a veni.
us CL has shown PE friend in a picture before to come
‘He showed us a photo of the friend before he came.’
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(17) Am citit o carte despre un tenor sicilian şi
o soprană rusă.
have read a book about a tenor Sicilian and a soprane Russian
‘I read a book about a Sicilian tenor and a Russian soprane.’
(a) Recent am văzut tenorul
în piaţă.
recently have seen tenor.DEF in market
(b) Recent l- am văzut pe tenor în piaţă.
recently CL have seen PE tenor in market
‘I recently saw the tenor at the market.’
(18) Ieri
am făcut cunoştinţă
cu unul dintre consilierii locali.
Yesterday have made acquaintance with one of
counsellor local
‘Yesterday I met one of the town counsellors.’
(a) Seara
am auzit consilierul
vorbind despre criza
economică.
evening.DEF have heard counsellor.DEF talking about crisis.DEF economic
(b) Spre
seară
l- am auzit pe consilier vorbind despre criza
around evening CL have heard PE counsellor talking about crisis. DEF
economică.
economic
‘Yesterday evening I heard the counsellor talking about the economic crisis.’
Since both forms are felicitous in (15)-(18), the examples provide evidence that the pemarked and the non-pe-marked form are not in complementary distribution.
3.2.2 Immediate situation use
In connection to the anaphoric uses, the additional demonstrative use will be briefly
discussed:
(19) Context: Mary and Peter are watching a show about the mayor of Braşov.
Peter says to Mary:
(a) # Un prieten de-al meu cunoaşte primarul.
a friend of
mine knows
mayor.DEF
(b) Un prieten de-al meu îl cunoaşte pe primar.
PE mayor.
a friend of
mine CL knows
‘A friend of mine knows the mayor.’
In (19), the mayor is indirectly present in the utterance context since he appears on TV and it
seems that referring to him demonstratively is possible only with pe. For a pe-marked
construction to be felicitously used in contexts like (19), the referent should be previously
introduced in the discourse or be accompanied by a pointing gesture. In this case, the pemarked construction has a visibility requirement built into it.
Immediate situation uses in the sense of Hawkins (1978) involve reference to an individual
or entity which is present in the utterance context and is unique in that situation in meeting the
descriptive content of the definite description. In comparison to demonstrative uses as (19)
above, which can be felicitously used only when the referent is visible to both participants in
the conversation, in the immediate situation use, the referent of the entity or individual in
question does not have to be visible to both participants. However, it is vital that the hearer
should be able to see the intended object, as in (20) below:
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(20) Context: A policeman is standing guard outside a prison, which is surrounded by a
twenty-foot wall. Suddenly, he hears the voice of a colleague policeman from the other
side:
(a) Prinde -l pe fugar.
catch CL PE runaway
(b) Prinde fugarul.
catch runaway.DEF
‘Catch the runaway.’
Both sentences (a) and (b) are felicitous in context (20), however, they give rise to different
interpretations on the side of the hearer, i.e. if he can see the escaping prisoner or not. In
(20a), the hearer is not only informed of the existence of the escaped prisoner, but he is also
instructed to locate the referent in the immediate situation of utterance. If the policeman
within the prison utters sentence (20a), then the policeman outside the prison must see the
runaway. Otherwise, he would ask a wh-question to find out which prisoner escaped, where
he went, etc. On the other hand, if the first policeman utters sentence (20b), the hearer does
not have to see the runaway to understand what happened and how he should react. He would
have to look where (and who) the prisoner actually is.
3.2.3 Larger and global situation use
Turning to the Romanian examples in light of Hawkins’ classification, both larger and global
situation uses render different readings of the definite NPs.
(21) Context: At home, looking out of the window
A: What’s wrong?
B: (a) L -am văzut pe postaş.
CL have seen PE mailman
(b) Am văzut poştaşul.
have seen mailman.DEF
‘I have seen the mailman.’
The mailman in (21a) and (21b) is a typical pe-referent: it refers to a particular functional role
that is no more required to be introduced in domestic contexts, exactly like unique entities as
the moon. If speaker B uses the unmarked direct object form postasul (‘the mailman’), then it
is the function which the referent fulfils that is important, and not its identity (e.g. in a context
in which speaker B is waiting for a letter from the dean). Another example, which makes this
distinction clearer, is presented in (22) below:
(22) (a) La inaugurarea
aeroportului Braşov, cetăţenii vor invita primarul.
at inauguration.DEF airport.DEF Braşov citizen.DEF will invite mayor.DEF
(b) La inaugurarea
aeroportului Braşov, cetăţenii
îl vor invita pe primar.
at inauguration.DEF airport.DEF Braşov citizen.DEF CL will invite PE mayor
‘At the inauguration of the Brasov airport, the citizens will invite the mayor.’
Again, both (22a) and (22b) are felicitous in this context, but with different connotations.
(22a) refers to whoever person might occupy the mayor position at the time the airport will be
opened (a particular function). In (22b), pe is not tight to the function its referent designates,
but to the individual that occupies this position, say Mr. Jones.
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3.2.4 Associative use or bridging
The last major class of uses of definite descriptions is that of associative use, also known as
bridging. This use gives rise to subtle differences between the pe-marked and the unmarked
construction:
(23) Part-whole bridging:
Biserica din centrul
oraşului m -a
impresionat mult.
me has impressed much
church.DEF from centre.DEF town
‘The church from the centre of the town impressed me much.’
(a) L- am auzit pe preot vorbind aşa de frumos despre […].
CL have heard PE priest talking so to nicely about
(b) Am auzit preotul
vorbind
aşa de frumos despre […].
have heard priest.DEF talking so to nicely about
‘I have heard the priest talking so nicely about […].’
In the situation above, the pe-marked construction is the preferred continuation alternative,
since the (23b) answer would allude to another priest and not necessarily to the one
encountered in the church mentioned.
3.2.5 Transparent vs. opaque uses
Another dimension found in relation to definites is the distinction between transparent and
opaque contexts (cf. Keenan & Ebert 1973), as in the sentence: We will interview the winner,
where the winner can be understood as: a.) the actual winner or b.) the one who will win. In
such a context, we would expect that speakers will use the unmarked construction for the b.)
reading and the pe-marked construction if they actually know who the winner is. An
additional dimension is the referential vs. attributive reading (Donnellan 1966):
(24) (a) Trebuie să prindem ucigaşul
lui Paul.
must
to catch
murderer.DEF of Paul
(b) Trebuie să -l prindem pe ucigaşul
lui Paul.
PE murderer.DEF of Paul
must
to -CL catch
‘We have to catch the murderer of Paul.’
Imagine a first context in which the police are at the crime scene wondering who might have
murdered Paul. On this attributive reading, both, (24a) and (24b) could be felicitously used.
Now imagine a second context in which the police are at the crime scene. After taking into
account all evidence and proofs found there, they conclude that the serial killer John Smith
must have murdered Paul. In this referential context, only the pe-marked construction in (24b)
can be felicitously used, while the unmarked construction in (24a) is misleading.
3.2.6 Functional readings and scope
Another difference between the pe-marked and the unmarked form is the different scopal
behaviour under distributive operators, such as all:
(25) (a) Toţi chiriaşii salută proprietarul bogat.
all renters salute owner.DEF rich
‘All renters salute the rich owner.’
(b) Toţi chiriaşii îl salută pe proprietar / pe proprietarul bogat
all renters CL salute PE owner
/ PE owner.DEF rich
‘All renters salute the owner / the rich owner.’
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In (25a), the phrase proprietarul (‘the owner’) could be interpreted as “Each renter salutes
his/her owner”, even if the NP is further modified by the adjective bogat (‘rich’). However,
the pe-marked DO in (25b) clearly underlines the fact that the mentioned owner is the same
for each renter. In this case, we consider that this might be a secondary effect of an underlying
feature. We assume that this feature relies upon the discourse prominence of the definite noun
phrase.
3.2.7 Kind referring uses
Other uses of definites are kind referring terms. When referring to a kind, the direct object
referent has to be marked by pe as in (26b):4
(26) (a) In Mongolia am fotografiat
nomadul.
in Mongolia have photographed nomad.DEF
(b) In Mongolia l- am fotografiat
pe nomad.
in Mongolia CL have photographed PE nomad
‘I have photographed the nomad in Mongolia.’
We consider that this example strongly supports the hypothesis that a kind referring NP refers
to an entity, and that this entity must be well-established in the shared knowledge of speaker
and hearer to be felicitously used.
3.2.8 Intermediate summary
In the last subsections, we have tested different contrasts with respect to the referential
properties of definite noun phrases, which are summarized in table 3.
Table (3): Referential properties of definite noun phrases and use of definite article vs. pemarking for human direct objects in Romanian.
Marker/
immediate
larger
associative referential functional
anaphoric
Use
situational situational (bridging)
contexts
readings
definite
+
+
attributive functional
article
peattributive/
+
+
+
absolute
marking
referential

generic
readings
+

The overview presented above represents contexts in which the two types of definite noun
phrases sometimes trigger different readings. However, for the time being, we do not test
these different readings in much depth and conclude that the two forms cannot be derived
from the referential properties of the definite noun phrase. The alternation between the pemarked and the unmarked form seems to be due to the discourse function of the definite noun
phrase. Definite noun phrases do have a “cataphoric” force and thus express a certain
(additional) level of activation of the referent they are associated with (see von Heusinger
2007). In the following, we test this option in a sentence-continuation task.
4. Web-based experiment for prominence with pe-marking
To investigate whether the presence of the pe-marker boosts the prominence or salience of the
referents associated with the direct objects realized as definite unmodified noun phrases, we
used the metrics for discourse prominence developed for the experiment with indefinite noun
4

In this context, the definiteness of the object NP must be formally marked, if the NP is intended to refer to
the kind nomad. The reason probably is that in postverbal position, bare NPs tend to be interpreted as
indefinite, so that there must be a formal indicator if a definite interpretation is intended. We will not go into
this case further at this time.
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phrases (cf. Chiriacescu & von Heusinger 2010). More precisely, we analysed whether pemarked definite noun phrases are (i) referentially persistent in the subsequent discourse (i.e.
whether the referent headed by pe is likely to be continued), and (ii) more susceptible to shift
the topic (i.e. in the sense of Givón 1983, Ariel 2001, among others) of the current discourse.5
Let us now consider how we predict participants’ responses to pattern with respect to the two
different metrics we tested. First, in light of the findings from the pe-marking experiment with
indefinite noun phrases (Chiriacescu & von Heusinger 2010) and other experimental
investigations, which showed that accessible / salient referents are more likely to be
subsequently mentioned (Givón 1983, Gernsbacher & Shroyer 1989, Arnold 1998, among
others), we predict that referents headed by pe will be referentially more persistent in the
ensuing discourse, compared to referents marked with the simple definite article.
Second, given the observation that important or salient referents tend to be mentioned in
topic position (which in English generally corresponds to the grammatical subject position,
e.g. Ariel 2001, Arnold 1998), we predict that in comparison to their unmarked counterparts,
pe-marked direct objects will (i) be mentioned more often in topic position in the subsequent
text, and will (ii) become the new topic in the following discourse.
4.1 Method
Participants
Twenty-four native speakers of Romanian participated in this experiment. They received no
incentive for taking part in the survey. It took about fifteen minutes to complete an
experiment.
Materials
The methodology used in this experiment was an open-ended sentence-continuation task.
Participants were presented target items consisting of mini-discourses, as in Table (4). Their
task was to read the given story fragments and add five logical and natural-sounding sentence
continuations for each of them. Although the inclusion of two to three sentences in each test
item made it difficult to control every aspect of these discourses, it provided the advantage of
creating a more natural discourse (e.g. Gernsbacher & Shroyer 1989). The first two sentences
of each test item set the context of the story and contained individual references to two
characters. The first character was the clearly established topic of the mini-discourse, as it was
mentioned in subject position at least once and was the entity the story was about. In the last
sentence of the mini-discourses, the referent was introduced as a definite noun phrase in direct
object position.

5

Independently of these two textual characteristics, we considered the type of referring expression used to
pick up the referent of the direct objects. We will not discuss the findings of this metric in this paper, but note
that the likelihood of subsequent mention does not point in the same direction as the likelihood of being
realized with a pronoun (see also the discussions in Kehler et al. 2008, Kaiser 2010, Chiriacescu & von
Heusinger 2010). For the purposes of this paper, just note that pronominalization does not reflect discourse
prominence as defined in this paper.
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Table (4): The only difference between the two versions of the test items 1-3 (TI1, TI2 and
TI3) in this table is the presence vs. absence of the pe-marker on the direct objects in the left
column and the presence of the definite article -ul on the direct objects in the right column.
TI1: pe-marked condition
TI1: non-pe-marked condition
Daniela1 lucrează atât la spital cât şi într-o
clinică privată. O ambulanţă a intrat pe poarta
spitalului la ora 23, iar Daniela1 a fost chemată
de acasă pentru a-l opera pe pacient2.

Daniela1 lucrează atât la spital cât şi într-o
clinică privată. O ambulanţă a intrat pe poarta
spitalului la ora 23, iar Daniela1 a fost chemată
de acasă pentru a opera pacientul2.

‘Daniela1 works at the hospital and in a private
clinic. An ambulance entered the hospital’s gate
at 11 p.m. and Daniela 1was asked to come and
operate on PE patient2.’

‘Daniela1 works at the hospital and in a private
clinic. An ambulance entered the hospital’s gate
at 11 p.m. and Daniela1 was asked to come and
operate on the patient2.’

TI2: pe-marked condition

TI2: non-pe-marked condition

După accident, Cristina1 a stat de vorbă cu un
martor2. La scurt timp, la faţa locului a sosit un
echipaj de poliţie3. Aceştia3 l-au luat pe martor2
de-o parte şi au oprit traficul în zonă pentru
scurt timp.

După accident, Cristina a stat de vorbă cu un
martor. La scurt timp, la faţa locului a sosit un
echipaj de poliţie. Aceştia3 au luat martorul deo parte şi au oprit traficul în zonă pentru scurt
timp.

‘After the accident, Cristina1 talked to a
witness2. A police team3 arrived at the site
shortly afterwards. They3 took PE witness2
aside and stopped the traffic in the area for a
short while.’

‘After the accident, Cristina1 talked to a
witness2. A police team3 arrived at the site
shortly afterwards. They3 took the witness2
aside and stopped the traffic in the area for a
short while.’

TI3: pe-marked condition

TI3: non-pe-marked condition

La petrecerea de aseară, Andrei1 a cunoscut un La petrecerea de aseară, Andrei1 a cunoscut un
politician2 şi un cântăreţ3 de renume3. Astăzi l1-a politician2 şi un cântăret3 de renume3. Astăzi a
întâlnit pe politician2 în piaţă.
întâlnit politicianul2 în piaţă.

‘At yesterday evening’s party, Andrew1 met a ‘At yesterday evening’s party, Andrew1 met a

politician2 and a famous singer3. Today he1 met politician2 and a famous singer3. Today he1 met
the politician2 at the market.’
PE politician2 at the market.’

We constructed six target stories and four fillers. We manipulated the realisation form of the
direct objects, which resulted in two conditions: one in which pe heads the direct object and
one in which the direct object remains unmarked by pe.
Procedure and data analysis
The first five main clauses (including subordinate ones, if there were any) of each
continuation story provided by the participants were analysed. We coded two aspects of the
definite direct objects: (i) their referential persistence and (ii) their topic shift potential.
Example (27) represents an example response for test item 3 (TI3) for the pe-condition, and
table 5 illustrated the coding methods used.
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(27) Sample experimental item and coding methods for the pe-condition for test item 3
Test Item 3: La petrecerea de aseară, Andrei1 a cunoscut un politician2 şi un
cântăreţ de renume3. Astăzi (pro)1 l-a întâlnit pe politician2 în piaţă.
‘At yesterday evening’s party, Andrew1 met a politician2 and a famous singer3. Today
he1 met PE politician2 at the market.’
S1: (pro)1 ştia că acum e şansa lui1.
‘He1 knew that that’s his1 chance.’
S2: Politicianul2 era un pic grizonat, slăbuţ cu accent baritonal.
‘The politician2 had some greyish hair, was thin with baritone voice.’
S3: Andrei1 s-a dus spre el2, şi (pro)1 i2-a cerut ajutorul să (pro)1 aleagă un pepene
bun.
‘Andrei1 went towards him2 and he1 asked (him2) for help to choose a tasty water
melon.’
S4: Politicianul2 s-a intros şi (pro)2 i1-a răspuns cu un aer distrat.
‘The politician2 turned around and (pro)2 responded him1 in a distracted voice.’
S5: Il2 chema don Giuseppe şi (pro)2 era inginer zootehnist de meserie.
‘His2 name was don Giuseppe and he2 was a zootechnician engineer.’
Table (5): Coding methods for the continuation sentences in (27) provided for TI3
Coding methods
First referent
Target referent
(Andrei)
(the politician)
Anaphoric forms
refer per
refer per
topic
item / S
sum
item / S sum
S1 [pro1] (pron1)
2
2
0
0
Topic1
S2

[def NP2]

0

2

1

1

Topic2

S3

[PN1, pron2] [pro1, CL2] (pro1)

3

5

2

3

(Topic1)

S4

[def NP2] [pro2, CL1]

1

6

2

5

(Topic2)

S5

[CL2] [pro2]

0

6

2

7

(Topic2)

We used subscript 1 for the first referent, Andrei, subscript 2 for the referent of the target
item, un politician (‘a politician’), and subscript 3 for the referent of the singer. The type of
referring expression (e.g. pro, clitic, personal pronoun, definite NP and definite modified NP)
of the sentences’ referents is listed in Table (5). Round brackets mark subordinate clauses and
square brackets main clauses. Referential persistence is measured by referents mentioned per
sentence (referent / S) and the sum of all items up to S5 (i.e. a cumulative measure).
Comparing the sums indicates at what stage in the discourse we have more anaphoric
expressions referring to one referent compared to another. In our example (27), the referent of
the target item (i.e. the referent of the politician) exceeds in persistence the referent of the first
referent (i.e. Andrei) in the last continuation sentence (S5). Furthermore, we verified in what
sentence the target referent (i.e. the politician) becomes the subject of a main clause, and thus
the topic constituent. In example (27), this happens in sentence continuation 2 (S2).
The first aspect under investigation was the referential persistence of the story’s referents.
We counted (i) how many times each referent was mentioned in the main and subordinate
clauses of the continuation sentences (see columns 3 and 5 in Table (5)), and (ii) how
referential persistence relates to grammatical role. For this purpose, we calculated the
referential persistence of all referents given in the test items. The times a referent was
mentioned in a continuation sentence were added up to a sum representing the referential
persistence of that referent at a particular stage in the discourse (see columns 4 and 6 in Table
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(5)). Additionally, we calculated the mean values for the referential persistence in all test
items of the (i) pe-marked referents, (ii) non-pe-marked referents, (iii) subject referents, and
of (iv) other referents (Figure 4).
Topic shift was the second aspect tested. For the sake of simplicity, the first instance in
which a direct object referent became the grammatical subject in a main clause was treated as
an instance of topic shift (in example (27), this happens in S2). We did not take into
consideration whether this shift in topic was maintained after this sentence or not.
4.2 Results
24 participants provided continuations for the initial story fragments. The results from the two
metrics, referential persistence and topic shift potential reflect the discourse status of the
stories’ referents. In the following sections we discuss the findings of the two textual
characteristics in detail.
4.2.1 Number of anaphoric references – referential persistence
The first textual characteristic investigated was referential persistence. Figure (2) displays the
mean values for referential persistence of all referents of the test items 1-3 (TI1-TI3). For the
pe-condition, we notice a strong likelihood of the referent to me mentioned in the following
discourse. On the contrary, the direct object referents in the non-pe-marked condition are
picked up in the subsequent discourse less often. The predictions concerning this metric are
confirmed, as the pe-marked referents were picked up more often in the subsequent discourse
than the referents of the unmarked direct objects.
Figure (2). Different values of referential persistence for the referents in the condition with
pe-marking and in the condition without pe-marking

In sum, participants preferred a continuation story that evolved around the referent of the
subject, thus taking it up more often, unless the direct object referent was pe-marked. In such
a case, the referent of the pe-marked referent becomes a better competitor for the subject
referent in terms of referential persistence.
4.2.2 Topic shift potential
The second textual characteristic investigated was the topic shift potential of direct object
referents. Recall that each mention of a direct object in grammatical subject position was
counted as an instance of topic shift. The counts for the topic shift potential are cumulative.
The findings condensed in Figure (3) reveal several patterns. First, the referent of the pemarked direct object displays a stronger preference to become a subject in the continuation
sentences (S1-S5) than the referent of the non-pe-marked direct object referent. Second, while
almost all participants mentioned the referent of the pe-marked direct object sooner or later as
a subject in the continuation text, the unmarked direct object became a subject in less than
25% of cases.
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Figure (3). More than 80% of the participants mentioned the pe-marked referents in
grammatical subject position, whereas the referents of the non-pe-marked direct objects were
mentioned as subjects in roughly 25% of the cases

Third, Figure (3) shows that the referent of the unmarked direct object was never picked up in
subject position in the first two continuation sentences (S1 and S2) provided by the
participants. On the contrary, the referent of the pe-marked direct object was picked up in the
first two continuation sentences, even though the rate was not high.
The findings concerning the topic shift potential of direct objects confirmed the initial
predictions, as the referents of the pe-marked direct objects displayed a higher expectancy to
be mentioned again as topics in a main clause (i.e. in subject position) in comparison to the
unmarked ones.
4.2.3 Discussion
The findings with respect to the discourse structuring potential of direct objects realized as
definite noun phrases parallel those reported in Chiriacescu & von Heusinger (2010, 2011)
about the discourse behaviour of indefinite noun phrases in direct object position. Up to the
last continuation sentences (S5), the pe-marked referents (i) exceeded their unmarked
counterparts in referential persistence (76% vs. 24%), and (ii) became the topic of the
discourse more often than the non-pe-marked referents (in 80% vs. 15% of the cases).
5. DOM in Romanian
The investigation of the discourse function of pe showed that pe signals discourse prominence
of a direct object nominal, if it is realized as an unmodified human definite NP or human
indefinite NP. The particular contextual circumstances for DOM in Romanian allow us to
formulate some general conclusions on DOM with respect to (i) its function in general, (ii) the
particular parameters that interact for DOM marking, (iii) the contribution of the DOM
marker, and (iv) the grammaticalization path of this marker.
5.1 Theories in competition
Two main approaches to Differential Object Marking (DOM) in general are currently under
discussion: the Ambiguity Thesis and the Transitivity Thesis. The Ambiguity Thesis (Comrie
1975, Moravcsik 1978, Croft 1988, Bossong 1985, Aissen 2003) proposes that languages that
do not formally distinguish between subjects and direct objects tend to develop extra markers
to indicate such direct objects that are too similar to typical subjects. The proponents of this
approach focus on the properties of the direct object and on the way these properties contrast
with those of the subject. This view is also known as the discriminatory / disambiguating /
distinguishing account.
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The Transitivity Thesis, or indexing / coding approach (Hopper and Thompson 1980,
Naess 2004, 2007), in contrast, assumes that a direct object is overtly marked if it represents a
“good” argument in a transitive sentence that expresses a “salient event”. The characteristics
that make a direct object a better candidate for DOM marking are different in every version of
the indexing approach. Hopper & Thompson’s notion of “salience”, for example, is
instantiated by different other notions that make reference to additional restrictions. Naess
(2004) assumes that “affectedness” is the relevant notion, while Dalrymple & Nikolaeva
(2011) take information structure as the underlying structure and assume that “topicality” is
the relevant parameter that controls DOM.
The two approaches also differ in the assumptions about the semantic and pragmatic
properties of a typical subject argument and a typical direct object argument. The Ambiguity
Accounts assume that a typical subject is highly individualized, human, definite and topical,
while a typical direct object is not very highly individualized, inanimate and indefinite. Thus,
if a typical object shows properties of a typical subject, it is likely to be marked in order to
avoid ambiguity. The indexing account assumes that a typical direct object is discourse
prominent, human and definite, and a DOM marker signals, according to this approach, that
the direct object is such a typical argument.
Our findings suggest that the discourse function of pe in Romanian is best accounted for in
a theory of indexing (Hopper and Thompson 1980, Naess 2004, 2007): Pe signals a high
discourse prominence of the direct object and it signals that the argument is a typical direct
object.
5.2 Parameters and Architecture
DOM in Romanian follows a complex pattern of syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and
discourse parameters. DOM in Romanian is obligatorily determined by (i) DP-type, (ii)
animacy, and (iii) definiteness. Furthermore, pe-marking is optional for indefinites and signals
specificity and/or discourse prominence. De Hoop and Narasimhan (2005) and de Hoop &
Malchukov (2007) make another distinction that is orthogonal to the two accounts introduced
above: They distinguish between split vs. fluid domains of DOM. Split domains are those
grammatical contexts in which DOM is obligatory, while fluid domains allow for optionality.
They claim that DOM can only contribute a function in fluid domains, while it is similar to an
agreement marker in split domains. Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011) connect questions of
grammaticalization to this contrast between obligatory marking in split domains vs. the
variability in fluid domains.
It has been assumed (Klein & de Swart 2010) that human definite direct objects constitute
a split domain for DOM in Romanian, i.e. that the pe-marker occurs obligatorily with definite
noun phrases. However, we pointed out throughout this paper that the distribution of pemarking with definite modified direct objects differs from its distribution with definite
unmodified direct objects. While the former get pe-marking, the latter are optionally pemarked. Thus, in the case of definite unmodified direct objects, Romanian DOM shows a
fluid domain inside a split domain. In light of the existing theories, this observation is
unexpected and challenging to account for.
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Figure (4): Split-fluid tree for DOM in Romanian (Klein & de Swart 2010:10)
split I: DP-type
[-pro]

[+pro]

split II: animacy
[-anim]

[+anim]
split III: definiteness
[+name]

[-name]
fluid: specificity
[ spec]

[+spec]

Figure (5): Split-fluid tree for DOM in Romanian – modified version
split I: DP-type
[+pro]

[-pro]
split II: animacy
[-anim]

[+anim]
split III: definiteness
[+def]

[-def]
fluid: topicality
[-topical]

Ø

[+topical]

pe

+ syntactic constraint
fluid: topicality
[-topical]

[+topical]

Ø

pe

Figure (5) shows that Romanian DOM-marking does not spread along a continuous path. In
other words, even though pe-marking is found with indefinite noun phrases, not all definite
noun phrases allow for the presence of the marker. One possible explanation for this
“irregular” or idiosyncratic behaviour of DOM with definite noun phrases could be derived
from different syntactic restrictions found with prepositions in Romanian. However, this
explanation cannot account for the contribution of pe in Romanian (and of DOM in general).
5.3 Contribution of pe in Romanian
In light of the findings of the experiment presented in section 4, we argued that pe signals the
discourse structuring potential of the referents it precedes. Such referents were shown to be
more recurrent in the following discourse and to be more prone to shift the topic of the
discourse.
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In light of the findings presented in section 4, we need a discussion about the status of pretopics and the criteria that distinguish them from non-topics. There are in general two views
with respect to the function of DOM-markers in the languages of the world: A fixed
contribution vs. a contrastive contribution. In the fixed contribution accounts it is assumed
that a DOM marker has always the same function, even though in certain context this function
cannot be detected any more. In the contrastive-function approaches, it is assumed that the
marker just signals some contrast between the forms. The relevant contrast is then decided
depending on the type of referring expression. For example, for definite noun phrases, the
contrast is often topicality, while for indefinites, specificity plays an important role. In
general, the functions of DOM-markers are visible with respect to one of the referential
categories (i.e. the fluid domain(s) represented in a particular language), and we usually lack
enough data with respect to the diachronic development of DOM. In other words, the factors
that might have initially triggered DOM are often unknown. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish
between the two functions of DOM.
5.4 Grammaticalization path
Figure (6) summarizes von Heusinger & Kaiser’s (2005:45) findings with respect to the
grammaticalization path of the DOM-marker in Spanish. In their view, a-marking in Spanish
has a contrasting function.
Figure (6): Grammaticalization of DOM in Spanish (von Heusinger & Kaiser 2005:45)
Strong Pro > PN > Definite +top Def –top
Indefinite
transition point between ±top for
definite direct objects
Strong Pro > PN > Definite +top Def –top
Indefinite
neutralization for ±top
Strong Pro > PN >
Definite
transition point between ±spec for
indefinite direct objects
Strong Pro > PN >
Definite
transition point between an unknown feature
for non-specific indefinite direct objects
Strong Pro > PN >
Definite

Indefinite
Indefinite
+spec
Indefinite
+spec

Indefinite
-spec
Indef
–spec
+??

Indef
–spec
–??

To summarize the findings for the grammaticalization path presented in Figure (6), we can
say that DOM in Spanish has extended from marking animate pronouns and proper names to
marking animate and specific NPs. It seems that at one intermediate step there was a clear
distinction between topicalized definite and non-topicalized definites. Once the evolution has
affected the whole definite cell, topicality was neutralized as a DOM-triggering feature. The
next step of the evolution affects the indefinite cell. Here, the additional feature ±specific
allows for a smoother grammaticalization of DOM. This observation has led von Heusinger &
Kaiser (2005) to conclude that the evolution of DOM is facilitated by intervening or
“transitional” categories such as topicality and specificity. These categories are active only for
the category to which DOM is developing: topicality for definite NPs, specificity for
indefinite NPs. We can only speculate why we find such pairs: Topicality expresses a
prominent contrast that (most often) affects definite NPs, while specificity expresses a
contrast that (most) often affects indefinite NPs.
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The question for pe in Romanian is whether we can assume a function as topic marker,
which is the pragmatic function and pressure of the marker. The function however is
neutralized once the marker is grammaticalized and has only the function of agreement
(pronouns, proper names, definite modified NPs). But the exceptions seem to show that the
underlying function is still there and can be used by speakers to make certain differences.
6. Conclusion
Differential Object Marking (or pe-marking) in Romanian is optional with definite and
indefinite noun phrases. Indefinite noun phrases that are preceded by the pe-marker occupy a
higher place on the referentiality scale, as they show a strong preference for referential
readings (e.g. specific and wide scope readings). In a recent study (Chiriacescu & von
Heusinger 2010), we accounted for the seemingly optionality with indefinite noun phrases in
terms of discourse prominence. In the realm of definite NPs, Romanian has an independent
syntactic rule that blocks the use of pe together with the definite article if the noun phrase is
not further modified. This rule gives rise to two alternative uses: pe-marking and the omission
of the definite article or the use of the definite article and the omission of pe. To investigate
the factors that trigger this alternation, we conducted a story-continuation experiment, the
findings of which revealed two patterns: (i) pe-marked definite direct objects are referentially
more persistent in the following discourse, and (ii) pe-marked direct objects show a
preference to become topics two or three sentences after being introduced in the discourse.
These results parallel the assumptions made in Dalrymple & Nikoleava (2011), namely that
DOM can be explained in terms of information structure. We consider that pe-marked direct
objects in Romanian signal discourse prominence, in terms of high referential persistence and
topic shift potential, a function that is visible only with such types of referring expressions
that still allow for variation, namely indefinite and definite noun phrases. This additional
aspect of DOM, namely its discourse structuring potential, might represent the missing link to
understand the reasons for the beginning of the grammaticalization of different markers of
DOM and their initial function.
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1. Introduction
In this paper I discuss a special case of syntax/ morphology mismatch that represents a puzzle
for the current morphological theories, i.e., the case of words which have the semantic
interpretation of a certain category, while exhibiting the formal properties of another one.
Kurylowicz (1936) calls this kind of mismatches “transpositions”, being the first one to
analyze them from a linguistic perspective. One instance of such a “transposition” could be,
according to Bally (1965), relational adjectives, as they have the morphological shape of an
adjective, but behave in many respects like nouns.
In both the Romance and English literature, relational adjectives have received special
attention from the very beginning, due to this apparently idiosyncratic behaviour. In spite of
their ambiguous behaviour between nouns and adjectives, different linguists such as Postal
(1969), Levi (1978), Bartning (1980), Bosque & Picallo (1996), Fábregas (2007) and
Alexiadou & Stavrou (to appear), among others, all shared the opinion according to which,
from a semantic and syntactic point of view, relational adjectives are nouns. In this paper,
based on Marchis (2010), I argue that relational adjectives are in fact underlying nouns, but I
will put forward some evidence that they do not have a homogenous syntactic behaviour.
Building on Bosque & Picallo (1996), I divide relational adjectives in two major subclasses –
Th(ematic) vs. Cl(assificatory) adjectives – and show that this distinction is visible at the level
of semantic interpretation: Thematic adjectives (cf. (1a)) saturate the role of THEME for the
deverbal noun, whereas Classificatory adjectives (cf. (1b)) do not absorb a theta role, they
only introduce a domain in relation to which the object is classified (Bosque & Picallo
1996:369).
(1)

(a) producción automovilística
production automobile.ADJ
‘car production’
(b) excursión automovilística
tour
automobile.ADJ
‘car tour’

(Th(ematic) adjective)
(Cl(assificatory) adjective)

In (1), the adjective automovilística can appear as either a Th(ematic) adjective or a
Cl(assificatory) adjective. The thematic status of the adjective in (1a) is triggered by the
deverbal nature of the noun. Producción is a deverbal transitive NP which lexically licenses a
theta role, the THEME as the argument of producción. The same adjective automovilística in
(1b) appears this time as a Cl(assificatory) adjective because excursión is not a deverbal noun,
so it cannot license theta roles.
The aim of this paper is threefold: First, in line with Postal (1969), Levi (1978), Fábregas
(2007) and Alexiadou & Stavrou (to appear), I present several tests which speak in favour of
the denominal nature of relational adjectives. But Alexiadou & Stavrou (to appear) show that
their deficient anaphoric binding properties may represent a counterargument for their
denominal nature. Moreover, as seen in (1), relational adjectives do not represent a
syntactically homogenous behaviour, i.e., Th-adjectives can be arguments of the noun, while
Cl-adjectives are predicates. The second goal is hence to account for the dual behaviour of
relational adjectives, showing that they correspond to two types of bare nouns in Romanian
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and Spanish, namely to argument bare nouns, which are DPs, and non-argument bare nouns,
which act as restrictive modifiers and are nPs (cf. Dobrovie & Bleam & Espinal 2006,
Giurgea 2008). Third, I provide a theoretical answer to the case of syntax/morphology
mismatch in the status of Thematic adjectives as nouns in the syntax and adjectives in the
morphological structure (PF): In the spirit of Embick & Noyer (2006), I argue that the Case
features of Thematic adjectives are relevant only at PF, conditioning the choice of Vocabulary
Items expressing Case. Specifically, the deficient Case features of Thematic adjectives are
valued only at PF, conditioning the choice of introducing the Agreement node (AGR) where
the noun turns into an adjective through suffixation or introducing the Case feature genitive
which is spelled-out as the preposition de in Romance languages. From the theoretical
perspective, the overarching aim of this work is to provide support for the idea that derivation
and compounding represent cases of morphology-as-syntax. Relational adjectives are
syntactically explored from a micro-dimension as underlying nouns to a macro-dimension as
compounding within the Distributed Morphology framework as the scheme below illustrates.
Scheme (1): The hybrid nature of relational adjectives
COMPOUNDING Macro-dimension: SYNTAX/MORPHOLOGY
ADJECTIVE
NOUN

Morphological Level (PF)
Micro-dimension: SYNTAX

Scheme (1) renders actually the structure of the entire paper. In section 2, I present several
tests proposed in the literature which provide evidence that relational adjectives are
syntactically denominal, but also tests are presented that show the opposite. Section 3
provides a morpho-syntactic analysis within the Distributed Morphology framework which
accounts for the dual nature of relational adjectives as nouns and adjectives at the same time.
In addition, arguments are provided in favour of a split classification of relational adjectives
in Thematic adjectives and Classificatory adjectives on a par with the one proposed by
Bosque & Picallo (1996). Section 4 focuses on the syntax of Thematic adjectives. They are
compared to de genitives and inflectional genitives in Romance and are given a syntactic
analysis that accounts for their deficient nominal properties such as their ungrammaticality in
complex event nominals and their lack of anaphoric properties. Moreover, this analysis is
confirmed by Marchis’ (to appear) approach of Thematic adjectives and de genitives as
endocentric subordinate compounding at the syntax/morphology interface in Romance.
2. The denominal nature of relational adjectives
There are several tests that speak in favour of a denominal status of relational adjectives, i.e.,
relational adjectives that occupy Thematic roles cannot be predicative, they show noun-like
number properties, noun-like coordination, bracketing paradoxes and behave like subordinate
adjectives (cf. Fábregas 2007, Alexiadou & Stavrou to appear, Marchis 2010).
First, relational adjectives that occupy thematic roles do not appear in the predicative
position (cf. (2a-b) opposed to qualifying adjectives in (2c-d)):
(2)

(a) * La producción es
automovilística / alemana.
the production be.3SG automobile.ADJ German
‘The production is automobile / German.’

(Spanish)
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(b) * Producţia
este
automobilistică / germană.
production.the be.3SG automobile.ADJ German
‘The production is automobile / German.’
(c) La mesa es
redonda.
the table be.3SG round
‘The table is round.’
(d) Masa
este rotunda.
table.the be.3SG round
‘The table is round.’

(Romanian)
(Spanish)
(Romanian)

Second, relational adjectives (cf. (4)) can be combined with quantifier prefixes such as multi-,
bi- or mono-, whereas qualifying adjectives cannot (cf. (3)).
(3)

(4)

(a) * mono-alto
‘mono-tall
(b) * mono-înalt
‘mono-tall’

(b) * bi-rojo
‘bi-red’
* bi-roşu
‘bi-red’

(a) mono-cromático
‘mono-chromatic’
(b) mono-cromatic
‘mono-chromatic’

(b) poli-silábico
‘poly-syllabic’
poli-silabic
‘poly-syllabic’

(Spanish)
(Romanian)
(Spanish)
(Romanian)

Third, the coordination of two relational adjectives in the singular can modify plural nouns
(cf. (5c)), while this is not possible with qualifying adjectives (cf. (5a)).
(5)

(a) * los embajadores [ alto y
bajo ]
the ambassadors.PL tall.SG and short.SG
‘the tall and short ambassadors’
(b) los embajadores [ de Méjico y de Argentina ]
‘the ambassadors from Mexico and Argentina’
(c) los embajadores mejicano
y argentino
the ambassadors.PL Mexican.SG and Argentinian.SG
‘the Argenitian and Mexican ambassadors’

(Spanish)

Fourth, relational adjectives show bracketing paradoxes with prefixes and prenominal
adjectives:
(6)

ante-diluvi-ano
before-flood-ADJ
‘before related to the flood’

(Spanish)

The relational adjective antediluviano, with the prefix ante- meaning ‘before the time of X’
and the base diluviano ‘related to heavy rain’, does not receive the interpretation ‘being
previous to the property of being related to the flood’, it rather expresses the property of being
related to the time previous to the flood. That implies that the prefix ante- only has scope over
the base diluvio which means ‘heavy rain’. The same phenomenon happens with the relational
adjective with the prenominal adjective bajomedieval ‘something from the late Middle Age’,
the adjective bajo seems to modify the base and not the entire relational adjective.
Last but not least, relational adjectives behave like subordinate adjectives. It is important to
note that relational adjectives combine with other relational adjectives in subordinate
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structures. That is, the second relational adjective in (7b-c) specifies the meaning of the first
one. This is not the case with the predicative adjectives in (7a).
(7)

(a) una mesa redonda y grande
a table round and big
‘a big round table’
#a table characterised by a big roundness
(b) coma alcohólico metílico
coma alcoholic methylated.ADJ
‘methylated alcohol coma’
(c) reguli
sanitar
veterinare
regulation.PL health.ADJ animal.ADJ
‘animal health regulations’

(Spanish)

(Spanish)
(Romanian)

In the light of these tests which reveal the nominal nature of relational adjectives, Fábregas
(2007) argues that semantically a relational adjective is equivalent to a noun modifying
another one. However, this behaviour would not be expected from an adjective.
I argue that relational adjectives are denominal in Romance. Moreover, they show a nonspecific / non-identificational interpretation:
(8)

(a) producţia
automobilistică
production.the automobile.ADJ
‘the car production’
(b) revista
literară
magazine.the literary.ADJ
‘the literary magazine’

(Romanian)
(Romanian)

Observe that the relational adjectives both in (8a) and in (8b) do not have specific reference.
In (8a), the relational adjective does not refer to specific cars, just like the one in (8b) does not
classify the noun revista to a specific kind of literature.
2.1 Arguments against the denominal nature of relational adjectives
However, there are several properties of relational adjectives which set them apart from
nouns: First, nouns can occur in complex event nominals (cf. (9)), while relational adjectives
cannot (cf. (10)).
(9)

citire de romane / romanelor
de către studenţi
read.INF of novel.PL / novel.the.PL.GEN of by student.PL
‘reading of novels by the students’

(Romanian)

(10) (a) * la pesca ballenera por parte de los japonenes
(Spanish)
the fishing whale.ADJ by part of the Japanese.the.PL
‘the whale fishing by the Japanese’
(Bosque & Picallo 1996:372)
(b) * producerea
automobilistică de către japonezi
(Romanian)
production.INF.the car.ADJ
of by Japanese.PL
‘the car production by the Japanese’
Second, unlike nouns (cf. (11a)), relational adjectives cannot control purpose clauses (cf.
(11b-c)) due to their deficient anaphoric properties:
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(11) (a) invazia
americanilor
pentru a apăra drepturile irachienilor
invasion.the American.the.PL.GEN for
to defend right.the.PL Iraqi.the.PL.GEN
‘the invasion by the Americans to defend the rights of the Iraqis’
(b) * invazia
americană
pentru a apăra drepturile irachienilor
invasion.the American.ADJ for
to defend right.the.PL Iraqi.the.PL.GEN
‘the American invasion to defend the rights of the Iraqis’
(c) * distrugerea
americană
a ei / a lor
destruction.the American.ADJ of her / of their
‘the American destruction of themselves’
Last but not least, relational adjectives show the morphological form of adjectives, agreeing
with the noun in gender and number Romance as illustrated in (12).
(12) consum
alcoolic
consumption.NEUTER.SG alcoholic.NEUTER.SG
‘alcoholic consumption’

(Romanian)

3. The morpho-syntactic analysis of relational adjectives
This section provides a morpho-syntactic analysis of relational adjectives which is able to
capture, on the one hand, their hybrid nature as nouns and adjectives, and, on the other hand,
their heterogeneous syntactic behaviour, i.e., argumental vs. non-argumental.
The semantic and syntactic heterogeneity of relational adjectives is empirically illustrated
by the following examples:
(13) (a) alegeri
prezidenţiale
election.PL presidential.ADJ
‘presidential elections’
(c) consumul
petrolier
consumption.the oil.ADJ
‘the oil consumption’

(b) construcţii
imobiliare (Romanian)
construction.the.PL estate.ADJ
‘the estate constructions’
(d) producţia
agrară
production.the agrarian.ADJ
‘the agrarian production’

(14) (a) maşina prezidenţială
car.the presidential.ADJ
‘the presidential car’
(c) industria
petrolieră
industry.the oil.ADJ
‘the oil industry’

(b) anunţuri
imobiliare
announcement.PL estate.ADJ
‘estate announcements’
(d) produse
agrare
product.PL agrarian.ADJ
‘agrarian products’

These examples lead to two crucial observations: First, apparently relational adjectives
correspond to all kinds of nominals: singular count nouns such preşedinte ‘president’ in (13a)
and (14a), plurals such as imobilii ‘estates’ in (13b) and (14b) but also mass nouns as petrol
‘(mineral) oil’ in (13c) and (14c). Second, one can observe that one and the same relational
adjective can occur in two different environments, i.e., it can be either an argument when it
modifies a deverbal noun as in (13) or a modifier when it classifies a common noun as in (14).
Let us concentrate on the first observation, which seems to be an argument against a unified
approach of the denominal nature of relational adjectives as proposed in Marchis (2009,
2010), who assumes that all relational adjectives correspond to bare nouns in Romance.
However, at a closer look, the only relational adjectives that correspond to singular count
nouns refer to a unique referent (e.g. the president or the government of a specific country)
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and are limited in number. Crucially, according to Hawkins (1991), unique nouns make
reference to the complete set, where the totality happens to be simply a single entity (cf. (15)).
(15) for the present queen of England there is a current set of officialises of England, and
there is no entity outside of this set satisfying the description present queen of England
(Hawkins 1991:412)
Moreover, “uniqueness” can be extended also to definite plural nouns. For instance, the
following example shows that the distinction between plural and mass nouns can be easily
blurred:
(16) The cake at the wedding was simply delicious.
In line with Hawkins (1991), I argue that cake in (16) refers to all cakes at a particular
wedding: There is a unique maximal amount of mass within a set to which mass nouns with
the definite article refer. In the light of this, I put forth a first hypothesis:
First hypothesis:
It can be assumed that relational adjectives mainly correspond to plurals and mass
nouns.
3.1 Relational adjectives as underspecified nouns
According to Ware’s (1975) and Borer’s (2005) nouns come from the lexicon neutral or
underspecified with respect to the mass-count distinction, as this distinction is utterly
structural und entirely unmarked. As a default and unless more structure is provided, nouns
will be interpreted as mass (cf. Borer 2005). Under this proposal, the structure of mass nouns
is minimal in the sense that they contain a D head and the categorized root. On the basis of
Borer’s (2005) approach, I put forth a second hypothesis:
Second hypothesis:
Relational adjectives are underlying underspecified nouns with a structure similar to
that of default mass nouns.
There are several reasons to assume that relational adjectives are underspecified nouns, with a
minimal structure default mass nouns. To begin with, like mass nouns, relational adjectives
exhibit cumulative reference. Essentially, like mass nouns in (17a), relational adjectives
exhibit cumulative reference, as they licence inferences such as the ones in (20):
(17) (a) A is water and B is water; therefore A and B are together water.
(b) A are apples and B are apples; therefore A and B together are apples.
(Quine 1960:91)
As expected, singular count nouns do not license the same kind of inference, as (18) is
invalid.
(18) *A is an apple and B is an apple; therefore A and B together are an apple.
Crucially, relational adjectives semantically behave like mass/plural nouns rather than like
singular count nouns.
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(19) reforma
universitară
reform.the academic.ADJ
‘the academic reform’ (= ‘The reform of the universities’)

(Romanian)

Note that the relational adjective universitară ‘regarding the universities or academic’
corresponds to the underspecified noun universitate ‘university’. This licenses the following
inference:
(20) If A reforms university/universities and B reforms university/universities, then A and B
reform university/universities, but not necessarily one and the same.
In other words, if the reform A reforms university and the reform B reforms university, then
both reforms A and B are meant to reform ‘university’. The same cumulative reference is
licensed by the relational adjective petrolier (cf. (21) and (22)).
(21) (a) consumul
petrolier
consumption.THE oil.ADJ
‘the oil consumption’
(b) el consumo
petrolero
the consumption oil.ADJ
‘the oil consumption’

(Romanian)
(Spanish)

(22) If A consumes oil and B consumes oil, then both A and B consume oil, but not
necessarily the same sort of oil.
Moreover, Alexiadou & Stavrou (to appear) show that ethnic adjectives (EAs) in Greek (a
subclass of Thematic adjectives) have always a group/mass interpretation. In other words, the
noun underlying the EA may not denote an individual, but a mass/group of individuals (cf.
Alexiadou & Stavrou to appear), like in the following example:
(23) i italiki ke galiki epemvasi
the Italian and French intervention
‘the Italian and French intervention’

(Greek)

Alexiadou & Stavrou (to appear) show that the conjunction of the two adjectives amounts to
the combination or fusion of their individual denotations, which takes place prior to their
(jointly) modifying the noun (Ferris 1992:130). Hence, (23) can be paraphrased as (24):
(24) The Italians and French interfered (collectively/together).
Last but not least, relational adjectives are underspecified for a singular-plural or a masscount distinction. For instance, in the example reforma universitară, the relational adjective
universitară may refer to a single university or to all universities in a specific country.
3.2 Relational adjectives vs. bare nouns in Romance
Dobrovie & Bleam & Espinal (2006) and Giurgea (2008), going back to Chierchia (1998),
argue that bare plurals/mass nouns in Romanian and Spanish are ambiguous between NP and
DP in predicative position, while they are DPs in argument position. In the same spirit, I
claim that post-verbal bare plurals may also have a D level, being actually ambiguous
between DPs when they are arguments (cf. (25)) and NumPs when not, as in (26).
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(25) (a) Pisica
mâncă
cat.the.SG eat.3SG
‘The cat eats mice.’
(b) El gato comió
the cat.SG eat.3SG
‘The cat ate mice.’
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şoareci.
mouse.PL

(Romanian)

ratones.
mouse.PL

(Spanish)

(26) (a) Am
citit cărţi
despre şoareci(*-i).
have.1SG read book.PL about mice.PL(*-the)
‘I have read books about mice.’
(b) Leí
libros sobre (* los ) ratones.
read.1SG book.PL about
the
mouse.PL
‘I have read books about mice.’

(Romanian)
(Spanish)

Note that in both (25) and (26), bare plurals have the same indefinite/unbounded
interpretation: ‘some mice’.
All in all, I argue that their underlying nominal structure is minimal on a par with Borer’s
default structure which is underspecified for the mass-count distinction. Specifically,
relational adjectives syntactically correspond to bare plurals/mass nouns in Romance but with
less or reduced structure. That is, in the absence of plural morphology and atomic reading, the
NumberP is not realized in the structure of relational adjectives. Thus, as a default, all
relational adjectives are interpreted as mass/underspecified nouns, but like bare nouns in
Romance, they can be either arguments or modifiers.
3.3 Relational Adjectives: Thematic vs. Classificatory
Like bare nouns in Romance, relational adjectives can be either argumental or modificational.
As mentioned before, relational adjectives are divided by Bosque & Picallo (1996) into two
large classes: Thematic and Classificatory adjectives. Thematic Adjectives absorb a thematic
role of the deverbal noun (cf. Bosque & Picallo 1996):
(27) producción petrolera
production oil.ADJ
‘(mineral) oil production’

(Spanish)

The adjective petrolera absorbs the thematic role that the verb related to the nominal head
would assign to its complement; therefore Th(adjectives) are incompatible with DP arguments
with the same thematic role:
(28) (a) * producción petrolera de sondas
production oil.ADJ DE drills
‘oil production of drills’
(b) * producţia
petrolieră de sonde
production.the oil.ADJ DE drills
‘the oil production of drills’

(Spanish)
(Romanian)

Unlike Thematic adjectives, Classificatory adjectives do not saturate thematic roles licensed
by the head. They are argued to be restrictive modifiers as they relate the noun to a domain
according to which the NP is classified:
(29) análisis sintáctico/ estilístico / periódico
‘syntactic/ stylistic/ peridiocal analysis’

(Spanish)
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Due to the syntactic complexity of Thematic adjectives,1 the paper focuses in what follows on
their syntactic analysis.
4. The syntax of Thematic Adjectives
4.1 Thematic adjectives and de bare genitives
Thematic adjectives are argued to correspond to de genitives in Romance due to a large
number of similarities they both share (cf. Bartning 1980, Marchis 2010, to appear). First,
Bosque & Picallo (1996) and Fábregas (2007) claim that Thematic adjectives are paraphrased
with the preposition de. This preposition has a very weak meaning to the extent that it is used
to denote the patient and the agent (Fábregas 2007:142):
(30) (a) la producción pesquera china
(b) la producción de pesca por China
the production fish.ADJ Chinese.ADJ
the production DE fish by China
‘the Chinese fishing production’
‘the production of fishing by China’
Second, neither de bare genitives nor Th-adjectives can occur in the predicative position. This
is due to their argumental status:
(31) (a) * la producción es automovilística / de coches
the production is car.ADJ
/ DE car.PL
‘the production is automobile/of cars’
(b) * producţia
este automobilistică / de automobile
production.the is
car.ADJ
/ DE car.PL
‘the production is automobile/of cars’

(Spanish)
(Romanian)

Third, Postal (1969) shows the distributional and the interpretational parallelism between
ethnic adjectives2 and subjects, for English, i.e., ethnic adjectives and genitives3 have the
same selection restrictions and both can control the empty subject of a complement clause:
(32) (a) America’s attempt to attack Cuba at night
(b) the American attempt to attack Cuba at night

1
2
3

(English)

For a detailed syntactic analysis of Classificatory adjectives see Marchis (2010).
Ethnic adjectives in Alexiadou & Stavrou (to appear) correspond to agent Th-adjectives in this analysis.
Bosque & Picallo observe that Th- and Cl-adjectives behave differently with respect to possessive
pronominalization of genitive arguments:
(i) la organización papal de la Curia
organizarea papală a
Curiei
‘the Pope’s organization of the Curia’

(ii) la producción manual de camisas
producerea manuală de cămăşi
‘the manual production of shirts’

In (i) the Th-adjective papal(ă) has the Agent role, while the genitive DP de la Curia/a Curiei has the role of
the Theme. In (ii), the Cl-adjective manual(ă) modifies the noun and the genitive DP de camisas/de cămăşi
has the Theme role. Below, one can observe that possessive pronominalization of the Theme is
ungrammatical with the Th-adjective in (iii) and grammatical with the Cl-adjective in (iv):
(iii) * su1 organización papal t1
its organization popist
‘its organization by the Pope’

(iv) su1 producción manual t1
its production manual
‘its manual production’

Clearly, the ungrammaticality in (iii) is linked to the restriction imposed by Spanish of only one genitive per
DP, as the Th-adjective papal corresponds to GenDP, the genitive pronominalization of the Theme is banned:
*la producción de camisas de Alemania ‘the production of shirts of Germany’.
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De bare phrases and Th-adjectives have a non-referential/unbounded reading due to the
absence of an overt definite article. This is not the case with the inflectional genitive in
Romanian:
(33) (a) inflectional genitive
(b)
citirea
romanelor
reading.INF.the novels.GEN.the
‘the reading of the (specific) novels’

prepositional genitive
citirea
de romane
(Romanian)
reading.INF.the DE novel.PL
‘the reading of novels’

Notice that when the argument is realized as an inflectional genitive, it receives the bound
interpretation, referring to specific novels in (33a), while in (33b), the referent of the
prepositional de genitive-complement4 is unbounded just like Th-adjectives. Hence, on the
basis of these similarities, one could argue that Thematic adjectives syntactically correspond
to de genitives due to two main reasons: First, Th-adjectives and de genitives are
complements of the deverbal noun (cf. Levi 1978, Bartning 1980, Bosque & Picallo 1996,
Alexiadou & Stavrou to appear). Second, Th-adjectives and de genitives have the same
unbounded interpretation (Marchis 2010, to appear). However, as shown in section 2.1. Thadjectives and de genitives show several properties which set them apart from de genitives
(and inflectional genitives in Romanian) and must be accounted for:
(34) (a) Inflectional and prepositional genitives show plural morphology, while Thadjectives lack it.
(b) Inflectional genitives and prepositional genitives can occur in complex event
nominals, while Th-adjectives cannot.
(c) How is the genitive case of Th-adjectives checked in the absence of de Last resort
operator insertion?
(d) Unlike genitives, Th-adjectives cannot control purpose clauses and are
anaphorically deficient expressions.
4.1.1 Plural morphology
Unlike Th-adjectives, de genitives in Romance show plural inflection, as illustrated in the
following example:
(35) la producción de coches
the production DE cars.PL
‘the car production’

4

(Spanish)

The preposition de can also introduce specific/countable nouns, such as la reforma de la universidad.
Essentially, in these cases, the definite article is present and the noun receives a specific/countable
interpretation. The distinction between the bounded and unbounded interpretation of de phrases can clearly
be observed in Romanian where the bounded interpretation is illicit in de phrases, being realized as
inflectional genitive.
(i) * constructia de casa
construction DE house.the
‘the construction of the house’

(ii) constructia casei
construction house.GEN
‘the construction of the house’

In the spirit of Borer (2005) I argue that the definite article seems to be an operator that creates individuals
and triggers telicity. This is not the case with bare plurals and mass nouns whose interpretation is vague and
which fail to give rise to a telic interpretation. Analogically, I claim that de definite genitives in Spanish
project a quantity phrase like inflectional genitives in Romanian, while de determinerless/bare de genitives
are not quantity expressions, having less structure than inflectional genitive in Romanian and de definite
genitives in Spanish.
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On the basis of the hypothesis proposed in section 3.2, I argue that, unlike de genitives, Thadjectives have cumulative reference, being underspecified for Number, and therefore
NumberP is not realized. In the light of the similarities between Th-adjectives and de bare
genitives, I propose that both are DP arguments of the deverbal noun, but due to the Number
(phi) deficient feature of Th-adjectives, they have minimal structure on a par with default
mass nouns (cf. Borer 2005), and, hence, they do not realize NumbP (cf. (36a) in opposition
to (36b)). The non-referential/unbounded reading of both Th-adjectives and de bare genitives
is due to the absence of an overt determiner in D.
(36) (a) automobilistică
automobile
‘car/automobile’

(b) de automobile
DE automobile.PL
‘of cars’
PP

aP
a
-istică

P'

DP
D

nP
n AUTOMOBIL

de

DP
D

NumbP
Numb'
-le

nP
n

AUTOMOBIL

Apart from Th-adjectives and de bare genitives, Romanian, unlike other Romance languages,
has an option of realizing the argument as an inflectional genitive. As shown in (33), the
distinction between the prepositional genitive and the inflectional genitive is semantically
visible: inflectional genitives have bounded/specific referents, while prepositional genitives
have an unbounded interpretation similar to Th-adjectives. Hence, I argue that the different
degrees of semantic-referential specification are syntactically transparent: more semantics
means “more structure”. This can be represented as a continuum in (37).
(37) Th-adjective < de bare genitive < inflectional genitive
Crucially, numerals and indefinites in Romanian are grammatical with inflectional genitives
in Romanian (cf. (38a)) in contrast to de genitives (cf. (38b); Cornilescu 1995):
(38) (a) elevele
a
doi profesori
pupil.PL.the GEN two teacher.PL
‘the pupils of two teachers’

(b) * elevele
de doi profesori
pupil.PL.the DE two teacher.PL
‘the pupils of two teachers’

I propose that, unlike de bare genitives and Th-adjectives, inflectional genitives (cf. (38)) (and
determined de genitives) have a Quantity Phrase that assigns quantity (cf. Borer 2005).
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DP
D
a

QP
doi

NumbP
-i

nP
n

PROFESOR

Another distinction between Th-adjectives and de genitives, on the one hand, and inflectional
genitives, on the other hand, that must be accounted for is the ungrammaticality of the former
with complex event nominals.
4.1.2 Complex event nominals
Grimshaw’s work (1990) presents an essential difference between verb-based nouns
designating complex event (e-nominals) and verb-based nouns designating results of events
(r-nominals). Importantly, only the former have an argument structure (a-structure) (cf. (40a))
which is completely inherited from the corresponding verbs. Unlike e-nominals, r-nominals
lack a-structure and project on the basis of their lexical conceptual structure (cf. (40b)).
(40) (a) the decoration of the Christmas tree took a long time
(b) the decoration was expensive
On the basis of Romanian, Cornilescu (2001) provides an approach of complex event
nominals, highlighting their syntactic properties. Essentially the Noun Object (NO) structure
of e-nouns is based on transitive verbs which yield event readings of the accomplishment /
achievement aspectual type. In line with Kamp & Reyle (1994), the composite temporal
structure of a complete event (accomplishment) can be represented as a three-phase structure
which includes an activity phase (I), a culmination (II) – the change-of-state moment –, and a
resulting state (III):
(41)

I
activity

II
culmination

III
resulting state

Crucially, according to Cornilescu (2001), in complex event nominals the Theme is
responsible for the accomplishment/achievement aspectual property of the noun as it
guarantees the telicity of the event and explains why Themes need to be overtly expressed in
telic predications (cf. (42a-b)). In English the Theme must obligatory be realized as of
genitive (cf. Grimshaw 1990):
(42) (a) Cumpărarea *( casei )
a fost inutilă.
buy.INF.the
house.the.GEN to was useless
‘The buying (of the house) was useless.’

Inflectional Genitive
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(b) Cumpărarea *( de case )
a fost o eroare.
buy.INF.the
DE house.PL to was a mistake
‘The buying of houses was a mistake.’
(c) The buying *(of houses) was a mistake

de Genitive5
(Cornilescu 2001:485)
of Genitive

In order to account for the obligatoriness of the argument genitive with complex event
nominals in (42), Cornilescu (2001) argues that the +telic aspect of NO complex event
nominals in Romanian must be checked as a free rider by adjunction to some functional head
as Aspect is not among the grammatical categories of the noun. More exactly, telicity is
checked at the same time as Case, in the Genitive CaseP (cf. de Hoop 1993). Hence,
GenCaseP is the site of Aspect/Case checking in nominals as it is Case which licenses the
DPs projected by virtue of the aspectual properties of the nominalising affix (Cornilescu
2001:491).
Thus, Cornilescu’s approach of complex nominals in Romanian casts light on the
distinction between of / de Genitive arguments and Th-adjectives, i.e., unlike the inflectional
Genitive and de Genitive phrases, Th-adjectives cannot occur with complex event nominals:
(43) (a) Citirea
obligatorie a
romanului
de către studenţi.
read.INF.the obligatory GEN novel.the.GEN of by student.PL.the
‘The obligatory reading of the novel by the students’
(b) Citirea
obligatorie de romane de către studenţi.
read.INF.the obligatory DE novel.PL of by student.PL.the
‘The obligatory reading of novels by the students’
(c) * importul petrolier de către Germania
import.the oil.ADJ of by Germany
‘the oil import by Germany’
Moreover, Rappaport & Levin (1992) argue that, like de prepositional Genitives and
inflectional Genitives, of arguments occur with complex event nominals in English:
(44) the import of oil by United States
Cornilescu’s analogy between the telic aspect of the complex event noun and the Case seems
to solve the puzzle regarding the ungrammaticality of Th-adjectives and complex event
nominals. Thus, on the basis of Cornilescu’s approach, I argue that Th-adjectives cannot
occur with complex event nominals due to their Case-deficient feature. As they cannot check
the genitive case in the Spec,GenP, they cannot provide the telic aspect of the e-noun in NO
constructions.
Moreover, according to Grimshaw’s theory of event identification, a telic predication is
identified only if its Object is identified. Nevertheless not any type of DP may serve as an
event identifier. Chomsky (1981) and Reinhart & Reuland (1993) argue that a DP may serve
as an event identifier only if it has the referential property +R.
(45) A NP is +R iff it carries a full specification for phi-features and structural Case.
(Chomsky 1981)

5

Cornilescu (2001) claims that if genitive has been assigned in an infinitive e-nominal, irrespective of the type
of Object, a +Telic feature is checked. For instance, bare plurals realized as de genitives receive structural
Case in nominals and hence they license the event-reading of infinitive nominals. But even though the
nominal has syntactically a +Telic affix and the feature +Telic is checked, it acquires an activity reading
because of the bare plural object (Conilescu 2001:495).
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As Th-adjectives are Case-deficient and Number-deficient, they are –R and cannot serve as
event identifiers in Spec,Gen/AspP. But what kind of mechanism is involved in the checking
of deficient Case as, unlike genitives, Th-adjectives do not dispose of a last resort insertion?
4.1.3 Case checking
In line with Marchis (2010) and Alexiadou & Stavrou (to appear), I propose that Thadjectives are projected as sisters of the verb and contain a Case-deficient DP, but they have
two ways to solve their Case-problem: either via movement to AgrP (parallel to the
movement of clitics which move as heads and as maximal projections at the same time; cf.
Chomsky 1995, Cardinaletti 1998), in which case the DP is spelled-out as an adjective, or in
the case of a full genitive DP, via long distance Agree with AgrP (Chomsky 2001).
Unlike complex event nominals, simple event nouns6 (r-nominals within Grimshaw’s 1990
terminology) are licit with Th-adjectives. As they do not have aspect, they do not ask for the
Spec,Gen phrase to be filled. As Th-adjectives are Case-deficient and simple event nominals
do not obligatory ask for a-structure, GenP/Aspect phrase is not projected. Instead, Thadjectives are projected as a full Gen DP which is in long distance Agree with AgrP.
Hence, Th-adjectives are analyzed on a par with de phrases with simple event nominals
which check their genitive case nP internally. However, as de phrases are not Case-deficient,
they can check both the genitive and the +telic aspect of complex event nominals, serving as
telic event delimiters. Unlike complex event nominals, simple event nominals lack a
Gen/AspP (cf. Cornilescu 2001). Hence, like Th-adjectives, de phrases with simple event
nominals must check their genitive case nP internally. Essentially, the strong connection
between object Case and telicity is also observed by de Hoop (1993), who proposes two
different object Cases, Strong and Weak, which correlate with different semantic
interpretations and syntactic positions: Strong Case is structural Case assigned outside of VP
to an object that gets a bound interpretation, such as, for instance, inflectional genitives in
Romanian, while weak Case is assigned within VP and yields an object that functions
semantically as a predicate modifier, i.e., de bare genitives and Th-adjectives.
I provide thus the following structure for Th-adjectives, where n-to-D-movement gives the
correct word order.
(46) (a) consumul
alcoolic
consumption.the alcohol.ADJ
‘the alcohol consumption’

6

For the distinction between r-nominals and simple event nominals see Marchis (2010). Due to space
limitations, the types of nominalizations are not discussed here.
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(b) [DP [AgrP Ø - [nP alcool-ic]]]
DP
DP

D'

consumj-ul

AgrP

DP

Agr'
DP

nP

a
alcooli-ic

n'

n
vP
consumj
DP

v'

v

DP

v consumj n

D'
n

nP
n

alcooli

4.1.4 Anaphoric Properties
Crucially, the analysis I propose also accounts for the lack of anaphoric properties of Ethnic
adjectives (EA), a subclass of Th-adjectives (see the example (11a-b) repeated below). Their
deficient anaphoric properties offer more support for the proposal that Th-adjectives check
their genitive case internally through Long Distance Agree with AgrP:
(47) (a) invazia
americanilor
pentru a apăra drepturile irachienilor
invasion.the American.the.PL.GEN for
to defend right.the.PL Iraqi.the.PL.GEN
‘the invasion by the Americans to defend the rights of the Iraqis’
(b) * invazia
americană
pentru a apăra drepturile irachienilor
to defend right.the.PL Iraqi.the.PL.GEN
invasion.the American.ADJ for
‘the American invasion to defend the rights of the Iraqis’
On the basis of the discrepancies between genitives (47a) and Th-adjectives (47b) regarding
the lack of anaphoric properties of the latter, I argue that unlike genitives, EAs do not move in
Spec,GenP in order to check the genitive case but rather they remain in situ, checking their
deficient Case through Long Distance Agree. Otherwise, they would be in a c-command
position like genitives being able to control in purposes clauses.
All in all, I argue that the above mentioned problems regarding the dual nature of relational
adjectives are all the reflex of the Number and Case deficient properties of Thematic
adjectives. The ungrammaticality of Th-adjectives with complex event nominals is related to
the special Case requirements of complex event nominals in Romance. That is, the deficient/
minimal structure of the nominal underlying in Th-adjectives prevents them from occurring in
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complex event nominals and from having control and anaphoric properties. In addition, the
analysis I propose is supported by the fact that Th-adjectives and de bare genitives represent
instances of endocentric compounding in Romance on a par with incorporation in English (cf.
Marchis to appear)
4.2 Endocentric Compounds: Th-adjectives and de bare genitives
In Marchis (2010, to appear), I show that languages employ different mechanisms to build
endocentric subordinate compounds expressing a complement relation (cf. Bisetto & Scalise
2005). Crucially, the different strategies employed by languages in this type of compounding
are only Case-related (cf. (48)).
(48) (a) incorporation in English (cf. Harley 2008)
(b) de-insertion in Romance
(c) Thematic adjectives in Romance and English
The following two tables illustrate that the variation among English, on the one hand, and
Romanian and Spanish, on the other hand, involves only endocentric subordinate compounds.
While in all three languages incorporation is the only strategy to build exocentric subordinate
compounds, Romanian and Spanish differ from English in that they do not allow
incorporation for endocentric compounds. Hence they use de genitive phrases. Unlike the of
strategy in English, de phrases in Romance represent cases of endocentric subordinate
compounds on a par with incorporation (see Marchis to appear).
Table (1): English
subordinate incorporation
loudmouth
exocentric
truck driver
endocentric

(of-strategy)
Th-adj.
─
─
driver of trucks presidential election

Table (2): Romanian and Spanish
subordinate incorporation
(of-strategy)
zgârâie-brânză
─
exocentric
‘skinflint’
─
consum de alcool
endocentric

Th-adj.
─
consum alcoolic

Marchis (to appear) argues that when Th-adjectives and de phrases internally check the
genitive case through Long Distance Agree with AgrP (and not move to SpecGenP where
Aspect is checked as a free rider together with Case), they represent cases of endocentric
subordinate compounding like incorporation in English. In what follows, the theoretical
implications of the proposed analysis are presented.
4.3 Theoretical implications of the proposed analysis
On the basis of Marchis (2010), this paper is meant to provide additional support for the idea
that certain morphemes such as Agreement (AGR) nodes or Case features are added after
syntax as they are demanded by language-specific requirements and are never essential to
semantic interpretation.
A specific case of syntax/ morphology mismatch is the status of relational adjectives as
nouns in the syntax and adjectives in the morphological structure (PF). In the spirit of Embick
& Noyer (2006), I argue that the Case features of Thematic adjectives are relevant only at PF,
conditioning the choice of Vocabulary Items expressing Case. More explicitly, the deficient
Case features of Thematic adjectives are valued only at PF, conditioning the choice of
introducing the Agreement node (AGR) where the noun turns into an adjective through
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suffixation or introducing the Case feature genitive which is spell-out as the de preposition in
Romance languages.
But how does the mechanism of Vocabulary Insertion know how to make the right choice
between the two Vocabulary Items, i.e., adjectival suffix and the spell-out of de?
Answer: the Subset Principle (cf. (49)) resolves this case of competition.
(49) Subset Principle:
The phonological exponent of a Vocabulary Item is inserted into a position if the item
matches all or a subset of the features specified in that position. Where several
Vocabulary Items meet the conditions for insertion, the item matching the greatest
number of features specified in the terminal node must be chosen (Halle 1997).
By the virtue of the fact that the phonological exponent of a Vocabulary Item is inserted into a
position only if the item matches all or a subset of the features specified in that position, the
adjectival suffix cannot be inserted in a position where a full specification for Case is
required. As mentioned above, fully specified Case is needed only to satisfy the aspectual
properties of complex event nominals. In these cases, the de Case preposition is spelled-out.
This proposal has the merit of explaining the puzzling empirical facts in Romance
literature which show that Thematic adjectives are illicit with complex event nominals. As
predicted by Embick & Noyer’s (2006) approach, no semantic difference is perceived
between Thematic adjectives and de genitives in Romance. This supports once again the idea
that the introduction of Case features in case of de genitives or the introduction of Agreement
features for Thematic adjectives are irrelevant to the semantic interpretation.
5. Conclusions
In this paper I explore the syntactic properties of relational adjectives from a micro-dimension
as underlying nouns to a macro-dimension as arguments or modifiers of the nouns they occur
with. Following the long English and Romance syntactic tradition, such as Postal (1969), Levi
(1978), Bartning (1980), Bosque & Picallo (1996), Fábregas (2007) and Alexiadou & Stavrou
(to appear) among others, this paper empirically supports the claim that relational adjectives
are underlying nouns, but it presents strong arguments that they represent a case of mismatch
at the syntax/morphology interface. On the basis of several tests, I argue that relational
adjectives have nominal properties, but they also have several properties that set them apart
from nouns, such as their lack of anaphoric properties and their ungrammaticality with
complex event nouns. In order to account for these deficiencies, I analyze relational adjectives
from a morpho-syntactic perspective as underspecified nouns with a minimal structure on a
par with the analysis proposed by Borer (2005) for mass nouns. In addition, I provide
evidence for the split classification of relational adjectives in Thematic and Classificatory
adjectives proposed in Bosque & Picallo (1996). A major part of the paper is dedicated to the
syntax of Thematic adjectives due to their complex syntactic behaviour. I analyze Thadjectives on a par with prepositional genitive arguments (de genitives) by the virtue of the
fact that both are arguments of a deverbal noun and have the same unbounded interpretation.
However, I show that the deficient Case realization and the lack of NumberP in the structure
of Th-adjectives are responsible for their ungrammaticality with complex event nominals and
their deficient anaphoric properties. The analysis I propose makes justice to the hybrid nature
of Thematic adjectives as nouns and adjectives at the same time and solves the mismatches at
the syntax/morphology interface. In addition, this analysis is supported by Marchis’ (to
appear) approach of Thematic adjectives and de genitives as endocentric subordinate
compounds on a par with incorporation in English. From a more theoretical perspective, this
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paper is meant to provide additional support for the Distributed Morphology approach
according to which certain morphemes such Agreement (AGR) nodes or Case features are
added after syntax, as they are demanded by language-specific requirements and are never
essential to the semantic interpretation. In the spirit of Embick & Noyer (2006), I argue that
the Case features of Thematic adjectives are relevant only at PF, conditioning the choice of
Vocabulary Items expressing Case. More explicitly, the deficient Case features of Thematic
adjectives are valued only at PF, conditioning the choice of introducing the Agreement node
(AGR), where the noun turns into an adjective through suffixation or introducing the Case
feature genitive which is spell-out as de preposition in Romance languages. Crucially, this
leads to the conclusion that the mismatches of Th-adjectives take place only postsyntactically
(PF), not affecting the semantic interpretation.
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Number Mismatches within the Italo-Romance DP
Natascha Pomino
npomino<at>rom.uzh.ch

1. Introduction and short overview
Plural and its formal marking in Romance is especially interesting for at least two reasons
under a morphosyntactic point of view: On the one hand, Romance languages and varieties
have different morphological processes for marking plural number on nominal categories,
such as vowel alternation (e.g. It. cas-a ‘house’ vs. cas-e ‘houses’), sigmatic plural marking
(e.g. Sp. casa ‘house’ vs. casa-s ‘houses’), addition of a vowel (e.g. Rom. scaun ‘chair’ vs.
scaun-e ‘chairs’), substitution of the final syllable (e.g. Fr. journal [ʒuʀ.nal] ‘newspaper’ vs.
journaux [ʒuʀ.no] ‘newspapers’) etc. (cf. Geckeler 1976, 1986 for a detailed overview). On
the other hand, Romance languages and varieties show different “syntagmatic patterns” of
plural marking within a “minimal DP”, which might consist, e.g., of a determiner, an
adjective and a noun (D-A-N or D-N-A). Relating to this, we can distinguish four different
patterns: In Standard Spanish, Standard Italian and Standard Portuguese, plural is marked on
each of the three elements of the minimal DP, i.e. there is full plural marking (cf. (1a)). Other
Romance languages and varieties, for example Maritime Provencal (MP) in (1b), allow
multiple but not full plural marking, i.e. one out of the three elements (here: the noun) remains
unmarked for plural. There are also cases of simple plural marking within the DP, where
plural is formally marked only once, like, for example, in the variety spoken in Villafranca
(Lunigiana, Italy) (cf. (1c)). And finally, cases can also be found where plural is not marked at
all, but the whole DP receives nevertheless a plural interpretation (cf. the example (1d) of the
variety spoken in Licciana).
(1)

Syntagmatic plural marking in Romance (D-A-N or D-N-A)
(a) Type I: Full plural marking
Sp.
l-a-s
chic-a-s guap-a-s
det-F-PL girl-F-PL beautiful-F-PL
‘the beautiful girls’
It.
l-e
bell-e
ragazz-e
det-F.PL beautiful-F.PL girl-F.PL
‘the beautiful girls’
Prt.
a-s
minin-a-s bonit-a-s
det.F-PL girl-F-PL beautiful-F-PL
‘the beautiful girls’
(b) Type II: Multiple plural marking
MP
l-ei
bell-ei
fih-o
det-PL beautiful-PL girl-F
‘the beautiful girls’
(c) Type III: Simple plural marking
Vill. l-a
bȩ̄ l-i̯ -a
skarp-a
det-F.SG beautiful-PL-F shoe-F.SG
‘the beautiful shoes’
(d) Type IV: Zero plural marking
Licc. l-a
bèl-a
krav-a
det-F.SG beautiful-F.SG goat-F.SG
‘the beautiful goats’ (also: ‘the beautiful goat’)

(Blanchet 1999:89)

(Loporcaro 1994:37)

(Rohlfs 1949:45)
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The kind of agreement in (1a) and similarly the one in (1b) are conceived as redundant (cf.
“[c]anonical agreement is redundant rather than informative” Corbett 2006:11, based on
Moravcsik 1988:90), which means that there is a mismatch between morphosyntax and
semantics, because plural even though formally marked several times is interpreted only once
for the whole DP. The syntagmatic pattern in (1d) can also be understood as an example of a
mismatch between morphosyntax and semantics, which is, however, of a different kind: The
DP may receive a plural interpretation, but none of the DP-elements is formally marked for
plural. The only case where morphosyntax and semantics seem to directly map is the pattern
in (1c); here plural is interpreted only once for the whole DP and it is also marked only once
within the DP. However, taking full plural agreement within the DP as the norm for Romance
languages, we may also say that there is a case of mismatch in cases like the one in (1c),
because one element marked for plural is combined with DP-elements which apparently
appear in their singular form, internal agreement thus being defective.
This paper is part of a larger project (cf. Pomino forthcoming) which aims, on the one
hand, at finding the triggering factors behind such cases of lack of plural marking or plural
agreement, and, on the other hand, at providing a unified analysis of these different patterns.
Due to limited space, the present paper is however limited to a critical discussion of several
existing analyses in the literature and their possible application to the Romance varieties
which have simple plural marking within the DP, i.e. varieties belonging to type III (cf. (1c)).
With the exception of one variety (i.e. Afro-Yungueño, a basilect of Afro-Bolivian Spanish;
cf. Lipski 2010), the varieties of type III display a lack of plural marking / agreement that is
restricted to the feminine gender. But they also differ from one another with respect to
whether plural is marked always on the same DP-element independently of the concrete
position of the elements contained in the DP or not. In the Italo-Romance dialect of Filattiera
(Fil.) (cf. (2a)), for example, the position of the adnominal adjective has no (direct) influence
on plural marking within the DP, i.e. plural is always and only marked on the determiner. In
contrast, in the dialect of Villafranca (Vill.) (cf. (2b)), there is simple plural marking on the
adjective only if the adjective stands in prenominal position. If it appears postnominally, we
still have simple plural marking, but on the noun (and no longer on the adjective).
(2)

Subtypes of simple plural marking
(a) Type IIIa: e.g. Filattiera (Manzini & Savoia 2005:619)
prenominal A
k-j-a
'brav-a 'dɔn-a
dem-PL-F good-F woman-F
‘those good women’
postnominal A

j-a
s'karp-a
det.PL-F shoe-F
‘the new shoes’

'ni:v-a
new-F

(b) Type IIIb: e.g. Villafranca (Loporcaro 1994:37)
prenominal A
l-a
bȩ̄ l-i̯ -a
skarp-a
det-F nice-PL-F shoe-F
‘the nice shoes’
postnominal A

l-a
skarp-i̯ -a nō v-a
̣
det-F shoe-PL-F new-F
‘the new shoes’

Simple marking on D
independently of the position
of the adnominal adjective.

Simple marking on A, if A in
prenominal position.

Simple marking on N, if A in
postnominal position.

Much work has been dedicated to how canonical agreement, i.e. mismatches between
semantics and morphosyntax, can be formalized; less attention has been devoted instead to
those instances where there is seemingly no mismatch. However, in these latter cases, we
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have to ask whether morphology, syntax and/or semantics is/are responsible for the lack of
number agreement. More precisely, is lack of agreement to be associated with the
morphophonological status of the corresponding inflectional marker and / or of the respective
category (= lack of plural marking)? Or is the partial or complete lack of agreement in these
cases depending on the syntactic encoding of the relevant features and possible syntactic
agreement configurations (= lack of plural agreement)? In this paper, it will be argued that
lack of plural agreement can be formalized by modifying some aspects of probes (Chomsky
1998; cf. section 3.1), whereas the linear position of the plural marker is best explained by
post-syntactic movement operations (cf. section 3.2).
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, I will discuss four different analyses which
have been proposed in the literature to account for lack of plural agreement and I will show
why these analyses are not straightforwardly applicable to the Romance varieties at issue. In
section 3, I will sketch an alternative analysis for the Italo-Romance data under investigation
(cf. (2)), which shows that in these varieties there is neither a mismatch between syntax and
semantics nor one between syntax and morphology. If one wants to refer to the notion of
mismatch in these cases, we can only say that there is a mismatch between the hierarchical
syntactic structure and the linear order (or the alignment) of the respective phonological
material. The main hypotheses of my analysis will be summarized in section 4.
2. Existing analyses for lack of plural agreement or lack of plural marking
2.1 Lack of plural agreement due to morphological constraints
According to Ortmann (2004:231), “one main parameter that determines cross-linguistic
variation with respect to plural marking within the DP is whether or not plural morphology is
realized in contexts where the concept of plurality is already expressed by numerals or
quantifiers”. In Standard Italian and English, for example, the presence of a numeral does not
impinge on plural marking or plural agreement inside the DP (cf. tre ragazze belle, three
beautiful girls). In contrast, other languages do not exhibit “redundant” plural marking in this
context. In Hungarian, for example, there is an unmarked singular form and a marked plural
form for nouns (e.g. hajó ‘ship’ vs. hajók ‘ships’) (cf. Ortmann 2000, 2004). However, when
combined with a numeral or certain quantifiers which express plurality, the noun appears in
its unmarked form, not in its plural form (cf. (3a)). Furthermore, even though adjectives can
in principle bear a plural marker, e.g. in predicative function (cf. (3b)), attributive adjectives
do not exhibit number agreement with the head noun (cf. (3c)).
(3)

No multiple plural marking inside the DP (Hungarian) (Ortmann 2000:251-252)
(a) öt hajó
(not * öt hajó-k)
five ship.SG
five ship-PL
‘five ships’
(b) A hajó-k gyors-ak.
[predicative adjective with a “silent” copula]
det ship-PL fast-PL
‘The ships are fast.’
(c) gyors hajó-k
(not * gyors-ak hajó-k)
fast
ship-PL
fast-PL ship-PL
‘fast ships’

From a typological point of view we can thus distinguish between languages which do not
allow plural marking on the head noun in combination with numerals (e.g. Hungarian) and
languages where the head noun is plural-marked in this context (e.g. Standard Italian,
English) (cf. Ortmann 2000, 2004). Furthermore, in languages of the Hungarian-type, there is
no redundant plural marking or no plural agreement at all within the DP (cf. (3c)), because,
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according to Ortmann (2004:243), “the typology predicts that a language will not leave the
head noun in the singular when combined with a numeral but otherwise display plural
agreement between the noun and its modifiers”. In contrast, the other language type can be
further subdivided into those languages which show agreement between the noun and its
modifiers (e.g. Standard Italian) and those where plural is not marked redundantly on
modifiers (e.g. English where neither the adjective nor the determiner inflect for number; with
the exception of demonstratives).
Both language types may thus show instances of lack of plural agreement or plural
marking, but the reasons for it are different. In the framework of recent Minimalist Syntax
(Chomsky 1998), for example, the fact that English adjectives do not agree with the head
noun in number can be explained, according to Baker (2008:153), by simply saying that
adjectives (or the functional adjectival head FA) do not have a number-probe which searches
for a number feature to agree with. In contrast, this explanation will not suffice for Hungarian,
because there are contexts where the adjective (and also the noun) clearly do inflect for
number, i.e. they are not “defective” in the sense that they can never be marked for plural. For
languages of the Hungarian type, Ortmann (2000:266) proposes an analysis in the framework
of Optimality Theory and argues that there is a morphological principle or constraint, No
Plural Within a DP (i.e. *PL(DP)), which avoids overt realization of plural.
(4)

*PL(DP) (Ortmann 2004:235)
Avoid the realization of the specification [+pl] within the DP.

As shown in the input form in the tableau in (5), semantically and syntactically the Hungarian
noun is clearly plural in numeral-noun combinations, but plural is not morphologically
marked on the noun. This is due to the fact that the constraint *PL(DP) is ranked high in
Hungarian: Candidate (5a) violates the constraint *PL(DP) so that candidate (5b) is preferred
even if it violates other constraints.
(5)

Constraint Evaluation for öt hajó ‘five ships’ (AGGR = aggregate) (cf. Ortmann
2004:238)1
MAXEXPRPLUR *PL(DP)
MAX(PL)
λx<+pl>
[SHIP(x) & AGGR(x) & CARD(x)=5]
HEAD(PL)
*!
a. öt
hajó-k
five ship-PL
 b. öt
*
*
hajó
five ship

The same holds for agreement between the noun and the adjective: Candidate (6d) is ruled
out, because plural or plurality is not expressed in a plural context. All the other candidates
violate the constraint *PL(DP), but it is the double violation of candidate (6a) which is fatal.
Of the two remaining candidates, it is candidate (6c) which wins, because there is another
constraint in Hungarian which demands that plural (if realized at all) is to be marked on the
lexical head.

1

EXPRESSPLURALITY = The semantic concept of plurality is expressed in the output; MAX(PL) = A
specification [+pl] in the input has a correspondent in the output; MAX-HEAD(PL) = A specification [+pl] in
the input has a correspondent on the lexical head in the output (Ortmann 2004:235).
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Constraint Evaluation for gyors hajók ‘fast ships’ (cf. Ortmann 2004:242)
λx<+pl>
MAXEXPRPLUR *PL(DP)
[SHIP(x) & FAST(x) & AGGR(x)]
HEAD(PL)
a. gyors-ak hajó-k
*!*
fast-PL
ship-PL
b. gyors-ak hajó
*
*!
 c. gyors
*
hajó-k
d. gyors
*!
*
hajó

MAX(PL)

*
*
**

There are many Romance varieties (cf. Pomino in print) which leave the noun unmarked for
plural when combined with a numeral which expresses plurality (cf. (7) for examples of ItaloRomance dialects belonging to type III). Furthermore, in some of these varieties there is no
plural agreement at all within a “minimal DP” (cf. (8)). Thus, at first glance, it seems as if
these varieties were of the Hungarian-type and could thus be explained in a similar vein.
(7)

Type III: Numeral-noun-combinations (no plural marking on N)2
(a) Fil. do brav-a dɔn-a
two good-F woman-F
‘two good women’
(Manzini & Savoia 2005:619)
(b) Bed. do brav-a dɔnn-a
two good-F woman-F
‘two good women’
(Manzini & Savoia 2005:620)

(8)

Type IIIa: Single plural marking on the determiner
A-N
N-A
(a) Fil. k-j-a
'brav-a 'dɔn-a
j-a
s'karp-a 'ni:v-a
dem-PL-F good-F woman-F
det.PL-F shoe-F new-F
‘those good women’
‘the beautiful shoes’
(Manzini & Savoia 2005:619)3
(b) Bed. kiʎ-a
'brav-a 'dɔnn-a
kiʎ-a 'dɔnn-a 'brav-a4
det.PL-F woman-F good-F
dem.PL-F good-F woman-F
‘those good women’
‘those good women’
(Manzini & Savoia 2005:620)

However, this assumption is not borne out, i.e. lack of plural agreement or plural marking
within the DP in these varieties cannot be explained by means of the constraint in (4),
because, assuming a high ranked constraint which avoids plural marking if plural is already
(lexically) expressed, we could not correctly derive the data given in (9): if the constraint
*PL(DP) were ranked high in these varieties, we would expect that the determiner should
appear in its singular form, because plurality is already expressed by the numeral. However,
as the examples in (9) clearly show, the numeral does not inhibit plural marking on the
determiner.

2
3

4

Fil. = Filattiera and Bed. = Bedizzano.
This segmentation, which is also assumed by Manzini & Savoia (2005) and Taraldsen (2009), is unusual
inasmuch as the declension class marker is usually realised closer to the root (or stem) than the number
marker, cf. e.g. Spanish chic-a-s vs. *chic-s-a.
The plural marker i ([j]) leads to palatalization of the lateral, i.e. l- and -i(a)  ʎa.
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(9)

Plural marking in combination with numerals (type III)
(a) Fil. k-j-a
tre dɔn-a
dem-PL-F three woman-F
‘those three women’
(b) Bed. kiʎ-a
tre dɔnn-a
dem.PL-F three woman-F
‘those three women’
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(Manzini & Savoia 2005:619)
(Manzini & Savoia 2005:620)

To sum up, even though the Italo-Romance varieties of type III leave the noun unmarked for
plural when combined with a numeral, they cannot be explained straightforwardly with the
morphological constraint proposed by Ortmann (2000, 2004), because there are instances of
plural marking on DP-elements in numeral-noun constructions.
2.2 The Split-Concord Hypothesis
North-Eastern Central Catalan (NEC Catalan) is a further Romance variety where lack of
plural marking is attested. In contrast to the Italo-Romance varieties mentioned so far, in NEC
Catalan it is not only morphological and syntactic aspects, but also phonological ones that are
considered responsible for the non-realization of the plural marker. Bonet et al. (2009) state
that the consonant s is not realized on DP-elements if s is a plural morpheme (=
morphological condition), if s stands between two consonants (= phonological condition) and
if it would be attached onto a prenominal DP element (= syntactic condition). Thus, in (10a)
the determiner and the prenominal adjective appear without a plural marker, because they are
in prenominal position and because the plural marker would be in an interconsonantal
position. In contrast, if plural-s appears before a vowel-initial element as in (10b), it is overtly
realized. The example (10c) further shows that the noun and the postnominal adjective are
marked for plural, whereas example (10d) illustrates that the non-realization of s is restricted
to plural-s: The s on fals ‘false’ is not a plural morpheme, but part of the root.
(10) Plural marking in NEC Catalan (Bonet et al. 2009:4s)
(a) el
bon
vin-s
[prenominal A]
det.M.SG good.M.SG wine.M-PL
‘the good wines’
(b) el-s
antic-s amic-s
[prenominal A]
det.M-PL old.M-PL friend.M-PL
‘the old friends’
(c) el
vin-s
blanc-s
[postnominal A]
det.M.SG wine.M-PL white.M-PL
‘the white wines’
(d) un fals
conseller
[s is not a plural morpheme]
one false.M.SG counselor.M.SG
‘a/one false counselor’
With respect to the lack of plural marking in (10a), Bonet et al. (2009) also propose an
analysis in the framework of OT. Their analysis, however, differs considerably from that
proposed by Ortmann (2000, 2004) in that they additionally propose the Split Concord
Analysis, which is based on the idea that there are two kinds of DP-internal agreement:
syntactic N/NP-movement leads to agreement with postnominal elements in syntax (=
syntactic agreement), and PF-agreement (or post-syntactic agreement) governs agreement of
prenominal elements after the syntactic derivation. According to Bonet et al. (2009),
postnominal elements as well as the noun itself already have specific inflectional endings
after the syntactic derivation, whereas prenominal elements are still unspecified, i.e. all
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inflectional endings can still be selected (cf. (11a) (Bonet et al. 2009:8). Thus, in the DP un
taps vells ‘some old corks’, there are in principle four logical possibilities for the overt
realization of the determiner (cf. (11b)): uns, where the plural marker is selected; un, where
the singular marker (i.e. zero) is selected; un, where the whole inflectional slot is deleted; and
un, where the plural marker is first inserted, but afterwards deleted phonologically.
(11) (a) Syntactic output (simplified)
ØM, aF
tap-ØM-sPL vell-ØM-sPL
unØSG, sPL
(b) Possible combinations
un-sPL tap-sPL vell-sPL
un-ØSG tap-sPL vell-sPL
un
tap-sPL vell-sPL
un-__PL tap-sPL vell-sPL

(selection of the plural marker)
(selection of the singular marker)
(deletion of the inflectional slot)
(phonological deletion of the plural marker)

Based on an Optimality Theoretic approach, Bonet et al. (2009) assume that these four
possibilities are evaluated post-syntactically according to the constraints mentioned in (12),
which are ranked as given in (13). That is, in contrast to the analysis proposed by Ortmann
(2000, 2004), constraint evaluation is restricted to prenominal elements.
(12) Constraints for the evaluation of (11b) (Bonet et al. 2009:9f.)
(a) CONC(ORD):
If a N has an inflectional feature F, all other modifiers within the
DP must have the inflectional feature F.
(b) MATCH:
No contradictory values of an inflectional feature F within a DP.
(c) *FEAT(URES):
No morphological expression of agreement features (SamekLodovici 2002:8).5
(d) MAX(SEGMENT): Every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output. (No
phonological deletion) (McCarthy & Prince 1995:264).
(e) MAX(MPH):
Every morpheme of the input has a correspondent in the output.
(No morphological deletion)
(f) *CsC:
CsC sequences are banned.
(13) MAX(SEG), MATCH >> *CsC >> CONCORD, MAX(MPH) >> *FEAT (Bonet et al. 2009:11)
The evaluation process for un taps is shown in the tableau (14): The so-called faithful
candidates (14a) and (14b) are outranked, because they either violate the constraint *CsC or
the constraint MATCH. Candidate (14d) is ruled out due to the constraint MAX(SEG), which
bans phonological deletion. Thus, the ideal candidate is (14c), even though it violates
MAX(MPH) (= ban of morphological deletion) and CONC (= agreement is to be marked
morphologically).
(14) un taps ‘some corks’ (Bonet et al. 2009:12)
un-{ØSG, sPL} tap-sPL
MAX MATCH *CSC
(SEG)
a.
un-sPL tap-sPL
*!
b.
un-ØSG tap-sPL
*!
c.  un tap-sPL
d.
un-__PL tap-sPL
*!
5

CONC

*
*

MAX
(MPH)

*

*FEAT
**
**
*
**

The constraint *PL(DP) proposed by Ortmann (2000, 2004) is a more specified variant of this constraint.
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This analysis, which correctly predicts the data from NEC Catalan, is however not applicable
to the Italo-Romance varieties showing lack of plural agreement. This is mainly due to the
fact that the Split Concord Analysis cannot be maintained6 because N/NP-movement does not
necessarily lead to agreement with postnominal modifiers (and lack of plural marking is not
restricted to prenominal elements). In Filattiera and Bedizzano, for example, there is no
prenominal/postnominal asymmetry, i.e. neither prenominal nor postnominal adjectives
inflect for number (cf. the examples in (15)). Assuming, along with Bonet et al. (2009), that
N/NP-movement leads to syntactic agreement, we would however expect the postnominal
adjective to be marked for plural.
(15) Single plural marking on the determiner
A-N
(a) Fil. k-j-a
'brav-a 'dɔn-a
dem-PL-F good-F woman-F
‘those good women’
(Manzini & Savoia 2005:619)
(b) Bed. kiʎ-a
'brav-a 'dɔnn-a
dem.PL-F good-F woman-F
‘those good women’
(Manzini & Savoia 2005:620)

N-A
(a') j-a
s'karp-a 'ni:v-a
det.PL-F shoe-F new-F
‘the beautiful shoes’
(b') kiʎ-a 'dɔnn-a 'brav-a
det.PL-F woman-F good-F
‘those good women’

The main difference between NEC Catalan and these two varieties is that in the latter, nouns
may be classified as defective (at least feminine nouns), whereas in NEC Catalan, nouns do
inflect for number. Thus, one could be tempted to assume that the prenominal/postnominal
asymmetry is restricted to those languages with non-defective nouns. But, in Maritime
Provencal (cf. (16)), for example, the noun is also defective and nonetheless a prenominal /
postnominal asymmetry is attested. In contrast to NEC Catalan, it is however the prenominal
adjective which is marked for plural, whereas those adjectives which are postnominal never
bear a plural marker. This means that Maritime Provencal has no “syntactic” agreement even
though N/NP-movement takes place, but only post-syntactic agreement.
(16) Maritime Provencal (Blanchet 1999:89)
A-N
N-A
(a) l-ei
bèll-ei
fih-o
(a') l-ei
fih-o bell-o
det-PL beautiful-PL girl-F
det-PL girl-F beautiful-F
‘the beautiful girls’
‘the beautiful girls’
The fact that prenominal elements show plural marking could be explained by assuming that
the constraint *FEAT(URES) is ranked low, but (similar to the analysis proposed by Ortmann
2000, 2004) it is not clear how the absence of plural marking on postnominal elements could
be accounted for in this analysis. It seems that the defectiveness of the noun plays an
important role in determining agreement with postnominal elements; it should be noted,
however, that it does not impinge on N/NP-movement. That is, even though the noun does not
inflect for number, N/NP-movement does take place.
2.3 A syntactic account of phrasal plural marking
Another language where plural is not overtly marked on every DP-element is Basque. In
Basque, there is a completely unmarked noun form etxe ‘house’, which is classified as
6

The constraint *CsC is not relevant for other Romance varieties because lack of plural marking is not
phonologically conditioned. Nevertheless, the other constraints as well as the general Split Concord
Hypothesis should also be valid for the other varieties.
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transnumeral, a singular form which is marked for definiteness etxea ‘the house’, and a plural
form which is marked for definiteness and plural: etxeak ‘the houses’ (Iturrioz-Leza &
Skopeteas 2004:1054-1055). Thus, when a noun is combined with an indefinite quantifier
denoting plurality (e.g. batzuk ‘some’), the definite plural marker -ak cannot appear; the
transnumeral form must be chosen instead (cf. (17a)). Along the same lines, the absence of
-ak in (17b) is due to the absence of the feature [definite]; it has nothing to do with the
avoidance of multiple expression of plural(ity) in numeral-noun constructions; because in a
definite DP (17c) the plural marker appears combined with a numeral.
(17) Basque (Ortmann 2000:253, 2004:245)
(a) etxe txiki batzuk
house small some
‘some small houses’
(b) hiru etxe
three house
‘three houses’
(c) hiru etxe-ak
three house-DEF.PL
‘the three houses’
Yet, in contrast to what is suggested above it is not the noun which is marked for plural,
because “Basque nouns don’t inflect for number (just like English adjectives don’t either)”
(Artiagoitia 2002:81); it is rather the whole DP which receives one single plural marking.
That is, -ak seems to be a phrasal suffix or a phrasal clitic which attaches phonologically to
the rightmost element of the DP irrespective of the lexical category: In (18a) it appears
attached to the noun, in (18b) to the adjective and in (18c) to the demonstrative (cf.
Artiagoitia 2002, Ortmann 2000, 2004). All these examples further show that there is no
number agreement within the definite DP in Basque.
(18) No DP-internal number agreement (Basque) (cf. Ortmann 2004:245, Baker 2008:62)
(a) hiru etxe-ak
three house-DEF.PL
‘the three houses’
(b) etxe gorri handi ederr-ak
house red huge beautiful-DEF.PL
‘the red huge beautiful houses’
(c) katu lodi hori-ek
cat fat
that-DEF.PL
‘those fat cats’
Now for Basque, it is not clear whether syntax or morphology is responsible for the lack of
plural agreement. According to Ortmann “[…] for Basque, the analysis of the plural
construction is quite obvious: the plural marker is simply a phrasal suffix, attached to the
whole noun phrase rather than to the noun” (Ortmann 2000:252). Adopting this analysis, the
lack of agreement in Basque has nothing to do with the avoidance of multiple expression of
plural(ity) or with the defectiveness of the involved elements, but depends instead on the
morphological status of the (definite) plural marker.
Alternatively, we could consider a more syntactic explanation: based on the framework of
recent Minimalism, Baker (2008:153) states that the variation with respect to agreement can
be modeled by assuming that languages vary “[…] as to whether or not functional heads like
FA or FN are generated above APs and NPs, and in part by saying that functional heads may or
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may not be specified as being probes, which look for features to agree with”7. According to
Baker (2008:63-64), the fact that number (and case) morphology is spelled out exactly once
on the very last word of the DP in Basque can be explained by assuming that the noun is
“defective” and thus does not bear a number feature in syntax (= the DP does not contain a
NumP). Instead the number feature is encoded exclusively on D°, i.e. on the highest
functional head inside the DP. For the sentence in (19a), Baker gives the structure in (19b).
(19) Basque definite plural marker -ak (Baker 2008:62-63, slightly modified)
(a) [[ katu lodi hori-ek ]DP
gaizto-ak
dira ]PredP
cat fat that-ABS.DEF.PL bad-ABS.DEF.PL be.3PL
‘those fat cats are mischievous’
(b) Syntactic derivation
PredP
DP[pl]
NP
NP
katu

FAP
AP
lodi

Agreement OK

D°
[num: pl]
hori-ek

Pred'

FAP
AP
gaizto

Pred°
dira

FA°
[num: pl]
-ak

FA° No agreement, because no c-command
[num: ]

No agreement, because N has no number feature

In this structure, FAP, which contains the AP lodi, is an adjunct to the NP katu. The functional
head FA carries a number-probe and will search for an appropriate goal.8 According to Baker
(2008), an AGREE-relation between NP katu and FA can be established, because he assumes
that there must be a c-command relation between the probe and its goal, but that the direction
of c-command is irrelevant.9 Thus, according to Baker (2008), inside the plural DP katu lodi
horiek the attributive adjective could in principle agree with the head noun, but as the noun
has no number feature, agreement fails. For sake of simplicity, we can assume that in this case
the default feature (i.e. singular) is instantiated in FA. The attributive adjective cannot agree
with D°-[pl], because agree takes place between a head and a maximal projection (cf.
Chomsky 2000:122), and it cannot agree with the DP-[pl], because there is no c-command
relation, but dominance (Baker 2008:63). In contrast, the predicative adjective gaiztoak
number-agrees with the DP-[pl], because it is asymmetrically c-commanded by DP-[pl]. Thus,
7

8

9

Many current studies adopt the idea that number within the DP is a functional category heading its own
projection, i.e. there is a Number Phrase (NumP) situated between DP and NP (Bernstein 1991, 1993,
Carstens 1991, 2000, Ritter 1991, Valois 1991, Picallo 1991 among many others). Baker (2008:38) states that
FNP might be NumbP (or nP).
A functional head F agrees with a maximal projection XP, only if (cf. Baker 2008, also for some
modifications): (1) F c-commands XP (Chomsky 2000:122); (2) there is no YP such that F c-commands YP,
YP c-commands XP, and YP has φ-features (Chomsky 2000:122); (3) F and XP are contained in the same
phase (Chomsky 2000:108); and (4) XP is made active for agreement by having an unchecked (case) feature
(Chomsky 2000:123).
Note that the NP headed by katu does not dominate the FAP that is adjoined to it. Following Chomsky
(1986:7-8), Baker (2008:40, fn.12 and 51, fn.22) assumes that in a structure “where Y is adjoined to X, there
are two segments of X, only one of which dominates Y, so the category X as a whole does not dominate Y”
(Baker 2008:40, fn. 12).
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in this kind of analysis, morphology plays only a minor or no role at all; D°-[pl, (def)] always
receives the marker -ak, which is bound inside D° if D° has an overt realization (e.g. the
demonstrative hori), or otherwise is bound to the next adjacent element, e.g. either by the
adjective or by the noun. In other words, the appearance of -ak in DP-final position is due to
the fact that it is the morphophonological realization of D°-[pl, (def)] and that D° is in DPfinal position in Basque.
Baker’s analysis cannot be applied straightforwardly to the Italo-Romance varieties of type
III in (20) (= simple plural marking either on the noun or on the adjective depending on the
position of the adnominal adjective), because, in contrast to Basque, in these varieties the
noun is not (clearly) defective, i.e. at least in certain contexts the noun is the only DP-element
which bears the plural marker. Furthermore, the main characteristic of the varieties in (20) is
that it is precisely the determiner that cannot be marked for plural.
(20) Single plural marking on the noun (type IIIb)
(a) Mul.
kl-a dɔn-j-a
grand-a
dem-F good-PL-F woman-F
‘these good women’
(b) Vill.
l-a skarp-i̯ -a nō v-a
̣
det-F shoe-PL-F new-F
‘the new shoes’

[with postnominal A]
(Manzini & Savoia 2005:622)
[with postnominal A]
(Loporcaro 1994:37)

In contrast, the Italo-Romance varieties of type III in (15) pattern with Basque in as much as
they also have single plural marking on the highest DP element. That is, we could assume in
line with Baker’s analysis that in these varieties the noun is defective in the sense that it is not
selected by Num° (= FN); plural is rather directly encoded under D°. The adjective (i.e. FA)
agrees thus in gender with the noun, but cannot agree in number because the noun has no
number feature.10 Yet, the main difference between these Italo-Romance varieties and Basque
is that lack of plural agreement is restricted to feminine nouns, that is, masculine nouns
clearly show the Standard Romance agreement pattern (= canonical agreement); cf. the
example for Filattiera in (21).
(21) Filattiera: Masculine nouns (cf. Manzini & Savoia 2005:619)
(a) k-i
ɔm-i
aut-i
(vs. singular kl ɔm aut)
dem.M-PL man.M-PL big.M-PL
‘those big men’
(b) k-i
brav-i
ɔm-i
(vs. singular kəl brav ɔm)
dem.M-PL good.M-PL man.M-PL
‘those good men’
Thus, if we were to adopt the analysis proposed by Baker (2008), we would have to state that
feminine DPs and masculine DPs have different syntactic structures in these Romance
varieties: feminine DPs would have no NumP and plural would be encoded exclusively under
D°, whereas in masculine DPs a NumP[-pl] would be present and plural agreement would
take place. However, an analysis with a uniform DP structure would clearly be preferable.
2.4 A post-syntactic morphological account: deletion of the plural marker
For the variety of Colonnata (type III), for example, we can also observe that plural marking
on nouns is in complementary distribution with plural marking on determiners, i.e. the noun
bears a plural marker only if there is no other element inside the DP bearing a plural marker.
10

In contrast to Basque, in Filattiera and Bedizzano there is also no number marking on the feminine adjective
in predicative function (cf. e.g. l ɛn auta ‘they(f.pl) are tall’; Manzini & Savoia 2005:619-621).
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Thus, in numeral-noun combinations, the noun can be marked for plural (cf. (22a)), because
there is no other element morphologically marked for plural, whereas in a context where the
determiner receives a plural marker, the noun obligatorily appears unmarked for plural (cf.
(22b) and (22c)). Thus, there are some restrictions with respect to the overt realization of
plural on the noun.
(22) Type IIIa: Colonnata (Manzini & Savoia 2005:621)
(a) tre
ddɔn-j-a
three woman-PL-F
‘three women’
(b) kiʎ-a
brava-a
dɔnn-a
dem.PL-F good-F.SG woman-F.SG
‘those good women’
(c) kiʎ-a
ðɔn-a
grand-a11
dem.PL-F woman-F.SG big-F.SG
‘those big women’
This is exactly the line of reasoning adopted by Taraldsen (2009), who assumes the Standard
Italian agreement pattern for Colonnata and argues that lack of plural marking on the noun
goes back to a “deletion” rule. Based on a realizational approach to morphology, he proposes
the Vocabulary Item in (23a), which, in his analysis, does not necessarily realize one single
syntactic terminal node. It may rather realize a syntactic substructure, i.e. the number and the
gender / word marker (WM) slot together (cf. (23b)).
(23) (a) Vocabulary Item (cf. Taraldsen 2009:4)
i ↔ {pl, m}
(realizes a substructure, namely [Num [WM]])
(b) Morphophonological realization (X= k, ɔm or aut)
[ X [ pl [ m ]]]
i

e.g. k-i ɔm-i aut-i ‘those big men’

One important aspect of Taraldsen’s analysis is the Superset Principle, according to which a
syntactic substructure can be realized by a Vocabulary Item only if this either has the same
feature specification as the syntactic substructure or if the feature specification of the
Vocabulary Item is a superset (not a subset) of the features encoded in the syntactic
substructure.12 So in (24), the VI /i/ aims at the realization of the substructure [pl [f]]; yet, as
there is a mismatch with respect to gender, it cannot realize the whole substructure. The
feature specification of the VI, however, is a Superset of the number slot and thus it can be
inserted into this slot. The word marker is instead realized by /a/, so that each slot receives
one separate exponent.
11

Manzini & Savoia (2005:621) cite for Colonnata the following example in which the postnominal adjective is
marked for plural in addition to the determiner.
(i) kiλ-a 'ðɔn-a
'bɛl-j-a
dem.PL-F woman-F.SG beautiful-PL-F
‘those beautiful women’

12

(vs. kiλ-a 'ðɔn-a
'grand-a)
dem.PL-F woman-F.SG big-F.SG
‘those big women’

However, the behaviour of the adjective bɛla ‘beautiful’ is also somewhat unusual in Standard Italian (e.g.
“shortened form” in prenominal vs. “full form” in postnominal position). It is thus very likely that this
specific adjective constitutes a lexical exception.
Cf. “A vocabulary item A associated with the feature set F can replace a subtree X with the feature set F’ if
and only if F is a superset of F’” (Taraldsen 2009:1).
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(24) (a) Vocabulary Item (cf. Taraldsen 2009:2)
i ↔ {pl, m}
a ↔ f13
(b) Morphophonological realization (X= kil, ðɔn or bɛl)
[ X [ pl [ f ]]]
e.g. kiʎ-a, ðɔn-i-a, bɛl-i-a
i a
In order to account for the lack of plural marking on the noun, Taraldsen (2009:2) assumes
that the plural exponent is “deleted” or “delinked” on the noun if there is another DP element
carrying the plural marker -i-; otherwise (e.g. in numeral-noun-combinations) the plural
marker is not deleted. This idea is illustrated in (25): If the plural feature in masculine nouns
is delinked, the marker /i/ still appears, because it is also linked with the gender feature. In
contrast, if we delink the plural feature in feminine nouns, the plural marker does not surface,
because it is exclusively linked with number.
(25) Delinking of the number exponent (cf. Taraldsen 2009:4)
[ N [ pl [ f ]]]
[ N [ pl [ m ]]]
ɔm
 ɔmi

i

ðɔn i

a

 ðɔna

One advantage of Taraldsen’s analysis is that he can explain why masculine DPs do not show
lack of plural agreement and also why in Colonnata feminine nouns can bear a plural marker
when combined exclusively with a numeral.
Apart from other shortcomings, which I am unable to discuss here for reasons of space,
there remains one crucial point to be explained when we apply this analysis to other ItaloRomance varieties. Consider, for example, the data of Villafranca repeated in (26): In (26a),
we could argue that the noun is unmarked for plural because the adjective already carries the
plural marker, whereas in (26b) the noun is marked for plural because no other DP-element
bears a plural marker. But, which factor determines that the adjective is marked for plural in
(26a), but not in (26b)?
(26) Villafranca (Loporcaro 1994:37)
(a) prenominal A
l-a
bȩ̄ l-i̯ -a
det-F nice-PL-F
‘the nice shoes’
(b) postnominal A l-a
skarp-i̯ -a
det-F shoe-PL-F
‘the new shoes’

skarp-a
shoe-F
nō v-a
̣
new-F

Furthermore, Taraldsen’s analysis is not consistent with the diachronic explanation of this
phenomenon: according to Rohlfs (1949:46-47), in the dialects of Lunigiana (e.g. Bedizzano,
Filattiera, Mulazzo, Villafranca and also Colonnata) the feminine originally had an unmarked
singular form in -a and a marked plural form in -as (stemming from the Latin accusative).
After the loss of final /s/, there has been a “collapse” of the singular and the plural form, with
both now ending in -a. In some areas in Lunigiana (and also in other regions), this collapse
was avoided by introducing the Emilian plural ending -i. However, this ending appears only
13

This VI is not listed by Taraldsen (2009). But his analysis suggests that a VI of this sort must be assumed.
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once inside the DP, for example, only on the noun (e.g. la skárpia nova ‘the new shoes’;
Bagnone, Rohlfs 1949:47), only on the determiner (li kabra ‘the goat’; Livigno, Rohlfs
1949:47) or only on the adjective (kla bravja dɔna ‘these good women’; Mulazzo, Manzini &
Savoia 2005:622).14 Under this perspective, simple plural marking in these varieties is not a
case of deletion of agreement markers (or the reduction / avoidance of redundancy), but rather
of the reintroduction of at least one plural marker within the feminine plural DP.
2.5 Intermediate summary
In this section, I sketched four different analyses proposed in the literature and discussed their
applicability to the Italo-Romance varieties belonging to type III (cf. Pomino in print for more
details and other varieties): Ortmann (2000, 2004) explains lack of plural marking in terms of
a morphological constraint which avoids plural marking if plural(ity) is already expressed
lexically and which leads to simple plural marking in the absence of such an expression. This
analysis is not applicable to the Italo-Romance varieties at issue, because there are instances
of plural marking within DPs containing a numeral (even though the noun remains unmarked
for plural). The analysis of Bonet et al. (2009) differs from the one proposed by Ortmann
mainly in the assumption that constraint evaluation affects only prenominal elements, as
postnominal ones agree in syntax and are not evaluated post-syntactically (cf. the Split
Concord Hypothesis). This hypothesis is based on the assumption that there is a prenominal /
postnominal asymmetry within the DP. However, in contrast to what is proposed by Bonet et
al. (2009), I showed that this asymmetry cannot be explained through N/NP-movement and
thus questioned whether the Split Concord Hypothesis can be maintained at all. Baker (2008)
assumes that lack of plural agreement (in Basque) depends mainly on the defectiveness of the
corresponding noun and that the distribution of the plural marker depends on where [plural] is
syntactically encoded. Yet, Baker’s analysis can only apply to those Italo-Romance languages
which allow only simple plural marking on the determiner. However, as I argued, it is
precisely in these varieties that lack of plural agreement is restricted to feminine DPs. That is,
we would have to assume two different syntactic structures: one for feminine DPs and another
one for masculine DPs. Finally, Taraldsen (2009) explains lack of plural marking within the
DP by appealing to a post-syntactic morphological deletion or delinking rule. That is, under
his analysis, plural agreement does take place, but the agreement marker is post-syntactically
delinked and is not overtly realized if the noun is feminine. It remains however unclear why
the plural marker is sometimes delinked on the adjective and sometimes not, at least in some
varieties. I further argued that from a diachronic point of view Taraldsens’ analysis does not
seem feasible, because in the Italo-Romance varieties of Lunigiana, the plural marker in
feminine DPs is best analyzed as a reintroduction of a formal marker, not as the deletion of
agreement markers. The advantage of Taraldsen’s analysis, however, is that in contrast to
others, he offers an explanation for the fact that lack of plural marking is restricted to
feminine DPs.
3. Possible alternative analysis for the Italo-Romance varieties with simple plural
marking (type III)
In this section, I want to propose an alternative analysis to account for, on the one side, the
restriction of lack of plural marking to feminine DPs in the Italo-Romance varieties of type
III, and, on the other side, the varying linear position of the plural marker within the DP.
14

“Das Richtige hat zum ersten Mal Salvioni selbst gesehen, der […] seine frühere Ansicht aufgab und in den
Pluralformen auf -a altes -as erkannte. […] Den störenden Zusammenfall zwischen Singular und Plural
haben einige Orte in der Lunigiana dadurch beseitigt, daß sie unter dem Einfluß der emilianischen
Pluralendung -i (skarpi ‘scarpe’) das Plural -a zu -ia umgestalteten. Bemerkenswert ist, daß […] diese
Endung nur einmal zum Ausdruck kommt“ (Rohlfs 1949:46-47).
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3.1 Restriction of lack of plural agreement to feminine gender15
The hypothesis I want to advance for the varieties of type III is that DP elements can encode
only one marked feature value. Thus, from the combinations in (27), only the first three are
possible in these varieties.
(27) Hypothesis I: Nouns and adjectives can encode only one marked feature value.
(a) [masculine, singular]
=
[gendefault, numdefault]
(b) [masculine, plural]
=
[gendefault, nummarked]
(c) [feminine, singular]
=
[genmarked, numdefault]
(d) * [feminine, plural]
= * [genmarked, nummarked]
For adjectives and other DP elements carrying a probe (e.g. the determiner), this restriction
can be explained by modifying some assumptions about probes. I assume that the phi-features
on probes are not simply feature bundles, but are hierarchically structured. In the varieties at
issue, the probe will search first for a gender feature to agree with (cf. (28)), whereas the
probing for a number feature depends on the gender feature which has been instantiated as
result of the first probing. If it is masculine (i.e. a default value), then number-probing will
take place. If feminine is instantiated (i.e. a marked value), then the number-probe will be
deactivated. In other terms, the instantiation of [feminine] blocks probing for number.
(28) (a) Masculine
[gen: ]I
[num: ]II

probing
for gender

[gen: m]I
[num: ]II

(b) Feminine
[gen: ]I
[num: ]II

probing
for gender

[gen: f]I
deactivation
[num: ]II of number-

probing
for number

probe

[gen: m]I
[num: pl]II
[gen: f]I
[num: ]II

The agreement pattern for masculine DPs, i.e. full plural marking (cf. (21)), can be explained
with the derivation given in (29). Here I assume in line with many others that there are at least
two functional phrases located between the DP and the lexical NP in Romance: “little nP” and
NumP. I further assume that also the lexical AP is selected by a functional head, which I have
labelled FA in line with Baker (2008). Furthermore, I assume that the lexical noun moves first
to “little n°” and that the complex “little n°” moves then further to Num° and incorporates
there. Now, let us assume that the adjective is left-adjoined to NumP in cases where it appears
prenominally. The functional adjectival head carries a number and gender probe and will
search in the derivation for an appropriate goal. Assuming Baker’s modification of the ccommand relation between the probe and its goal, the FA agrees with the (lower) NumP and
the φ-features entailed in the NumP will be instantiated in the probe on FA. The determiner
carries also a gender and number probe and there will be Agree between D° and NumP.
Again, masculine and plural will be copied onto the probe. This leads to a realization where
the determiner, the adjective and the noun are overtly marked for plural.

15

I will not discuss here the structural position(s) of adjectives within the DP. For sake of simplicity, I have
chosen in what follows the “adjunct hypothesis” and allow the adjective to adjoin on the right as well as on
the left of a functional category within the DP. I think that the hypothesis I want to advance here is
independent of the structural position(s) of adjectives.
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(29) Masculine DPs: ki bravi ɔmi ‘those good men’
DP
D°
[gen: m ]
[num: pl ]

NumP
FAP

probe

AP

NumP

FA
[gen: m ]
[num: pl ]

nP

Num°
n°j

probe

N°i
[mas]

Num°
[pl]

tj

NP
…ti…

n°

goal

With respect to feminine DPs, I assume that feminine nouns, in contrast to masculine nouns,
are not attracted by Num°-[pl] due to their marked gender feature (cf. (30)). Note that in (30),
there will be no number agreement at all within the DP, because the instantiation of feminine
on the probes (on A and D) blocks number-probing. Based on the framework of Distributed
Morphology, I further assume that the syntactic structure in (30) is realized post-syntactically
with the respective Vocabulary Items, e.g. ka for D° (i.e. for the demonstrative), brava for the
adjective, i (or [j]) for the number-head, and dɔna for the noun.
(30) Derivation of a feminine DP
DP
D°
[gen: f ]
[num:X]

NumP
FAP
AP

FA
[gen: f ]
[num:
]
brav-a

NumP
Num°
[pl]

nP
n°j
N°i n°
brav-a
[f]

Post-syntactic
realization

k-a

brav-a

-i-

NP
…ti…

dɔn-a

The element realizing Num° (i.e. -i-) is an affix which has to be bound from one of the other
DP-elements. For this I assume that there are language-specific post-syntactic “alignment
rules” which determine the appropriate host. The Italo-Romance varieties of type III differ
from one another with respect to this point, as I illustrate in the next section. Before that, I
want to emphasize that in this analysis there is neither a mismatch between syntax and
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semantic nor one between syntax and morphology. There is, if at all, a mismatch between the
hierarchical syntactic structure and the linear order (or the alignment) of the respective
phonological material, which, as I will show in 3.2, is determined by some specific factors.
3.2 Alignment of the plural marker
The following table gives an overview over different DPs in Filattiera. As one can see, the
affix which realizes Num° is either bound on the definite article or on the demonstrative, i.e.
the plural marker appears on the leftmost functional element which encodes definiteness
and/or specificity. If such an element is not contained within the DP (cf. the last three
examples), the plural marker is either deleted or not inserted at all. Thus it seems that in
Filattiera (and in other Italo-Romance varieties belonging to this subtype, e.g. Bedizzano) the
alignment of the plural marker is either somehow related to definiteness and/or specificity or
simply to the highest functional projection of the DP.
(31) Type IIIa: Filattiera (Manzini & Savoia 2005:619-621)
a.

D Dem Numeral Qindef. Poss
ja
ja
me
ja
nɔstra
k-j-a
k-j-a

b.

tre
do
tanta
pɔɣa

A

Num
N
A
skarpa ni:va ‘the new shoes’

‘my sisters’
sorɛla

‘our sisters’
sorɛla

‘those good
brava 
dɔna
women’
‘the three women’
dɔna

‘two good
brava
dɔna
women’
dɔna
‘many women’
dɔna
‘few women’

For the Italo-Romance varieties belonging to type IIIb (e.g. Villafranca) the picture is quite
different, as the table in (32) show. The dialect of Villafranca clearly differs from the one in
Filattiera with respect to the alignment of the plural marker: the realization of the plural head
does not attach onto the leftmost element, but on the left-adjacent one (as a case of
postsyntactic “movement under adjacency”), at least in the cases in (32a). In tant-i̯ -a kǭʃ-a
bȩ̄l-a ‘many beautiful things’, for example, the plural marker is bound by the left-adjacent
indefinite quantifier, whereas in tant-a bȩ̄l-i̯ -a skarp-a ‘many beautiful shoes’ it is bound by
the adjective (not by the indefinite quantifier), because in this case the adjective is directly
left-adjacent to Num°. Now, if the left-adjacent element is not an appropriate host for the
plural marker, i.e. if the left-adjacent element is an element unable to inflect for number, the
plural marker adjoins to the right on the noun (cf. (32b) or it is deleted, given that plural or
plurality is expressed lexically (cf. (32c)).16 Note that with the notion of strict adjacency we
can explain why the prenominal adjective bears a plural marker, whereas the postnominal
adjective is never marked for plural. In other words: As the prenominal adjective is leftadjacent to Num°, it is marked for plural, whereas the postnominal one is never marked for
16

Cf. Maffei Bellucci (1977) for a similar description: “Relativamente all’occorrenza della marca di f.pl. /-ia/,
mi sembra importante notare che, almeno in tutta l’alta e media Lunigiana, nei sintagmi composti da articolo,
sostantivo e aggettivo o participio essa compare, di norma, una sola volta, quasi sempre in unione alla prima
forma nominale. Direi anzi che, quando il concetto di plurale è già espresso – implicitamente o
esplicitamente – sul piano semantico, la marca tende addirittura a non comparire affatto” (Maffei Bellucci
1977:93; my emphasis). [With respect to the appearance of the f.pl. marker /-ia/, it is important to mention
that, at least in high and central Lunigiana, in a phrase composed of an article, a noun and an adjective or a
participle it appears, in general, only once, nearly always on the first nominal form. I would rather say, when
the concept of plural is already expressed – implicitly or explicitly – on the semantic level, the marker tends
not to appear at all.]
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plural, because in cases where the plural marker adjoins to the right, the noun and not the
adjective is the right-adjacent element.
(32) Type IIIb: Villafranca (Loporcaro 1994; Maffei Belucci 1977)17
Qdef. D Dem Num Qindef.
Poss
A
Numb
a.
l-a
bȩ̄ l-i̯ -a 
tant-i̯ -a

tant-a
bȩ̄ l-i̯ -a 
l-a
nǫstr-i̯ -a

st-i̯ -a

b. tut
l-a

l-a

l-a
tọ18

dọ

c.
dọ
Ø

N
A
kǭʃ-a
kǭʃ-a
bȩ̄ l-a
skarp-a
kǭʃ-a
skarp-a
sē r-i̯
̣ -a
kǭʃ-i̯ -a
bȩ̄ l-a
skarp-i̯ -a
kampān-i̯ -a
kampān-a

I leave for further research the question of how to define and implement whether an element
is an appropriate host or not. Related to this I want to mention an apparent counterexample to
the generalization made so far. In (33), number is not marked on the indefinite quantifier pǭga
‘few’ (which, being an indefinite quantifier, should be a host for the plural marker just like
tanto ‘many’ in (32b)), but on the demonstrative.
(33) Type IIIb: Villafranca; Counterexample to the generalization made in (32) (Loporcaro
1994; Maffei Belucci 1977)
Qdef. D Dem Card. Qindef. Poss A Num N
A
kẹlˇ-a
pǭg-a
kǭʃ-a
‘those few things’









 

4. Conclusion
The analysis proposed here shows that lack of plural agreement in some Italo-Romance
varieties is most probably not a purely syntactic phenomenon. Lack of plural agreement (in
feminine DPs) can be explained syntactically by modifying some notions concerning probes,
but the linear distribution of the corresponding plural marker, i.e. the question on which
element plural is marked, is a post-syntactic phenomenon. With respect to the syntax, I have
restricted the probing-possibilities in these dialects. More precisely: I have proposed to
implement this by saying that (1) DP-elements can encode only one marked phi-feature, (2)
phi-features are hierarchically structured (i.e. first gender-probing and only afterwards
number-probing, whenever [masculine] is instantiated), and (3) the instantiation of [feminine]
on a probe “blocks” further probing for number (= incompatibility restriction). The second
part of the proposed analysis concerns only postsyntactic processes, which are well
established in the framework of Distributed Morphology. The main argument is that due to
17

18

For reasons of space, the English translation of the examples could not be included into the table: (32a) ‘the
beautiful things’, ‘many beautiful things’, ‘many beautiful shoes’, ‘our things’, ‘these shoes’; (32b) ‘all
evenings’, ‘the beautiful things’, ‘your shoes’, ‘two bells’; (32c) ‘two bells’.
Note that in the variety at issue only the possessive of first and second person plural (e.g. nostra ‘our’, vostra
‘your’) can inflect with respect to gender and number of the possessed. All other possessives are invariant,
i.e. the form tọ corresponds to Standard Italian tuo (m.sg), tuoi (m.pl), tua (f.sg) and tue (f.pl) (cf. Maffei
Bellucci 1977:51 and 93).
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the morphological status of the inserted plural marker (= realization of Num°), there is a postsyntactic movement operation. In the varieties belonging to type IIIa (e.g. Filattiera and
Bedizzano), the plural marker is dislocated to the leftmost DP-element able to bind it. This
may be associated with definiteness and/or specificity. If plural is already lexically expressed,
either by a numeral or an indefinite quantifier expressing plurality, the plural marker is
deleted or not inserted at all. For the varieties belonging to subtype IIIb, I have shown that the
plural marker is generally bound by the element left-adjacent to Num°. Only if the leftadjacent element is not able to inflect for number, the plural marker is dislocated to the right
onto the noun or deleted if plural(ity) is already lexically expressed.
The proposed analysis needs further refinement with respect to which elements can be a
host for the plural marker. Nevertheless, I have shown that the morphophonological status of
the marker (and some alignment conditions) is the decisive factor for its corresponding
distribution within the DP. That is, if one wants to refer to the notion of mismatch, we may
say that there is mismatch between the hierarchical syntactic structure and the linear order (or
the alignment) of the respective phonological material, but in the proposed analysis there is
crucially neither a mismatch between syntax and semantic nor one between syntax and
morphology.
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1. Introduction*
This paper looks at mismatching phenomena in Romance languages that appear between
verbs and pronouns (or similarly used nouns) when expressing the first person (plural and
singular). It is well known that, relative to other pronouns, first person pronouns are more
easily subject to meaning shift as well as to replacement by other expressions. This can be
attributed to the pivotal function of first person pronouns in referring to the speaker (and
included participants). The egocentric use is the basic and underlying function of first person
pronouns, but it can also be extended to other functions. Thus, first person pronouns often
indicate a speaker’s perspective or some other reference anchored to the speaker. On the other
hand, indefinite, third person pronouns like English one, German man or French on can also
be used to express first person. Pragmatic principles drive meaning shifts of first person
pronouns as well as the use of indefinite pronouns for first persons. Both shifts show
particular semantic and syntactic properties, which are sometimes in conflict with one another
and thus lead to different kinds of mismatches.
In this paper, we examine some data of two types of mismatches and compare them. These
arise as: (i) the mismatch between the morphological features of a third person singular
indefinite pronoun used to express first person and the features of other constituents that
(should) agree with the pronoun, and as (ii) the mismatch between the morphological features
of a first person pronoun and its semantic function, more precisely when the value of the
respective number feature of the pronoun is singular, while its interpretation is plural. The
salient questions we address are: (i) what are the differences between these two types of
mismatches, (ii) how can we account for them, and (iii) can we develop a unified account for
both types?
The paper is structured as follows: first, we briefly describe in section 2 the two types of
mismatch at issue, and then we provide in section 3 a brief summary of the different
conditions on the use of different morphological exponents used to express first person,
including pragmatic motivation, semantic restrictions and syntactic features. We also discuss
the agreement hierarchy as a generalization of the interaction of syntactic features of the
pronoun and features of its intended referent. Section 4 presents more data on semantic
mismatch and discusses Kayne’s (2009) postulation of a “silent ‘nous’” in French. Section 5
gives a brief overview of instances of morphological mismatches in French pronouns, i.e.
where French je is used functionally and syntactically as first person plural. We also provide
interesting data in which je functions as singular, but shows plural agreement features. In
section 6, we summarize the findings, compare the different types of mismatches, and suggest
further research directions with respect to a unified analysis.
* We would like to thank Natascha Pomino and Elisabeth Stark for organizing the workshop Mismatches in
Romance held in October in Zürich. We are also very grateful for their initiative and steadfast enthusiasm in
editing the present volume and for their detailed and very helpful comments. For constructive comments and
criticism we would like to thank the audience of the workshop as well as Stefano Quaglia and Michael
Zimmermann. We also wish to thank Bruce Mayo for his detailed and helpful comments on our English. The
first author gratefully acknowledges the support of the German Science Foundation by a grant to the project
C2: Case and referential context, as part of the Collaborative Research Center 732 Incremental Specification
in Context at the University of Stuttgart.
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2. Two types of mismatching: the first person plural
This first type of mismatch, which we call semantic mismatch, is quite frequent in the
languages of the world. In order to refer to a first person plural entity, indefinite pronouns
with third person singular features are often used instead of the first person plural pronoun.
We discuss a French example of this type of mismatch in (1):
(1)

(a) Nous allons à la plage.
we go-1PL to the beach
(b) On va
à la plage.
on go-3SG to the beach
‘We go to the beach.’

The first person plural pronoun in (1a) refers to a first person plural entity (i.e. the speaker
and some other participants). It agrees with the verb in person and number. The indefinite
pronoun on generally refers not to a particular referent. Now, in (1b), it has the function of
first person plural, but agrees morphologically with the third person singular features of the
verb. This is a classical instance of a mismatch between the semantics or the function and the
syntax or the agreement features of a linguistic element. However, more complex examples,
like (2), provide evidence that this is not a question of semantics vs. syntax, but rather a
question of the type of agreement. In (2a), the first person plural refers to a first person plural
entity and agrees accordingly with the predicate avons and the possessive nos in person and
number. In (2b), the indefinite pronoun on functioning as first person plural agrees with the
verb a in person and number (3rd singular), but not with the possessive nos. The possessive
shows the morphological person and number features of the intended referent – this is
sometimes called “semantic agreement”. (2c) provides evidence that in these constructions the
possessive cannot agree morphologically with the indefinite pronoun in the function at issue,
as the third singular possessive pronoun ses can only refer to third person participants, not to
the first person plural entity denoted by on.
(2)

(a) Nousi avons
envoyé nosi enfants à la campagne.
we
have-1PL sent
our children to the countryside
‘We have sent our children to the countryside.’
envoyé nosi enfants à la campagne.
(b) Oni a
on have-3SG sent
our children to the countryside
‘We have sent our children to the countryside.’
(c) Oni a
envoyé ses*i
enfants à la campagne.
his/her children to the countryside
on have-3SG sent
‘One has sent one’s children to the countryside.’

The second kind of mismatch, which we term morphological mismatch, is found in some
informal or regional variants of French. The first person singular pronoun je is used to refer to
a first person plural entity (usually referred to by nous) and shows thus plural function and
also plural agreement. This particular use of je is a characteristic feature of some varieties of
Acadian French1. It is extensively documented in the famous Acadian literary work La
Sagouine by Antonine Maillet:

1

Acadian French (Français acadien) is a regional dialect of Canadian French, spoken in the Francophone
parts of the Canadian Maritime provinces in Eastern Canada (New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward Island) and in some remoted parts of the province Quebec.
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(a) je portons les capots usés qu' ils nous avont baillés pour l' amour
je wear-1PL the clothes used that they us have given for the love
de Jésus-Chris
(Antonine Maillet, La Sagouine (1971), Montréal 1990, p.13)
of Jesus Christ
‘We wear the old clothes the gave us for the sake of Jesus Christ.’
(b) Nous autres, j’ avons
pas de quoi
nous
gréyer pour une église
nous others je have-1PL not of something ourselves wear for a church
de dimanche. Ça fait
que j' y
allons
des fois sus
la semaine.
of sunday
This makes that je there went-1PL sometimes under the week
‘All of us, we ain’t got nothing to wear for a Sunday church. So, sometimes, we go
on weekdays.’
(Antonine Maillet, La Sagouine (1971), Montréal 1990, p.14)

This mismatch between the form of the pronoun and its function and agreement features is far
more surprising and less often found in the languages of the world than the semantic
mismatch. Typologically seen, it is very rare that the first person singular and the first person
plural pronoun have the same form – this is only expected in languages without verbal
inflection, which is not the case in these French varieties.
3. Conditions on expressing first person
First person (personal) pronouns are the most prototypical deictic pronouns. Singular first
person pronouns refer to the speaker (or writer) and plural ones to the speaker along with
some additional discourse participants or other referents associated with the speaker. Even
though they belong to the prototypical deictic expressions (like here, now, this or that), these
pronouns allow for surprisingly broad variation from two perspectives: the first person
pronouns can be used for other functions, such as generic reference; and secondly, the
function of first person can also be expressed by a great variety of other expressions, often
indefinite pronouns. In this section, we briefly summarize some pragmatically conditioned
uses of other forms for first person reference, we then present the agreement hierarchy as a
generalization over the syntactic and semantic features, and we finally discuss an interesting
case of first person and apposition.
3.1 The pragmatics of first person
The first person is central in any utterance; it is the speaker or the writer of that utterance or
sentence. All languages of the world provide pronouns for the first person. There are
generally one lexical form for the first person singular and at least one other for the first
person plural. These pronouns refer in their deictic use to the speaker and to the speaker and
some other referents, respectively. However, first person pronouns also show other uses,
including a variety of non personal or generics. Kitagawa & Lehrer (1990:741) discuss the
generic use of first person plural pronouns in example (4):
(4)

Language is like fashion. We must make our selections carefully and appropriately. Just
as we would not wear formal clothes at the beach or bathing suits in church, so we do
not use obscenity or slang for formal public lectures nor pedantic, bookish forms when
speaking intimately with our sweethearts.

In (4), we could replace we by the indefinite pronoun one or even by the generically used you.
Moltmann (2006) provides a semantic analysis of the close relation between first person
pronouns and indefinite pronouns in generic use.
On the other hand, we can also use a variety of pronouns or nouns to express a first person
plural (i.e. the speaker and some other referent), as listed in (5):
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Expressing first person plural in English
(a) We go to the beach.
(b) One goes to the beach.
(c) You go to the beach.
(d) They go to the beach.

In (5a), we have the prototypical use of the first person plural pronoun with its first person
plural morphology and agreement. In (5b), the indefinite pronoun one is used to obtain the
same function, but with third person singular agreement. In (5c), the second person pronoun is
used in this function, and in (5d) the third person plural pronoun. Examples (5b-d) need
special contexts to achieve the intended function of expressing the first person plural. The
forms are also different with respect to the availability of the first person plural reading even
in contexts where this reading is strongly suggested. Following Cabredo Hofherr (2008,
2010), we can distinguish different functions and properties of these different expressions in
different contexts:
The second person pronoun in its function of expressing first person plural is restricted to
generic contexts and seldom allowed in episodic contexts. Impersonal uses of the second
person singular interact with politeness, and the use of third person plural for first person
plural seems to exclude speaker and hearer or is at least neutral with respect to the inclusion
of speaker and hearer. We could elaborate this list of pragmatic conditions for the use of nonfirst person pronouns to express first person plural, but for our purposes it suffices to say that
second person and third person pronouns can express first person plural, albeit under strong
pragmatic conditions (which we admit are not fully understood). In the languages we examine
here, third person indefinite pronouns are more dependent on pragmatic conditions in their
usages than first person plural, and therefore it is to the semantic and syntactic behavior of
these that we shall direct our attention.
3.2 The agreement hierarchy
Example (2a,b), repeated as (6), illustrates the difference between so-called semantic and
syntactic agreement. The personal pronoun nous in (6a) refers to a first person plural referent
and agrees in person and number with the predicate avons and the possessive pronoun nos.
Thus semantic and syntactic agreement go hand in hand. The indefinite pronoun on in (6b)
refers to a first person plural referent, but shows syntactic agreement in the third person
singular with the predicate a. However, the possessive pronoun nos shows semantic
agreement with the intended referent, rather than with the morphological form on, which is
third person singular.
(6)

(a) Nousi avons
envoyé nosi enfants à la campagne.
we
have-1PL sent
our children to the countryside
‘We have sent our children to the countryside.’
(b) Oni a
envoyé nosi enfants à la campagne.
on have-3SG sent
our children to the countryside
‘We have sent our children to the countryside.’

The interplay between syntactic features of the pronoun and semantic features of the intended
referent may lead to agreement conflicts as in (6b), where agreement can be decided
according to syntactic features (cf. the predicate a) or to semantic features (cf. the possessive
nos). It seems that the closer an element is to the pronoun the more it tends to agree with its
syntactic features. Distance is understood as (i) positional distance between the elements in a
sentence, but also as (ii) operational distance, i.e. as the grade of relatedness of certain
operations, such as modification, predication or co-reference. The second notion was
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generalized by Corbett (1979, 2006) to the Agreement Hierarchy in (7) (see discussion in
Wechsler & Hahm 2010:1), where the different operations are ranked:
(7)

The Agreement Hierarchy (Corbett 1979:204)
Agreement positions may be ranged in the following hierarchy:
attributive – predicative – relative pronouns – personal pronouns

The Agreement Hierarchy captures the observation that in cases where an agreement
controller (e.g. a subject) differs in its syntactic features from the semantic features of its
intended referent, the choice of syntactic or semantic agreement of dependent expressions
depends on the type of relation. Attributive modifiers are more likely to show syntactic
agreement and personal pronouns are more likely to show semantic agreement. Note that this
hierarchy must be extended by further types of pronouns, such as possessive pronouns or
intensive pronouns (see section 4.1). Corbett (2006) combines the Agreement Hierarchy with
the Predicate Hierarchy in (8) to obtain the Agreement and Predicate Hierarchy in (9):
(8)

The Predicate Hierarchy
verb > participle > adjective > noun

(9)

The Agreement and Predicate Hierarchy (Corbett 2006,233)

French polite pronouns are an excellent example for this: They show syntactic agreement with
the predicate but semantic agreement with the adjective:
(10) (a) Vous êtes loyal.
you-PL be-2PL loyal-M.SG
‘You (one formal male addressee) are loyal.’
(b) Vous êtes loyaux.
you-PL be-2PL loyal-PL
‘You (multiple addressees) are loyal.’
Languages may differ in the way they prefer syntactic or semantic agreement, but all
languages have to follow the hierarchy, i.e. they must use the same strategy in a continuous
segment of the hierarchy. If a language uses exclusively syntactic agreement with one
position, it has to use it also with all other positions left of it. Corbett (1979:215) provides a
comparison between Spanish, English, Latin and French, as in table (1):
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Table (1): Comparison between different agreement strategies (Corbett 1979:215)
relative
personal
attributive
predicate
pronoun
pronoun
Spanish
n.a.



English
n.a.
+


Latin
n.a.
+
+

French
n.a.
+
+

+ indicates ‘agrees when possible’
The table summarizes observations from several languages: No language has constructions
that would allow an attributive expression to agree in person (therefore this category is not
applicable). In French, a personal pronoun (see the possessive in (2b)) can syntactically agree
even though the semantic features are different. Latin is more flexible as it has semantic
agreement with pronouns. English blocks personal agreement from being carried into the
predicate of a relative clause, as in (11):
(11) It’s me who speaks French.
Spanish is the most “semantically” oriented language: It even allows semantic agreement
between subject noun and predicate. Interestingly, this sometimes leads to misunderstandings.
A nice example of this kind is the message written on a little piece of paper by the trapped
mine workers in Chile in 2010 that was found when they were first discovered by their
rescuers:
(12) Estamos bien en el refugio los 33.
are.1PL well in the refuge the 33
‘All 33 are fine in the refuge.’
This sentence was wrongly translated many times.2 Since the noun phrase los 33 does not
agree with the verb, the translators did not recognize that this noun phrase is indeed the
subject of the clause.
Other languages, like Portuguese, also allow semantic agreement in cases where a plural
subject noun phrase occurs with a verb form containing the agreement markers for the first
person plural. Note, however, that in this language the noun phrase generally has to be
accompanied by a first person plural pronoun, as shown in (13):
(13) Nós estudantes temos
os nossos direitos de defender.
we students have-1pl the our
rights to defend
‘We students have to defend our rights.’

(Raposo 1998:73)

Thus, the presence of the pronoun which agrees with the verb enables the hearer to recognize
the noun estudantes as the subject of the clause.

2

See, for example, the following English and German translations, found in the Internet:
(i) (a) We are well. We are in the shelter. We are 33.
(http://beta.mnet.co.za/carteblanche/Article.aspx?Id=4161&ShowId=1)
(b) Wir sind 33 und wohlauf im Schutzraum
‘We are 33 and we are well in the shelter.’
(http://www.sappalapapp.de/miscellaneous/die-33-kumpel-aus-chilekaempfen-mit-problemen-nach-ihrer-rettung/2010/10/23/)
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4. Semantic mismatches: indefinite pronouns for first person
4.1 Some data
As already illustrated in (1), repeated here as (14), it is quite usual in informal French – and
for some speakers even obligatory (Kayne 2009:276) – to use the subject pronoun on instead
of nous in order to express the first person plural:
(14) (a) Nous allons à la plage.
we go-1PL to the beach
(b) On va
à la plage.
on go-3SG to the beach
‘We go to the beach.’
A similar situation is found in informal (Brazilian and European) Portuguese. Here instead of
nós speakers may say a gente, which literally means ‘the people’.
(15) (a) Nós vamos à
praia.
we go-3PL to-the beach
(b) A gente vai
à
praia.
a gente go-3SG to-the beach
‘We go to the beach.’
What is common in both cases is that a first person plural pronoun is replaced by a pronoun
which originally only functions as an indefinite pronoun. In both languages, this pronoun
shows a mismatch between its semantic and syntactic behavior. Semantically, it functions as a
first person plural, whereas syntactically it keeps its original behavior as a third person
singular pronoun since the verb shows third person singular agreement. In other words, while
the pronoun morphologically behaves according to the respective morphological restrictions,
this is not the case with respect to its semantics. Hence, we are dealing here with cases of
semantic mismatching.
Interestingly, this semantic mismatching can also be observed in the context of reflexive
pronouns. As illustrated in (16)-(17), the reflexive pronoun agrees morphologically with the
3rd person subject pronoun on or a gente, which semantically expresses a first person plural
reading, as glossed:
(16) On s’
est
vu à la plage.
on REF.3SG AUX.3SG seen at the beach
‘We met at the beach.’
(17) A gente se
viu
na
praia.
a gente REF.3SG see-PAST.3SG in-the beach
‘We met at the beach.’
Note that this kind of mismatching is found not only in French and Portuguese. It occurs in
many other languages, although it is less common and often restricted to very specific
contexts.
In German, for instance, the impersonal pronoun man may be used in certain contexts as a
first person plural pronoun, as shown in (18), where man triggers third person singular
agreement, but clearly means wir ‘we’, since it refers to first person plural.3 Moreover,
3

There are, of course, many other usages for man as well as for on and for a gente, but note that for our
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example (18) illustrates that the German indefinite pronoun man shows the same
morphosyntactic behavior as on or a gente when it combines with a reflexive pronoun since it
also triggers the choice of the 3rd person form of the reflexive pronoun.
(18) Es ist eine Ewigkeit her, dass man sich gesehen hat. (K. Mann, Mephisto, p.52)
it is an eternity ago that man REF seen
has
‘It is an eternity ago that we saw each other.’
(quoted from Zifonun 2000:241)
This morphological agreement between an indefinite pronoun form expressing first person
plural and the reflexive pronoun is particularly unusual. As noted by Creissels (2010:6) for
the use of French on, in all other respects the indefinite pronoun does not trigger
morphological agreement with a semantically corresponding pronoun, but rather triggers the
choice of unambiguous first person plural forms:
Morphosyntactically, like all other varieties of on, 1st person plural on combines with verbs in the
3rd person singular and triggers the choice of the 3rd person form of the reflexive clitic se. But in all
other respects, it triggers the choice of unambiguous 1st person plural forms: the corresponding
possessive is 1st person plural notre, and the corresponding form of the intensive pronoun is 1st
person plural nous-mêmes.

This is illustrated in (2), repeated here as (19), where the corresponding possessive pronoun is
the 1st person plural form nos instead of the 3rd person singular form ses. The use of the latter
form obligatorily excludes coreference with on and only allows the interpretation of the
possessive pronoun as referring to somebody other than on (Creissels 2010:6):
(19) (a) Nousi avons
envoyé nosi enfants à la campagne.
we
have-1PL sent
our children to the countryside
‘We have sent our children to the countryside.’
(b) Oni a
envoyé nosi enfants à la campagne.
on have-3SG sent
our children to the countryside
‘We have sent our children to the countryside.’
envoyé ses*i
enfants à la campagne.
(c) Oni a
his/her children to the countryside
on have-3SG sent
‘One has sent one’s children to the countryside.’
The same observation can be made when an intensive pronoun is used. If the first person is
meant, nous-mêmes, i.e. the first person plural, the strong reflexive pronoun has to be
employed, while soi-même is used when on functions as indefinite pronoun (Creissels
2010:6).
(20) (a) Nous nous
défendrons
(nous-mêmes).
we REFL.1PL defend.FUT.1PL ourselves
‘We will defend ourselves.’
(b) On se
défendra
(nous-mêmes).
on REFL.3 defend.FUT.3SG ourselves
‘We will defend ourselves.’
(c) On se
défendra
(soi-même).
on REFL.1 defend.FUT.3SG oneself
‘One will defend oneself.’
purposes, we will confine ourselves to the use of these pronouns as first person plural pronouns (“inclusive
on”, “egocentric on”).
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4.2 A syntactic approach: silent ‘NOUS’ (Kayne 2009)
Kayne’s approach is based on some crucial observations concerning the distribution of on,
replacing nous. First, he notes that on may also behave as a generic pronoun and may thus
appear in generic sentences. In addition, it may also appear in cases where English would
normally have they. Compare (21a) vs. (21b) and (21c):
(21) (a) On a
ri.
on have-3SG laughed
‘We have laughed’
(b) En France, on boit
beaucoup de vin.
in France, on drink-3SG a-great-deal of wine
‘In France, we drink a great deal of wine.’
(c) Jean est allé à la poste. On lui a
dit de revenir plus tard.
Jean is gone to the post. on him have-3SG said to return more late
‘John went to the post office. They told him to come back later.’
Kayne’s main assumption is that on in (21a) is syntactically different from on in (21b) and
(21c). As a crucial difference he notes that in (21a), where on functions as a referential
personal pronoun, it is allowed to add a floating universal quantifier like tous, as illustrated in
(22a). In the context of a generic pronoun on, however, the use of a quantifier is excluded.
Hence, the insertion of tous in a sentence like (21b) is only possible with the interpretation of
on as a first person plural pronoun, as shown in (22b):
(22) (a) On a
tous ri.
on have-3SG all laughed
‘We all laughed.’
(b) En France, on boit
tous beaucoup de vin.
in France, on drink-3SG all a-great-deal of wine
‘In France, we all drink a great deal of wine.’
According to Kayne, the acceptability of plural tous in (22a) is “striking in that on in such
examples (and everywhere else) requires third person singular agreement on the finite verb”
(Kayne 2009:178). Notice that despite the plural interpretation, the plural marking of the verb
is completely excluded, since neither a third person plural verb (ont) (cf. (23a)) nor a first
person plural verb (avons) (cf. (23b)) is at all possible:
(23) (a) *On
on
(b) *On
on

ont
have-3PL
avons
have-1PL

tous
all
tous
all

ri.
laughed
ri.
laughed

However, Kayne notes that the acceptability of plural tous in contexts like (22) “becomes less
surprising” when one considers clauses like (24). In both of these examples, the presence of
the plural element tous is easily explained by the occurrence of nous since both elements
agree with each other.
(24) (a) Nous, on a
tous ri.
we
we have-3SG all laughed
‘We, we have all laughed’
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(b) Nous avons
tous ri.
we have-1PL all laughed
‘We have all laughed’
Kayne’s “obvious proposal” is that the presence of tous in these cases is “licensed as a
function of the presence of plural nous” (Kayne 2009:278). As a consequence, he concludes
that in clauses where first person plural occurs without nous, like in (21a), there is a “silent”
NOUS, located in a left-dislocated position – like its phonological counterpart in (24a) –,
which licenses the occurrence of tous in this context.
(25) NOUS
on a tous ri.
we-“silent” on has all laughed
‘We have all laughed.’
Additional evidence for this account is provided by Kayne via observations concerning the
behavior of nous and the first person plural on in the context of imperatives and of reflexive
pronouns.
As for imperatives, Kayne notes the following difference: while in constructions with finite
verbs, the subject clitic requires the presence of a matching agreement suffix, this is not so in
imperatives, where the subject is dropped, as shown by the difference between (26a) and
(26b):
(26) (a) Nous partons.
we leave-1PL
‘We leave.’
(b) Partons!
leave-1PL
‘(Let’s) leave.’
However, although the personal pronoun in (26) may be replaced by on, as shown in (27a), an
imperative with the third person singular verb form is never allowed in French, as in (27b):
(27) (a) On part.
on leave-3SG
‘We leave.’
(b) *Part!
leave-3SG
‘(Let’s) leave.’
According to Kayne, this difference suggests – again – that there is a silent NOUS in
imperatives like (26b), which has “the presence of [the suffix] -ons as a necessary condition”
(Kayne 2006:281). Note that the presence of (the suffix) -ons is only restricted to cases where
on is not present. When on is present or intervenes, the third person singular form is required.
Thus, clauses like (28) are ungrammatical:
(28) (a) *On partons.
on leave-1PL
‘We leave.’
(b) *Nous, on partons.
we on leave-1PL
‘(Let’s) leave.’
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In sum, Kayne’s approach provides an interesting explanation for both the verb agreement
patterns and the use of the floating quantifier tous. However, there are still some
complications with this analysis. One complication is that there is some evidence for the
existence of cases like (28) in some varieties of French. According to Hausmann (1979:437),
such cases occur both in earlier texts of French and in modern varieties of (northern) French.
Example (29a), taken from the French movie Bienvenue chez les Ch’tis, illustrates the
occurrence of such cases in Picard French. Similar cases are found in varieties of Canadian
French, such as in Acadian French varieties spoken in Newfoundland and New Brunswick, as
shown in (29b) and (29c):
(29) (a) On voudrons …
(Bienvenue chez les Ch’tis)
on want-FUT.1PL
‘We will …’
(b) on n’
avons
pas beaucoup de ça asteure.
(Brasseur 1996: 301)
on NEG have-1PL not much
of that at this moment
‘At this moment, we don’t have much of that.’
(c) on pensions ...
on think-PAST.1PL
‘We thought ...’
(R. Brun, La Mariecomo, Montréal 1974, p.36, quoted from Rottet 2006:186)
Interestingly, similar cases are found in informal Brazilian Portuguese, as shown by Taylor
(2009:10f):
(30) (a) A gente vamos à
praia.
a gente go-1PL to-the beach
‘We go to the beach.’
(b) A gente estamos com fome.
a gente are-1PL with hunger
‘We are hungry.’
Hence, these data show that Kayne’s analysis of “silent” nous in cases of semantic
mismatching does not seem to be able to account for all varieties of French nor does it seem
to be easily transferrable in order to account for semantic mismatching in Portuguese.
5. Morphological mismatching: The case of French je
5.1 Some data
As already mentioned above and illustrated by the examples in (3), there is another type of
mismatching in combination with the marking of the first person. It is the case of French je
functioning as first person plural pronoun. In contrast to cases of semantic mismatching,
where an indefinite singular pronoun expresses first person plural and morphologically agrees
with the finite verb (as well as with the reflexive pronoun), the pronoun here is a first person
singular referential pronoun which morphologically does not agree in number neither with
the verb nor with the reflexive pronoun. So, in cases like (31), the referentially correct number
features of the personal pronoun are formally expressed by the agreement markers on the
verb, which are that of the first person plural. Interestingly, as shown in (31a), this use of je
may alternate with the use of on functioning as first person plural pronoun by the same
speaker and within the very same utterance. (31b) illustrates the lack of agreement between je
and the reflexive pronoun.
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(31) (a) Nous autres on avait pas besoin
d’ acheter du lait parce que
we
others on has not necessary to buy
DET milk because
j‘ avions
des vaches.
je have. PAST-1PL DET cows
‘We didn’t have to buy milk since we had cows.’
(Rottet 2006:179)
(b) Je nous
baignions.
Ça c’ était quand j’ étions
jeunes.
je REF.1PL bathe.PAST-1PL This it was when je be-PAST.1pl young
‘We went swimming. This was when we were young.’
(Flikeid & Péronnet 1989:221)
We already pointed out that this kind of mismatching is quite rare and often considered to be
a typical feature of Acadian French. More precisely, as shown by King (2005:207), its use in
Acadian French is today restricted to “the most conservative Atlantic Canada Acadian
varieties”. Table (2) provides the verb agreement patterns for some varieties of French and
documents the existence of morphological mismatching with je functioning as first person
plural pronoun in the Acadian French variety of Newfoundland. It also shows that this kind of
morphological mismatching is unknown to (informal) Quebec French. To our knowledge, this
also holds for the Acadian French varieties spoken in the province of Quebec:
Table (2): Verb paradigms of some varieties of French (Beaulieu & Balcom 1998:5)
Personne et Français
Français acadien de
Français informel
nombre
normatif (FN)
Terre-Neuve (FTN)
québécois (FIQ)
Flexion
Flexion
Flexion
1 sing.
j’arrive
ø
j’arrive
ø
j’arrive
ø
2 sing.
tu arrives
ø
t’arrives
ø
t’arrives
ø
3 sing. masc. il arrive
ø
il arrive
ø
/j/ arrive
ø
ø
3 sing. fém. elle arrive
al arrive
ø
ø
al  a arrive
1 plur.
nous arrivons
/ɔ/̃
j’arrivons
/ɔ/̃
on arrive
ø
2 plur.
vous arrivez
/e/
vous arrivez
/e/
vous arrivez
/e/
3 plur. masc. /ilz/ arrivent
ø
il arrivont
/ɔ/̃
/j/ arrivent
ø
3 plur. fém. /ɛlz/ arrivent
ø
il arrivont
/ɔ̃/
/j/ arrivent
ø
[ø = morphème zéro]
Notice, however, that morphological mismatching is not restricted to Acadian French
varieties. It is also found in European French. In particular, it is well documented in earlier
stages of French, especially in (literary) texts from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
(Hausmann 1979:439). The following example taken from Molière’s comedy Dom Juan
illustrates this kind of mismatching both with the finite verb and the reflexive pronoun:
(32) Enfin
finally
Lucas,
Lucas
que
which

donc, j’ estions
sur le bord de la mar, moy et le gros
well je be.PAST-1SG on the border of the sea I
and the big
et je nous
amusions
à batifoler avec des mottes de tarre
and je REF-1PL amuse.PAST-1PL to lark about with DET clods of earth
je nous
jesquions
à la teste ;
je REF-1PL throw-PAST.1PL at the head
(Molière, Dom Juan (1664), Paris 1998, acte II, scène 1)

Brunot (1947:335) notes by quoting J. Palsgrave (L’Esclarissement de la Langue françoyse,
Paris 1852, p. 331) that in the sixteenth century the use of the forms of morphological
mismatching was quite popular “in commune speche”. He also points out that in the same
century these forms start to disappear in French by replacing je with nous (or on). In literary
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texts from later centuries they are found especially in cases where the author wants to
characterize ordinary people like farmers or persons coming from rural regions (Vernois
1963:36, Hausmann 1979:440).
Interestingly however, morphological mismatching has not yet completely disappeared in
Modern European French. It still exists at least in some varieties of European French, as in
Jèrriais, the French dialect spoken on the Jersey Island, or in the French (or Franco-Provençal)
dialect Lyonais, which is spoken in the city of Lyon and its surrounding area. According to
the – very few – sources, in both dialects je is regularly used as first person plural pronoun in
combination with the first person plural verb form:
Table (3): Verb paradigms of Jèrrias and Lyonais
Person and
Jèrriais
(http://members.societenumber
jersiaise.org/geraint/jerriais.html)
Infinitive form aimer ‘to love’
1SG
j'aime
2SG
tu’aimes
3SG
il / oulle aime
1PL
j’aimons
2PL
ous aimez
il’aiment
3PL

Lyonais
(Martin & Vurpas 2006:15 and 25)
chantâr ‘to sing’
je chanto
te chantes
a / (e)le chante
je chantons
vos chantâs
ils / (e)les chantont

The following example, found in a contemporary novel by Annie Ernaux, supports this
observation. In this dialogue, the author reports that she sometimes corrects her father, who
originates from a little town in Normandy, when he uses forms like j’avions or j’étions:4
(33) “Mon père dit souvent « j’avions » ou « j’étions », lorsque je le reprends, il prononce
« nous avions » avec affection, en détachant les syllabes, ajoutant sur un ton habituel,
« si tu veux », signifiant par cette concession le peu d'importance qu'a le beau parler
pour lui.”
(A. Ernaux, La Honte, Paris 1997, p.54f)
‘My father often says “j’avions” or “j’étions”, and when I correct him, he pronounces
“nous avions” with affection, separating the syllables, adding with an indifferent tone,
“if you want”, expressing with this concession the little importance that has the
elaborate speech has for him.’
This example provides clear evidence not only for the existence of morphological
mismatching in some (remote) French dialects, but also for the fact that it is highly
stigmatized in Modern (European) French.
To conclude these observations on French je functioning as first person plural pronoun, we
can state that this was a quite common feature in earlier stages of French. Its use became rarer
from the seventeenth century on and it is today reduced to some regional varieties of French
and to very informal speech. The question now is why je has lost this use as first person plural
pronoun. We will address this question in the following section.
5.2 Some reflections on morphological mismatching in French
One crucial feature in the history of French is the erosion of the morphological marking of the
inflection endings in the verb paradigm. This development is illustrated in table (4):

4

This quote has kindly been pointed out to us by Nathalie Wörz.
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Table (4): The development of the verb paradigm in French (cf. Kaiser 2002:97)
Old French
Middle French
Modern French
Person/ proverb inflection pro- verb inflection pro- verb
inflection
number noun
noun
noun
1SG
je, jo,
chant [-]
je
chant [ə]
je
chant [-]
jou, gié
2SG
tu
chant es
tu
chant [ə]
tu
chant [-]
3SG
il/ele
chant e(t)
il/elle chant [ə]
il/elle chant [-]
1PL
nos
chant ons
nous chant [õ]
nous chant [õ]
on
chant [-]
2PL
vos
chant ez
vous chant [e]
vous chant [e]
3PL
il/ eles chant ent
ils/
chant [ə]
ils/
chant [-]
elles
elles
While Old French exhibits a full paradigm of verb endings, Middle French already has a
reduced set where the verb inflection is mostly expressed by a schwa, except for the first and
second person plural. In spoken Modern French, the schwa is no longer expressed, and since
nous is generally replaced by on in informal speech, as we have seen, little remains but the
suffix -ez ([e]) to mark the second person plural in the verbal paradigm of the indicative in the
most common conjugation class (infinitival forms in -er).
In addition to the erosion at issue, French stands out among Romance languages due to the
emergence of a full paradigm of subject clitic pronouns and by their increasing use even in
contexts with subject nouns. There is a long and controversial debate in French linguistics
whether these clitic pronouns have become (obligatory) prefixes on the verb and whether, as a
consequence, informal Modern French has to be considered a null subject language (see
Meisenburg 2000, Kaiser 2008 or Culbertson 2010 for a critical discussion of this debate).
Although there are a number of problems with respect to this “prefix hypothesis”, it is
uncontroversial that French exhibits a general tendency to predetermine rather than to
postdetermine (Jacob 1990). Under this perspective, it becomes clear(er) why the mismatch
constructions illustrated in 5.1 have become very rare in Modern French: in such a system
where the verbal endings are getting lost and where the preverbal clitic pronouns have
become the relevant and almost sole indicators for number and person marking, a mismatch
construction where the suffix is pertinent for number marking is no longer maintainable.
Since postverbal markers have ceased to be the crucial factor for number and person marking
the suffix -ons has lost its power to overwrite the number information provided by je. Thus,
the mismatch construction at issue is no longer interpretable as a first person plural
construction and would evoke a misunderstanding. As a consequence, the construction is
getting lost at least in those varieties of French where such a systematic change in the
inflectional system has taken place (see also Hausmann 1979:444, fn.39).
Interestingly enough, French exhibits another type of morphological mismatching, which is
often confounded with the mismatch just described. Both constructions are almost identical,
since they contain both the personal pronoun je and a first person plural verb form -ons.
Crucially, however, in the second kind of these constructions, the speaker does not refer to the
first person plural, but rather refers to the first person singular being morphologically
expressed by the personal pronoun je. Although examples for these cases are quite rare, there
are French varieties, in particular modern varieties, spoken both in Europe and in Canada, as
shown in (34) and (35), respectively, where constructions occur in which je plus plural verb
form undoubtedly expresses a singular reference:
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(34) (a) Et moi je l’ aimerons
(J. Brel, S’il vous plaît)
and me je her love.FUT-1PL
‘And me I’ll love her.’
(b) Une fois que j’ m’
y
trouvons sus
steu plateforme …
a
time that je REF.1SG there find-1PL under this platform
‘Once I found myself under this platform ...’
(R. Queneau, Exercises de style, Paris 1947, Paysan)
(35) (a) Moi, j’ avons venue au
monde ...
me je have-1.PL come to-the world
(P. Gérin & P.M. Gérin, Marichette, Sherbrooke 1982, p.86,
quoted from Rottet 2006:185)
(b) Asteure
j’ lisons et j’
apprends
à épeler mieux …
at this moment je read-1.PL and I learn.1.SG to spell better
(P. Gérin & P.M. Gérin, Marichette, Sherbrooke 1982, p.86,
quoted from Rottet 2006:185)
Note that since these two mismatch constructions with singular and plural je are identical in
formal terms, it is very difficult to distinguish them from each other. Unless there are
linguistic cues such as a strong or reflexive pronoun, the identification of the intended
reference is only possible on the basis of the non-linguistic context (Rottet 2006). Some
authors assume that there is a hesitation between usage and the interpretation of these types of
mismatch constructions (Hull 1988, Rottet 2006:183). Unfortunately, there are very few
studies comparing these two types of construction and, in particular, very little information is
given concerning their frequency. While authors like Brunot (1947) or Hausmann (1979)
report a decrease in constructions with plural je, we did not find information about the
occurrence and the frequency of mismatch constructions with singular je plus plural verb
morphology.
Still, there are some reasons to believe that mismatch constructions with singular je are
more productive and more resistant to change than constructions with plural je. First, Rottet
(2006) observes that in Louisiana French, the latter construction type has been lost in favor of
constructions with singular je. Second, as shown by Hausmann (1979), constructions with
plural je have been largely replaced by constructions with on in European French in the
twentieth century. King, Nadasdi & Butler (2004) observe a similar process in modern
Acadian varieties where speakers make less frequent use of constructions with plural je and,
consequently, use on to a greater extent. In fact, these observations may again be correlated
with the general tendency towards predetermination in French. In this perspective, singular je
and plural on assume the preverbal marking of the number feature while the postverbal
endings are either lacking, as in the case of on, or of no relevance, as in the case of singular je.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented some mismatching phenomena that can be observed in
Romance languages in the context of the expression of the first person. Even though the
different types of mismatches always involve first person pronouns, their characteristics are
quite different. We started with some general observations about the pivotal position of first
person pronouns and first person functions in the languages of the world. We then briefly
presented the Agreement Hierarchy, which provides an interesting generalization on the
different types or domains of agreement. If an expression is used for first person, but does not
have first person morphological features, other elements that agree with this expression can
agree according to their morphological features (syntactic agreement) or to their semantic
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features. In which direction this type of mismatch is resolved is a property of a particular
language. In this connection, we compared constructions which exhibit a semantic mismatch,
containing an indefinite pronoun expressing first person plural, with constructions exhibiting
what we called a morphological mismatch: In such cases, the pronoun of the first person
singular is either used semantically as a plural or as a singular in combination with a finite
verb containing a first person plural suffix. Both cases are quite rare phenomena in the
languages of the world. An account for this kind of mismatch cannot be given by extra covert
pronouns – as in the case of a semantic mismatch – rather, it must inspect the paradigm for
personal pronouns together with the inflection of the predicate in more detail. What we have
learnt from these different kinds of mismatches is that different grammatical levels can
conflict with each other and that languages provide a surprising rich inventory of strategies to
resolve such conflicts. The way languages repair such mismatches gives access to the
interfaces between different grammatical levels.
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Some notes on the rise of mismatches:
the Person Case Constraint
Susann Fischer
susann.fischer<at>uni-hamburg.de

1. Introduction*
It is a well known fact that languages have constraints involving specific combinations of
morphological features which are often accompanied by a mismatch between overt
morphological marking and their syntactic / semantic interpretation. The Romance sentences
in (1a) and (2a) are ungrammatical whereas the Standard German sentences in (1b) and (2b)
are grammatical. In order to overcome the effects of the constraints, different repair strategies
are used in the Romance languages, e.g. in Catalan the 3rd person dative object clitic is
substituted by a locative clitic (1a’), in Spanish the 3rd person dative object clitic is substituted
by a reflexive clitic (2a’).
(1)

(2)

(a) *Me
li
ha recomanat
la senyora Bofill
acc.1sg dat.3sg has recommended the Mrs.
Bofill
(a’) M’
hi ha recomanat
la senyora Bofill
acc.1sg loc has recommended the Mrs.
Bofill
‘Mrs. Bofill has recommended me to him/her.’
(b) Frau Maier hat mich
ihm
vorgestellt
Mrs. Maier has acc.1sg dat.3sg presented
‘Mrs. Maier has presented me to him.’
(a) *Lo
le
/ le
lo
dijeron solamente
acc.3sg dat.3sg dat.3sg acc.3sg told
only
(a’) Se lo
dijeron solamente
ayer
refl. acc.3sg told
only
yesterday
‘They only told it to him yesterday.’
(b) Sie sagten es
ihm
erst gestern
they said acc.3sg dat.3sg only yesterday
‘They only told it to him yesterday.’

Catalan

German

ayer
yesterday

Spanish

German

Since Meyer-Lübke (1899), who already documented these mismatches in Romance it has
widely been discussed that the restrictions in (1) and (2) and the mismatches that come with
them are a property of the Romance languages (Perlmutter 1971, Bonet 1991, 1994, 1995
among many others), whereas they are not a property of German, or any language that lack
clitics or affixal pronominal markers1 (Haspelmath 2004:4, Cardinaletti 1999:65). In contrast,
the mismatch in (3) is a property that is found among most Romance and most Germanic
languages (Sigurðsson & Holmberg 2008, Fischer 2010 among others), obviously
independent of whether a language exhibits clitics or affixal pronouns or not.

* I would like to thank the editors Elisabeth Stark and Natascha Pomino, for their patience and encouragement,
Jürg Fleischer for helpful comments and discussion and my Frankonian informants mentioned in footnote 4
for their great help with the data.
1
Is has been claimed for the Romance and Balkan languages that the clitics are in fact affixes (among others
Bonet 1995a).
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(a) Ens’
agrada molt
ballar
dat.1pl like.3sg a lot
to.dance
‘We like to dance a lot.’
(b) Te
gusta mucho bailar
acc.2sg like.2sg much
dance
‘You like to dance a lot.’
(c) Uns
gefällt tanzen
gut
‘acc.1pl like.3sg to.dance much
‘I like dancing very much.’

Catalan
Spanish
German

All three morphological mismatches have been discussed under the heading: person case
constraint (PCC) for which Bonet (1994: 34) on the basis of examples from typologically
different languages proposed that these restrictions are in fact a universal constraint.
Haspelmath (2004), even though naming it Ditransitive Person-Role Constraint, suggests it is
not a strict universal but only a preference (2004:8).
In order to account for the mismatch between the overt morphological marking and the
syntactic/semantic interpretation in the examples (1) to (3) two kinds of analyses have been
proposed. On the one hand output conditions have been suggested that can be interpreted as
templates or filters applying on a post-syntactic level (Perlmutter 1970:187, Bonet 1993:99)
and on the other hand analyses have been put forward accounting for the mismatch by
proposing different checking conditions within the syntactic component (Sigurðsson 2004:
149, Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2008: 18).
In this paper I will not propose a new analysis. Instead, I will present data showing that the
mismatch in (1) and (2) that we observe in the Modern Romance languages is not yet a
feature of Old Catalan (4).
(4)

e
com los
li
hagués pres
and how acc.3pl dat.3sg had
caught
‘and how you had them caught for him’

Old Catalan
(14b/240)2

I will discuss data suggesting that this mismatch depends on whether there is a fixed linear
order between the object pronouns and the object pronoun-verb sequence, and is thus
independent of whether the elements are categorial clitics, affixal pronominals or weak
pronouns. The mismatch in (3) between the oblique subject and the verbal inflection was
already a feature of the Old Romance and the Old Germanic languages (Fischer 2010).
(5)

De los que uos pesa a mi
duele
el
Of the that you regret dat.1sg hurt.3sg the
‘As much as you regret this my heart hurts.’

coraçón
heart

Old Spanish
(Fischer 2010:83)

I will not have much to say about the mismatch between the oblique subjects and the verbal
inflection in this paper. For an analysis and data of old and modern Romance and old and
modern Germanic languages, please refer to Fischer (2010) who already suggested that this
mismatch is of a different kind and should not be treated as the same kind of constraint as the
PCC in (1) and (2) (Fischer 2010:59).
In section 2 an overview of the different versions of the PCC across Romance will be
given. In section 3 I will discuss the different explanations that have been proposed in order to
explain the observed mismatches; section 4 will present Old Catalan data and contrast it to
Modern German data and Frankonian data showing that it is not the categorial status of the
2

All Old Catalan data is taken from my corpus (Fischer 2002) and cited accordingly.
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object elements but the strict linear order that triggers the PCC restrictions and mismatches in
Modern Romance.
2. The mismatches in Romance
The ungrammaticality of (1a) is attributed by Bonet (1991:182) to the *Me-lui/I-II Constraint,
later called the Person Case Constraint. Next to the context of ditransitive clauses, this
constraint can also be observed in causative constructions, with datives of (inalienable)
possession and with ethical datives (Bonet 1995a). Additionally it has been observed that the
PCC comes in different guises, namely in a strong and a weak version.
(6)

PCC (Bonet 2008:104)
(a) Strong Version
In a combination of a weak direct object and an indirect object [of clitics,
agreement markers, or weak pronouns] the direct object has to be third person.
(b) Weak Version
In a combination of a weak direct object and an indirect object, if there is a third
person it has to be the direct object.

French (cf. (7)) shows the strong version of the PCC, whereas Italian, Spanish, and Catalan
show the weak version of the PCC, i.e. combination of first and second person clitics are
allowed to surface (cf. (8)), what is not permitted in these languages are first and second
person direct clitic in the presence of a third person indirect clitic.
(7)

(a) * Roger te
nous
/ nous
t’
avait recommandés
R.
dat.2sg acc.1pl / acc.1pl dat.2sg’ has
recommended
‘Roger had recommended us to you.’
(b) Roger nous
avait recommandés à toi
R.
acc.1pl has
recommended to dat.2sg
‘Roger had recommended us to you.’
(c) Roger te
l’
avait recommandés
R.
dat.2sg acc.3sg’ had recommended
‘Roger had recommended it to you’
(d) Roger
l’
avait recommandés
à toi
R.
acc.3sg’ had recommended to you
‘Roger had recommended it to you (and not to Jean).’

French

(7a) clearly shows that French is subject to the strong version of the PCC. All combinations of
first and second person clitics are judged ungrammatical by speakers of French. The only way
to utter this sentence is to use a strong pronoun (7b) instead of the clitic. In sentence (7c) the
combination of a second person clitic together with a third person clitic is judged grammatical
by speakers of French. Substituting the second person clitic with a strong pronoun changes
the reading of the sentence, in these sentences we get – as expected in the presence of strong
pronouns – a contrastive reading (see also Perlmutter 1971:222). Spanish, Italian and Catalan
show the weak PCC. Combinations of first and second persons are allowed, but whenever we
have a third person indirect clitic the sentence is ungrammatical. In order to overcome this
constraint Spanish (cf. (8)) and Italian (cf. (9)) use a strong pronoun, whereas Catalan uses the
locative clitic hi (cf. (10)).
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(8)

(a) Te
me
presentaste
acc.2sg dat.1sg presented
‘You introduced yourself to me’
(b) * Me
le
presentaron
acc.1sg dat.3sg presented
(c) Me
presentaron a él
acc.1sg presented to him
‘They introduced me to him’

(9)

(a) Mi
ti
presentano
acc.1sg dat.2sg presented
‘They introduced me to you’
(b) * Mi
gli
presentano
acc.1sg dat.3sg presented
(c) Mi
presentano a lui
acc.1sg presentano to him
‘They introduced me to him’

(10) (a) Te
m’
ha recomanat
en Miquel
acc.2sg dat.1sg has recommended the M.
‘Miquel has recommended me to you’
(b) *Me
li
ha recomanat
en Miquel
acc.1sg dat.3sg has recommended the M.
(c) M’
hi
ha recomanat
en Miquel
acc.1sg locative has recommended the M.
‘Miquel has recommended me to him.’
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Spanish

Italian

Catalan

Sequences where the third person clitic is the direct object are grammatical in all three
languages (cf. (11)).
(11) (a) Me
lo
presentaron
dat.1sg acc.3sg presented
‘They introduced him to me’
(b) Mi
lo
presentano
dat.1sg acc.3sg presented
‘They introduced him to me’
(c) Me
l’
ha recomanat
en Miquel
dat.1sg acc.3sg has recommended the M.
‘Miquel has recommended him/her to me’

Spanish
Italian
Catalan

A further mismatch can be observed with respect to sentences where an indirect and a direct
object clitic are used in one sentence (cf. (12) and (13)).
(12) (a) * Le
lo
dijeron solamente ayer
dat.3sg acc.3sg told
only
yesterday
(b) Se lo
dijeron solamente ayer
refl. acc.3sg told
only
yesterday
‘They only told it to him yesterday’

Spanish

(13) (a) * Els
li
donaré demà
acc.3sg dat.3sg will.give tomorrow

Catalan
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(b) Els’
hi donaré demà
acc.3sg loc will.give tomorrow
‘I will give them to him tomorrow’
To summarize all findings so far, third person indirect object clitics in PCC contexts are
“repaired” either by using a strong pronoun or by leading to a surface mismatch concerning
the morphological marking and the syntactic interpretation. The restrictions seem to be
triggered by the presence of the indirect object clitic and this it is the indirect object clitic that
gets exchanged in repair strategies.
Two observations are conspicuous: first, it seems correct to assume that in combinations of
3-3 direct and indirect object clitics the indirect object clitic gets substituted by an element
which does not denote person, se and hi (see also Anagnostopoulou 2008, Walkow 2010) and
second, combinations of direct and indirect pronouns are always grammatical if one of the
elements is not a clitic but a strong pronoun. In these cases, of course, we do not find a clitic
cluster instead the clitic precedes the finite verb and the full pronoun follows the finite verb.
3. Different explanations for the observed repair strategies
There are two major types of explanations for the repair strategies of the PCC. On the one
side the morphological accounts and on the other side the syntactical accounts both of which
seek to explain the mismatch between the morphological marking and the syntactic
interpretation.
3.1 Morphological approaches
The basic assumption represented in the morphological accounts is that there is nothing
wrong with the syntax in PCC contexts, instead the PCC is a purely morphological restriction
(Perlmutter 1971, Bonet 1991, 1995, 2008, Nevins 2007) and the mismatches arise in the
morphological component.
Morphological approaches basically follow the assumption that the syntax is maximally
identical across languages, and that variation is to be found in other components of the
grammar. In the syntactic component the clitics move to/or are base-generated in (depending
on the analysis) in the syntactic position where all relevant features are checked and it is only
after spell-out, in the morphological component (see for instance Halle & Marantz 1993 and
subsequent work on the morphological component) that the PCC applies. The morphological
structure is readjusted via language specific rules to change or delete certain feature structures
by different morphological processes and/or, additionally, by language specific templates
(Bonet 1995a, Embick & Noyer 2001).
(14)

Lexical Array
 Syntax
X
LF

Morphological Component
˗ morphol. processes
˗ fission / fusion
˗ impoverishment
˗ template mapping
˗ vocabulary insertion

PF
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Under this view clitics are bundles of different morpho-syntactic features which are not all
phonetically spelt out. More specifically, Bonet (1995a,b) suggests that the Romance
languages e.g. distinguish between first person exclusive and first person inclusive, even
though this difference is not made morphologically. In order to account for the surface
morphological structures that show less morphological complexity she assumes various
degrees of morphological and also phonological impoverishment to take place. It is in the
Morphological Component where some features are lost. The mismatches between overt
morphological marking and their syntactic/semantic interpretation that we perceive with
respect to Spanish le lo > se lo would be the product of a morphological process that deletes
one of the features of the third person clitic, which will render it identical to the se clitic
which is less marked than the third person clitic (Bonet 1995a:77). Bonet (1991, 1995)
proposes a template that is responsible for the linear ordering of clitic clusters. In the
combination of two third person clitics in Catalan she argues that both third person
morphemes are mapped onto the same slot becoming one single morph (cf. (15)). The single
morph contains one third person marker [l] and one case marker [i], in the combination of two
third person plural clitics (cf. (16)), the single morph would additionally contain one plural
marker [z] (Bonet 1995a:79).
(15) el

+ li → l’

hi

(16) els + li → els’ hi

[li]
[əlzi]

So far, this seems like a nice explanation of the surface facts. However, as we will see the el li
/ lo li cluster was still possible in Old Catalan, so the interesting question that needs to be
answered is what change took place in the syntax and/or morphology of Old Catalan that
makes the el li / lo li cluster ungrammatical in Modern Catalan.
3.1 Syntactic approaches
The syntactic approaches basically seek to derive the mismatch between overt morphological
marking and their syntactic/semantic interpretation as a purely syntactic effect arising from
the competition of two goals (Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2008, Béjar & Rezac 2009, Adger &
Harbour 2007). Under this view, similar to Bonet’s (1995) proposal, it is assumed that
functional elements like clitics, agreement, weak pronouns consist of a set of features,
however different to the morphological approaches these features have to be checked in
syntax and not after syntax in the morphological component. See below Anagnostopoulou’s
proposed feature matrix for object clitics (17).
(17) Feature-Matrix of clitics (Anagnostopoulou 2008:17)
1st /2nd accusative
= [+ person, number]
= [+ person] (number is inaccessible)
1st /2nd dative
3rd accusative
= [number]
3rd dative
= [- person]
Thus, both objects, the direct and the indirect object, enter AGREE with the same probe and
compete for Person and Number features. In order to derive the weak and the strong PCC,
Anagnostopoulou (2008) proposes that the two constraints reflect different checking relations:
the strong PCC reflects a cyclic AGREE relation, whereas the weak PCC reflects a multiple
AGREE relation.
In constructions where the strong PCC arises phi-features are not checked as a bundle,
instead AGREE takes place between a single probe and two goals and proceeds cyclically: the
dative argument moves first to a functional head F which is transitive v(v-TR), entering
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person {P} AGREE with F. Then the accusative, moving second may only AGREE with F in
number {N}. The derivation converges if the accusative object is of the appropriate type, i.e.
3rd person. In case it is the inappropriate type, i.e. 1st or 2nd person, then the derivation crashes
(Anagnostopoulou 2008:19; see also Chomsky 2000, 2001 that structural Case checking
results from complete phi-checking).
(18) (a) Step 1

(b) Step 2
FP

FP
DP1

DP1

F'

F{0,N}

DP2

XP
e

F'

F{0,0}

X'
X

FP

ZP
DP2

XP
e

X'
X

ZP
E

In contrast, the person on F is allowed to enter Multiple Agree in the case of the weak PCC.
Thus person {P} can be checked simultaneously against both objects. That explains why 1st
and 2nd person clitics are allowed to co-occur in clitic clusters. Furthermore, the person
feature of the direct object can be checked against F along with its number feature, even when
the higher indirect object enters Agree with the person feature on F (Anagnostopoulou
2008:20). Since we don’t find the cluster 3rd dative together 1st/2nd accusative, she
furthermore suggests that two pronouns can only enter the Multiple Agree relation with T or
v-TR when they do not have conflicting feature specification. Thus, we get the following
clusters (cf. (19)).
(19) (a) 1st/2nd dative
>
(b) 1st/2nd/3rd dative >
>
(c) *3rd dative

1st/2nd accusative
3rd accusative
1st/2nd accusative

Anagnostopoulou’s analysis (2008) perfectly explains the clusters in (19), however it does not
explain why we get a locative hi instead of a 3rd dative clitic li whenever two third clitics
appear together, whereas Bonet (1995, 2008) on the other hand perfectly explains the
appearance of hi and se in the 3-3 clitic clusters. However, why does Modern Romance show
these mismatches whereas in Modern German and the Old Romance languages no PCC
constraint is operative and thus no mismatch between the overt morphological marking and
the syntactic/semantic interpretation in clitic or weak pronoun clusters is operative?
The question that needs to be answered is whether there is a difference between Modern
German and Modern Romance and a similarity between Modern German and Old Romance
that can explain the rising of the mismatches.
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4. Looking for differences and similarities
4.1 Standard German
It has been claimed that languages lacking clitics or affixal pronouns like e.g. German and
Dutch (Cardinaletti 1999, Haspelmath 2004) do not show restrictions concerning the linear
order of weak-pronoun clusters that go together with the PCC effect and neither mismatches
between the morphological marking and the syntactic/semantic interpretation. Recall sentence
(1b) and (2b) and see below a Standard German sentence (20) exemplifying a 3-3 effect
where no constraint is operative.
(20) (a) dass der Lehrer der Direktorin
den Studenten vorgestellt
that the teacher the director.fem the student
introduced
‘that the teacher has introduced the student to the director’
(b) dass der Lehrer ihn
ihr
vorgestellt hat
that the teacher acc.3sg dat.3sg introduced has
(c) dass the teacher ihr
ihn
vorgestellt hat
that the teacher dat.3sg acc.3sg introduced has
‘that the teacher has introduced him to her’

hat
has

The object pronouns follow the subject in the embedded clause and there is no fixed linear
order between them (cf. (20b,c)). Contrary to this claim, Müller (2001) suggested that
Standard German shows a hierarchy of pronouns including one clitic element (Pronstrong >
Pronunstressed > Pronweak > Pronreduced > Pronclitic)3 and also shows the PCC constraint whenever
pronouns appear in second position (see also Anagnostopoulou 2008, discussing Müller’s
data). Pronouns falling under the categories unstressed, weak, reduced undergo obligatory
movement to the Wackernagel position whereas strong pronouns are excluded from this
position (Müller 2001). The Wackernagel Postition is a left-peripheral position following C°
in German (Lenerz 1977, Haftka 1981 among others), and according to Müller (2001)
movement to this position is not feature-driven.
In (20) the weak pronouns follow the complementizer and the subject, in (21a,b) they
appear in second position, immediately after the complementizer, in (21c,d) which is a matrix
clause they appear immediately after the finite verb i.e. in the Wackernagel Position
(21) (a) dass es ihm der Bruder gegeben
that it him the brother given
‘that the brother has given it to him.’
(b) *dass ihm es der Bruder gegeben hat.
(c) Der Bruder hat es
ihm
the brother has acc.3sg dat.3sg
‘The brother has given it to him.’
(d) *Der Bruder hat ihm es gegeben.

hat
has
gegeben
given

Sentences (21b) and (21d) are ruled out by Standard German speakers. Müller (2001) argued
on the basis of such data, that the Wackernagel pronouns in contrast to other pronouns occur
in a fixed order (see also Haftka 1981 among others). Subjects pronouns obligatorily precede
3

According to Müller (2001) Standard German has one true clitic which is the enclitic ‘s in sentences like (i)
used exclusively in spoken German.
(i) Wie geht ’s
dir?
how go acc.3sg dat.2sg
‘How are you?’
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object pronouns (cf. (22)), direct object precede indirect objects (cf. (23)) and when all three
pronouns co-occur the order is subject > direct object > indirect object (cf. (24)).
(22) (a) dass sie es
wahrscheinlich gesehen hat
that she acc.3sg probably
seen
has
‘that she has probably seen it.’
(b) *dass es sie wahrscheinlich gesehen hat
(23) (a) dass es
ihm
die Schwester gegeben hat
that acc.3sg dat.3sg the sister
given
has
‘that the sister has given it to him’
(24) (a) dass sie es
ihm
gesagt hat
that she acc.3sg dat.3sg said has
‘that she has said it to him’
(b) *dass sie ihm es
(c) *dass es sie ihm
(d) *dass es ihm sie
(e) *dass ihm es sie
(f) *dass ihm sie es
Standard German shows a restriction with respect to the strict linear order concerning weak
pronouns and Anagnostopoulou (2008) presented data showing that Standard German also
shows a weak PCC (cf. (25)). Most of her informants do not tolerate combinations of 2nd
person direct objects and 3rd person indirect objects when appearing in the Wackernagel
Position followed by the subject.
(25) (a) * weil
dich
ihm
Peter vorgestellt hat
because acc.2sg dat.3sg P.
presented has
(b) * weil
ihm
dich
Peter vorgestellt hat
because dat.3sg acc.2sg P.
presented has
‘because Peter has introduced you to him’
(c) * weil
dir
ihn
Peter vorgestellt hat
because dat.2sg acc.3sg P.
presented has
(d) weil
ihn
dir
Peter vorgestellt hat
because acc.3sg dat.2sg Peter presented has
‘because Peter has introduced him to you’
The data in (25) shows two things, first the linear order between the weak pronouns is fixed
when they appear in second position and second, it is exactly in this position that Standard
German shows a weak PCC effect. Of all the weak-pronoun clusters in second position, only
(25d) is possible. In all other positions, following the subject (cf. (20)) or following adverbials
or prepositional phrases there is no restriction on the linear order of the pronouns (cf. (26)).
(26) (a) An Weihnachten hat der Peter ihn
dir
on christmas
has the P.
acc.3sg dat.2sg
(b) An Weihnachten hat der Peter dir
ihn
on christmas
has the P.
dat.2sg acc.3sg
‘On christmas, Peter has introduced him to you.’
(c) An Weihnachten hat der Peter ihm
dich
on christmas
has the P.
dat.3sg. acc.2sg

vorgestellt
presented
vorgestellt
presented
vorgestellt
presented
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(d) An Weihnachten hat der Peter dich
ihm
vorgestellt
on christmas
has the P.
acc.2sg dat.3sg presented
‘On christmas, Peter has presented you to him.’
4.2 Frankonian (and other Southern German Dialects)
Frankonian is a southern variant of German that is spoken in the North West of Bavaria and
that differs in a number of properties from Standard German. It is like Standard German an
asymmetric verb-second language, i.e. verb-second in matrix clauses, verb-final in embedded
clauses but like Swiss German which has been claimed to show a PCC effect (Haspelmath
2004, Anagnostopoulou 2008) it has a full set of clitic pronouns (Fischer & Rosenkvist
1995).4
According to Bonet’s (1991, 1995, 2008) and Haspelmath (2004) findings we expect a
PCC effect, and according to Anagnostopoulou’s (2008) and Müller’s (2001) findings we
expect to find a PCC effect in the so-called Wackernagel position.
(27) (a) dass ’s
’m
d’ Peter
that acc.3sg dat.3sg the P.
‘that Peter has given it to him’
(b) dass ’m
’s
də’ Peter
that dat.3sg acc.3sg the P.
‘that Peter has given it to him’

geba hoat
given has

3-3 Effect

geba hoat
given has

(28) (a) dass ’n
’mr
də’ Peter vorgstellt
that acc.3sg dat1sg the P.
presented
‘that Peter has presented him to me’
(b) dass ’mr
’n
də’ Peter vorgstellt
that dat1sg acc3sg the P.
presented
‘that Peter has presented him to me’

hoat
has
hoat
has

(29) (a) dass ’m
’de
də’ Peter vorgstellt hoat
that dat3sg acc2sg the Peter presented has
‘that Peter has presented you to him’
(b) ?dass ’de
’m
də’ Peter vorgstellt hoat
that acc2sg dat3sg the Peter presented has
‘that Peter has presented you to him’
In the examples in (27) two third person clitics appear in the Wackernagel position and both
orderings are possible. The same can be seen in (28) where an accusative third person clitic
together with a first person dative clitic and in (29) where a third person dative clitic together
with a second person accusative clitic appear with both linear ordering5. It seems correct to
suggest that in Frankonian even though a full set of clitic pronouns are used, the linear order
in the clitic cluster is not fixed and furthermore, even though we have a strict verb-second
overall word-order and clitics that have to appear in the Wackernagel position, no PCC
restrictions are operative.
Summing up so far, it has become obvious that in those Romance languages where PCC
4

5

Applying the tests by Kayne (1975), Zwicky (1977), Zwicky & Pullum (1983) to the Frankonian object
pronouns, Fischer & Rosenkvist (1995) argued that these elements are true clitics. To check the data used in
this article, I consulted the following Frankonian mothertongue speaker: Thomas Brehm, Lisa Pfeuffer, Lissi
Schmacks, and Elke Tischhöfer.
I do have to admit that two of the speakers did not like the ordering of (29b) both said that „it sounded rather
unnatural and they would probably never use it“.
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restrictions are operative and where we find a mismatch between the morphological marking
and the syntactic and semantic interpretation, we also find clitic elements and a strict linear
order within the clitic cluster. In the Germanic languages where we find PCC restrictions we
find a strict linear order concerning the weak-pronouns, and a strict restrictions of where these
elements can appear in a sentence, even though we do not always find clitics. In those
Germanic dialects where we do not find PCC restrictions we do not find a linear order
concerning the object pronouns, even if we do find clitic object pronouns that have to appear
in the Wackernagel position. I think it is therefore correct to assume that the PCC restrictions
and the mismatches are independent on whether the object pronouns are clitics or mere weak
pronouns, i.e. independent of the object pronouns categorial character but seem to depend far
more on a strict linear order within the pronoun cluster.
4.3 Old Catalan
In my corpus Fischer (2002)6 most of the clitic clusters that are attested for the 13th and 14th
century are clusters that include a partitive clitic en (cf. (30)) or clusters containing a partitive
clitic together with a reflexive clitic (cf. (31)). In the text by Ramon Lull only ten sentences
out of the 400 sentences contained a clitic cluster and only one of the clusters was a cluster
containing two object clitics (cf. (32)).
(30) Aquell hom repòs
dient
que no li
’n
daria
.I. pa
that
man answered saying that not dat.3sg part would.give one bread
‘That man answered by saying that he would not give him a single bread.’
(13a/136)
(31) Fort
me
’n
meravell
strongly refl.1sg part surprise
‘It certainly surprises me’

(13a/234)

(32) car lo pare lo
li
havie tolt
since the father acc.3sg dat.3sg had
said
‘since the father has said it to him’

(13a/167)

The other text of the 13th century, from Desclot, shows 65 sentences containing a cluster. 57
of these contain a partitive clitic and three an object clitic together with a reflexiv clitic. The
remaining five clusters were of the type in (32). A similar distribution is attested in the texts
from the 14th century: in the 400 sentences of the Eixemis text 38 clitic clusters are attested, of
which 30 include a partitive clitic, of the 400 sentences of the Metge texts 41 clitic clusters
are attested, of which 38 contained a partitive clitic.
Looking at the texts that contain more than one cluster with two object clitics, we see that
no restrictions concerning the linear order of the indirect and direct object clitic is operative.
In (33a) we find the accusative clitic preceding the locative clitic, whereas in (33b) we find
the dative clitic preceding the accusative clitic. Both orders seem to have been acceptable, and
6

The corpus assembled for Fischer (2002) covers the 13th to the 20th century, each century is represented by at
least 800 sentences taken from continuous text. In each text all sentences were marked which contained an
object, a partitive or a locative clitic. All marked sentences were then listed in a data base and encoded
according to different syntactic and morphological features: whether they contained a negation, a relative
pronoun, a complementizer, whether the clitic was en- or proclitic, whether it was placed in a pre- or
postverbal position, whether the sentence contained a clitic cluster etc. The texts representing Old Catalan are
for the 13th century (a) Llull, Ramon. Date of composition around 1288. Llibre de Meravelles. (b) Desclot,
Bernard. Date of composition between 1283 and 1288. Crònica de Bernat Desclot. For the 14the century (a)
Eiximenis, Francesc. Date of composition between 1373 and 1386. Contes i Faules, and (b) Metge, Bernard.
Date of composition 1399. Lo Somni. The references follow the pattern used in my data-base (cf. Fischer
2002).
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furthermore no mismatch between the morphological marking and the syntactic/semantic
interpretation applies.
(33) (a) e
no la
li
volren retre
and not acc.3sg dat.3sg want pay
‘and they did not want to pay it to him’
(b) e
el pagès li
lo
atorgà
and the servant dat.3sg acc.3sg gave
‘and the servant gave it to him’

(13b/64)
(13b/380)

The sentences in (34) illustrate two object clitics following the finite verb and nevertheless we
find both orderings. These sentences have been interpreted as showing the Romance variant
of the Wackernagel position (Wanner 1987), which states that phonologically weak elements
may not appear in string initial position. In (34a) the accusative clitic precedes the dative clitic
and in (34b) the dative clitic precedes the accusative clitic.7
(34) (a) Llavors volien-lo-li
vendre
then
wanted-acc3sg-dat3sg sell
‘Then they wanted to sell it to him.’
(b) e ell dar-li-lo
hia tantost
and he give-dat.3sg-acc3sg has all
‘and he has given it to him all.’

(14a/392)
(13b/313)

(35) exhibits two object clitics following the finite verb even though the verb is preceded by a
full subject DP.
(35) Lo picaplet
demanà-li-lo
the troublemaker asked-dat.3sg-acc3sg
‘The troublemaker asked it from him.’

(14a/453)

Sentences where clitics follow the finite verb even though the verb is preceded by constituents
can be found in matrix and in embedded sentences from the 13th up to the 14th century in each
of the Old Catalan texts. This led Fischer (2002) to argue that postverbal clitics are not always
due to the phonological constraint of the Tobler-Mussafia Effect and that the linear order
between the clitic and finite verbs does not underlie a restriction yet.
It is only from the 19th century onwards that the repair strategy with the locative clitic
seems to appear systematically (cf. (36)) which is exactly the century where hardly any
postverbal clitics are attested (Fischer 2002:83).
(36) Entra i la
hi
dóna.
enter and acc.3sg dat.3sg gave
‘He enters and gives it to her.’

(Soler, 21,7 in Fischer 2002)

In the whole of the more than 800 sentences that represent the 19th century only 6 postverbal
clitics have been attested in the corpus of Fischer (2002) and all of these are clear instances of
narrative inversion. I thus conclude that it seems to be the correct assumption that restrictions
in PCC contexts that lead to a mismatch between morphological marking and syntactic /
7

Even though the verb is not the first constituent in the sentence these kinds of sentences have been argued to
present the Tobler-Mussafia effect (Benincà 1995): llavors as an adverb according to Benincà (1995) would
be outside CP, and ell is considered to be phonologically not strong enough to host the object clitics (Wanner
1987).
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semantic interpretation does not depend on the categorial character of the object elements, but
on whether the linear order between the object pronouns is fixed and whether they have to
appear in a fixed position in syntax. As long as the clitic cluster is variable concerning the
linear order and as long as clitics can appear before and after the verb repair strategies are not
necessary.
5. Conclusion
On the basis of Standard German data it could be shown that it is not correct to claim that the
PCC is only operative in languages exhibiting clitic pronominal or affixal pronominal
markers. Standard German showed PCC restrictions that are operative for weak pronouns
whenever these appear in a certain position in the sentence, namely the Wackernagel Position.
On the basis of Frankonian data it has been shown, that even if a language shows true
pronominal object clitics, PCC restrictions do not necessarily apply. Concerning Frankonian
the clitics do not need to appear in a strict linear order with respect to the verb and neither was
a PCC restriction operative. I thus suggested that PCC restrictions and the mismatches that we
perceive in Modern Romance did not depend on the categorial status of the object pronouns
but on the strict linear order of the pronominal objects and the verb. The Old Catalan data that
is attested confirmed this hypothesis. The few clitic clusters that appeared in the Old Catalan
texts did not appear in a strict linear order and they appear before and following the finite
verb. Only when the order within the clitic cluster and the clitic-verb order are fixed, is the
PCC restriction applicable and mismatches appear.
Of course this needs to be investigated on the basis of a bigger corpus of Old Catalan and
for other Old Romance and Old Germanic languages as well. However, it seems a reasonable
approach, since Fleischer (2005) shows that Old High German allows a variable order
between the weak object pronominal elements. He attested dative weak pronouns preceding
accusative weak pronouns and also the order where accusative weak pronouns precede dative
weak pronouns. Furthermore, the data he provides does not show any PCC restrictions for this
period. Additionally, Săvescu Ciucivara (2007) shows that in Rumanian one of the repair
strategies used in order to overcome the weak PCC restriction is to change the place of the
dative. Instead of the usual order of accusative preceding datives, she shows that in those
cases the dative precedes the accusative. Thus, it seems reasonable that the strict linear order
triggers the rise of mismatches.
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1. Introduction*
The main concern of this paper is to argue for an analysis of Complex Predicates in terms of a
lexicosemantic framework like the one stemming from Hale & Keyser (1993, 1997, 2002)
using data from Old Romance (OR), mainly Old Spanish (OS) and Old Catalan (OC). We
show that the syntactic and semantic properties of Complex Predicates are a function of the
syntactic and semantic properties of the light verb (LV) and the deverbal noun or
nominalization (VN), in some cases mediated by a P(reposition). In this picture, no special or
ad hoc rules are needed to account for the argument structure of Complex Predicates (CoP).
Simply, Complex Predicates exhibit lexicalization patterns distinct from simple verbs.
Complex Predicates –hereafter CoP– are a widespread well-known phenomenon among
languages that has been analysed from different theoretical perspectives (cf. Alsina, Bresnan
& Sells 1997; Bowern 2008; Butt 2003, 2010; Butt & Lahiri 2005; Dubsky 1963; Grimshaw
& Mester 1988; Neeleman 1994; Samek-Lodovici 2003; Wurmbrand 2007, among many
others). The examples in (1) are taken from Kearns (1988/2002:1):1
(1)

take a walk, give a groan, give the floor a sweep, give a demonstration of the technique,
make an offer, have a bite, do the ironing.

A light verb (LV) is usually characterized as a grammaticalized verb that has lost part of its
meaning by a semantic bleaching process. Constructions with LVs have been considered
instances of the mismatch between syntax and semantics, since the categorical head of the VP
is not the semantic head and the weight of the predication hinges on the noun rather than on
the verb (Jayaseelan 1988). As seen in the examples in (1) and in the Romance ones in (2-4),
there are differences in compositionality and/or idiomaticity among CoPs.
(2)

Sp.: tomar aire ‘take air / breath deeply’, dar clase ‘give lesson, teach’, hacer las paces
‘make peaces/reconciliate’, tener hambre ‘be hungry’, traer cola ‘bring tail / have
consequences’.

(3)

It.: fare una risata ‘make a laug, laugh’, fare una caminata ‘take a walk’, dare una
strizzata ‘give a wringing, wring’, dare una battuta ‘give a beating, beat’.2

* This work has benefited from grants HUM 2006-13295-C02-02 from de Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación
and 2009SGR1079 from the Generalitat de Catalunya (AGAUR). I would like to thank Víctor AcedoMatellán for the Latin examples, Josep Maria Brucart, Jaume Mateu, Gemma Rigau and the audiences at the
V NEREUS Workshop in the Zürich Universität and in the Seminar of the Centre de Lingüística Teòrica at
the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona for their comments. Special thanks are due to Natasha Pomino and
Elisabeth Stark for their comments, suggestions and patience. All errors and shortcomings are amenable to
me.
1
As stated in the literature, the term Complex Predicate covers a great number of constructions. Depending on
the author’s view, it has been used to refer to a VP consisting of a light verb plus a noun, serial verbs, verbs
plus particle, resultative constructions, causative constructions, and perception verbs and their complements.
In our paper the term is restricted to cover only predicates containing a light verb plus an object or a
prepositional phrase.
2
Examples taken from Samek-Lodovici (2003).
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Cat. : fer pena ‘make sorrow, be painful’, donar llargues ‘give long time, make wait’,
tenir por ‘have fear, be frightened’, portar cua ‘carry tail, have (undesirable)
consequences’, prendre precaucions ‘take precautions, to be cautious’.

There are also syntactic differences among CoP related to several properties such as
grammatical number on the noun, the presence or absence of a definite or indefinite
determiner, and the possibility for the noun to head an extended projection:
(5)

(a) *trae colas
/ tiene agallas
brings tails
/ has guts
‘has consequences’
‘dares’
(b) hacer *(las) paces
/ hacer (*las) aguas
make *(the) peaces
/ make (*the) waters
‘make peace’
‘sink’
(c) dio todas las clases del
semestre / *tomó todo el aire que pudo
gave all the lectures of.the semester / *took all the air she could
‘(she) gave all the lectures of the semester’ / ‘(she) took all the air she could’

Several concerns about CoPs have been set in the literature. In the first place, compositional
meaning has been attributed to a syntactic formation, whereas non-compositional meaning to
presyntactic or lexical formation. Kearns (1988/2002) considers two types of light verb
constructions: True Light Verb Constuctions, (give the floor a sweep), which have a more or
less idiomatic sense, and Vague Action Verbs (make an inspection), quite identical in
meaning to the simple verbal form (inspect) as the Spanish examples in (6)- (10) show:
(6)

(a) daba saltos por la calle
(b) saltaba por la calle
‘(she) jumped on the street’

(7)

(a) hacía bromas con todo el mundo
(b) bromeaba con todo el mundo
‘(she) was joking with everybody’

(8)

(a) sacaba ventaja a todos
(b) aventajaba a todos
‘(she) took advantage to everybody’

(9)

(a) tenía deseos de verle
(b) deseaba verle
‘(she) wanted to see him’

(10) (a) puso término a la relación
(b) terminó la relación
‘(she) ended the relationship’
Mateu & Espinal (2007:53) establish a clear-cut distinction “between syntactically transparent
compositional meanings, determined in the syntax, and syntactically non-transparent, noncompositional meanings, which are to be fixed in the encyclopaedia”.
The status of the verb that heads the VP of a CoP has been another topic of debate: instead
of a simple twofold division between full and light verbs, there seem to be reasons to establish
a gradient in the status of the verbs that integrate CoPs (Butt 2003). Finally, the semantic
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contribution of the verb to the inner (Aktionsart) vs. outer (sentential) aspect of the sentence
has been extensively argued upon (Folli et al. 2005; Duarte et al. undated). The most
controversial issue, however, has to do with θ-role and case assignment. The light verb’s “role
is to project the syntactic positions where the noun predicate and its argument(s) are realized
in the clause, and to provide tense, aspect, mood, person and number inflection”.3
Furthermore, in many cases, the thematic properties of the head verb and the thematic and
Aktionsart properties of the noun are in strict correlation. For instance, give is often combined
with nouns selecting a ([+human]) complement which receives a Dative case in the VP:
(11) dar un susto a alguien ≡ asustar a alguien
give a fright to someoneDAT ≡ frighten someoneDOMACC
In this paper we will start out from this well-known state-of-affairs to bring another question
into the fore. Texts and databases show that analytic forms were very frequent in Old
Romance (OR), more than in today’s speech. At least some meanings conveyed in the Old
language by CoPs have been substituted in today’s speech by synthetic forms. It is quite
impossible to establish a quantitative value of this proportion, but this phenomenon has been
already acknowledged by Dubsky (1963) for Spanish, and has also been noticed for other
language groups (Brinton & Akimoto 1999; Karimi-Doostan 2005, 2011; Butt & Lahiri
2005).
From an external point of view, sociolinguistic and economical factors together with
conventionalizing tendencies have been put forth as the cause of the diminish in use of CoPs
(see Alba-Salas 2007 and references inside). From an internal grammar perspective, OR LVs
have been taken as an intermediate stage in the grammaticalization cline between Latin full
verbs and Modern Romance auxiliaries (see Bowern 2008 for an overview), following the
view that the changes in the distribution of functional and (semi)lexical elements are
attributed to grammaticalization processes.
We will argue that the grammaticalization of Light Verbs (LVs) plays a negligible role
both in the use of CoP in OR and in the posterior decline of CoP’s use in Spanish and Catalan.
Light verbs do not ended up as auxiliaries (they preserve some phonological and semantic
properties of main verbs). At most, they constitute semilexical elements (Butt & Geuder
2001; Cardinaletti & Giusti 2001). Starting out from the line of analysis opened by Hale &
Keyser (1993, 1997, 2002) and followed by Mateu (2002), Mateu & Rigau (2002, 2009,
2010), Folli, Harley & Karimi (2005) among others, we will analyse OR CoPs as a regular
actualization of a lexical argument structure. 4
We hold, against authors like Karimi-Doostan (2005), that simple and Complex Predicates
of the types studied represent two ways of implementation of the lexical structure of
predicates, even if they are not strictly synonymous. By taking into consideration some
illustrative examples, we present a possible explanation of the role of LVs to inner Aspect,
Aktionsart or θ-grid properties of the predication and the possibility that the different verbs
are in some way the different flavors of v (Harley 2004; Folli & Harley 2007) and together
with their functional projections (vP, v*P) locate the external argument of the deverbal noun
(VN).
By observing that in many cases CoPs are formed by morphologically complex nouns, as
in (12)-(13), we prompt the hypothesis that one factor to be taken into account is the internal
functional structure of VNs in OR, and suggest that they are probably much more poorly
lexicalized than today.

3
4

Alba-Salas (2007:208).
For a slightly different perspective, see Gallego (2011).
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(12) OS. non tomes
dubdanza
not take.SUBJ.2 doubt
‘Don’t doubt’

(LBA, 131,3)

(13) OC. verament donan enceniment
really
give burning
‘They really fire it’

(Vides, 268, 2)

Another set of constituents that we will consider are PPs with a VN inside. These can be also
selected by a light V, as in (14), or can have an adverbial interpretation as PP adjuncts.
(14) OS. Non las
podia
nul omne meter en abenençia (Alex., 321,3.)
Not them.AC.fem can.PAST.3no man put.INF in concord
‘Nobody could make them agree’
A search of the construction [por n-miento] at RAE’s CORDE provides us with 1150 cases
between 1150 and 1300, with a causal interpretation:5
(15) OS. El fiador
puede uender por mandamiento de la cort (Vidal Mayor, 1250)
the guarantor can
sell.INF by order
of the court
‘The guarantor can sell by order of the court’
(16) OS. saber
que sse alcança por catamiento e por vista (Setenatio Alfonso X)
knowledge that SE arrives by seeing
and by view
‘The knowledge arrived at by witnessing’
(17) OC. per concorriment de moltes altres penes e dolors
by cooccurrence of many other pains and sorrows
‘Because they have many other sorrows’

(Pecador, 104)

The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we present the most salient types of CoPs
in Old Romance.6 In section 3 we relate the properties of CoP to the hypothesis by Hale &
Keyser on lexical structure and present some basic structures. In section 4, we briefly present
adjunct PPs with VNs. In section 5 we discuss the functional structure of VNs and present
some suggestions that can be drawn from the analysis of VNs. In section 6 we present an
apparently exceptional case of grammaticalization of a light verb into an aspectual auxiliary.
Section 7 summarizes the main points of the paper.
2. Types of Complex Predicates in Old Romance
Latin already showed a certain number of CoPs with several LVs:
(18) constituimus inter nos ut ambulationem postmeridianam conficeremus
‘we decided by ourselves that we would take a walk in the afternoon’
(Cic. D.Fin.B.E.M. 5, 1, 1, 28)
(19) Nunc ad senem cursum capessam hunc Hegionem
‘Now will I wend my way to this old gentleman Hegio’
5
6

(Pl. Capt. 776)

Adjunct PPs with a VN have standard syntactic properties. Nevertheless, its overuse in OR alerts us for the
need of an analysis of the functional projections of the VN.
We will work mainly with Spanish and Catalan data taken from CORDE and CICA databases.
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(20) atque unum curriculum face
‘and run just once’
(21) cursum Massiliam versus perficit
‘He accomplished his journey to Marseille’
(22) sua sponte cursum represserunt
‘they of their own accord repressed their speed’

(Pl. Trin. 127)
(Caes. B. C. 2, 3, 3, 54, 33)
(Caes. B. C. 3, 93, 1, 144, 12)

(23) inde diversae ferae, cerva ad Gallos, lupus ad Romanos cursum deflexit
‘then each animal ran in a different direction, the hind to the Gauls, and the wolf to the
Romans’
(Liv. 10, 27, 8, 596)
(24) in Siciliam cursum tenuit
‘held its course to Sicily’

(Liv. 22, 31, 5, 103, 2)

The Aktionsart of the predicates above is determined by the LV: whereas (18) is an atelic
activity and, similarly, (20) is an activity with a durative intentional meaning, (21), in which
the verb includes the prefix per, has a terminative meaning and describes an
accomplishment.7 Similar correlations are obtained in Romance.
In the next subsections we present the various CoPs in OR, in accordance to the LVs
involved.
2.1 Verbs derived from FACIO
VPs with the verbs that derive from FACIO have an agentive-causative meaning and the
external argument is interpreted as an AGENT or CAUSER. These CoPs are by large the
overwhelming majority both in Old Catalan and Old Spanish.8, 9
(25) OS. A rico, nin a pobre, non querie
fer
enganno.
to rich nor to poor not want.PST.3 do.INF sham
‘He wouldn’t deceive anybody, nor poor people, nor rich ones.’

(Berceo, 21.3)

(26) OC. ajen (…)
feit
compliment de justícia. (Clams, 1 P. 32, L. 36, XIIIb)
have-SUBJ.6 make-PP observance of justice
‘They will have made justice.’
(27) OS. E
el Rey mandoles
que fiziesen
pleito
And the King order-PAST.3+they-DAT that make.SUBJ.6 allegiance
& omenaje al
ynfante don Sancho
(Alfonso X)
and homage to+the infant don Sancho
‘And the king made them respect Don Sancho.’

7
8
9

See also Acedo-Matellán (2010), Acedo-Matellán & Mateu (2009).
We cannot offer a statistical calculus, since it is not possible to distinguish in databases light from full lexical
values of verbs like fazer o fer, as is the case for VNs too. But see Dubsky (1963) for an intuitive ratio.
We translate OS fazer and OC fer as make.
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(28) OC. quin crehedor era
més damnós que ad aquell fos
fet
which creditor be-PAST.3 more damaging that to that be-SUBJ.3 make-PP
quitament E (…) fon
determinat (…) que fos
quitat lo censal
get-off
And (...) be-PAST determined (...) that be-SUBJ.3 got-off the ‘censal’
de mossèn M.10
(Gandia, 312, 32)
of Ms.
M.
‘It was ordered to take away the most damaging creditor, and the duty from M.
was taken away.’
(29) OC. la dona hac
fet
falliment contra la serventa (Sancta Maria)
the womanhave-PAST.3 make-PP mistreat against the servant.FEM
‘The woman betrayed the servant.’
(30) OS. Et vos faredes
por ellos un salto sin
bolliçio
and you make-FUT.4 for them a jump without noise
‘For them you will jump silently.’

(Buen Amor, 751,3)

(31) OS. alguna carrera por la qual le
fiziessen
seruicio
some track by which he.DAT make.SUBJ service
‘Some track that could help them’

(Conq. de Ult., DCE)

(32) OS. que no fiziessen
sacrificio de toros
that not make.SUBJ.6 sacrifice of bulls
‘Not to sacrifice bulls’

(Estoria)

(33) OS. los robos
que fiziessen en tierra de xpristianos
the robberies that make.FUT in land of christians
‘All that they would rob to the Christian people.’

(Estoria)

(34) OC. Ladronici o furt ne roberia no ·s pot fer sinó de coses mobles
Stealing or theft nor robbery not ES can make but of things mobile
‘Robbery can only be made of small things.’
(Tortosa, 299)
(35) OS. De noche fiso
pasada
by night make.PST.3 passage
‘He passed during the night.’

(Alfonso XI, 2355cd)

(36) OC. Item féu
manament que si negun hom era
trobat
also make.3.PST. order
that if any
man be.3.PST find.PP.masc.sg
‘He also ordered that if someone was found’
(Cocentaina I:91, 19)
(37) OC. farets
manament als
jueus
que agen
lur accord
make.FUT.4 order
to+the Jewish.pl that have.SUBJ.6 their agreement
‘You will order the Jewish people to make an agreement.’
(Frederic, 234,20)
As in modern language, the LVs facer, fer introduce the THEME of the noun as a Dative
argument, as we see in (25), (31) or in the following examples:

10

This quite long example shows clearly the equivalence of the two forms (the simple and the complex one)
and its stylistic combination.
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(38) OC. E Arnall de Ça Guàrdia d' achestes choses ja
dites fa
and A.
de Ç. G.
of these things already said make-PRES.3
ns-en
major defeniment e major apoderament
us.DAT.pl+it.GEN bigger defence
and bigger custody
‘And A. de Ç.G. takes care better of all these things.’
(Queixes, 86, L. 8)
(39) OC. per fer honrament a ell
a sos companyons.
to make honour
to he-DAT to their partners
‘To honor him and his partners.’

(Blanq., II, LX)

2.2 Verbs derived from DONO
CoPs including the ditransitive verb DONO are also agentive (40), and can have a causative
meaning (41), (42), but can also be nearly stative with a psych noun in a reflexive
construction (46):
(40) OC. los enemichs donassen
combat a la ciutat
the enemies give.IMP.SUBj.6 battle to the city
‘The enemies would fight the city.’

(Tirant, p. 541, l.15)

(41) OC. verament donan enceniment
really give burning
‘They really fire it.’

(Vides)

(42) OC. per tenir
fort
o per dar
enfortiment a la nau
to have.INF strong or to give.INF strength
to the boat
‘To keep strong the boat or to make it stronger.’

(Consolat)

(43) OS. Et si alguno diere
aiuda de sacar
algunos fruitos
And if someone give.SUBJ.PAST.3 aid
of taking-off some fruits
del
huerto
of+the garden
‘And if someone collaborates in robbing fruits from the garden.’ (Vidal Mayor)
(44) OS. Si el rey no li
diere
amor
if the King not he.DAT give.SUBJ.PAST.3 love
‘If the king didn’t love him’
(45) OS. el seynnor li
diere
perdón
the lord
he.DAT give.SUBJ pardon
‘The lord would forgive him.’

(Fuero Navarra)

(Vidal Mayor)

(46) OC. ab gran enyorament que ·s donaren del
senyor rey.
(Muntaner)
with great yearning
that ES give.PST.6 of+the lord king but
‘Because they were yearning for the king.’
(47) OC. que nós li ·n
daríem
compliment de justícia
that we him of+it give.SUBJ.4 fulfilment of justice
‘That we would make justice.’

(Clams 1, P. 32, L. 24)
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The difference between CoP with hacer and with dar is usually one of telicity. The first ones
denote activities, whereas the ones with dar denote mainly accomplishments or achievements,
a property to be related to the fact that this verb selects a Goal argument.
2.3 Verbs derived from HABEO
The Latin verb HABEO has an unbounded stative meaning11. Nevertheless, CoP with this
verb can convey different meanings. They can be perfective, as in (48), or can be interpreted
as (abstract) possessive, like (49). (50) is an existential sentence, hence stative atelic. In (51)
and (52) the Ns are psych-Ns and the subject receives an EXPERIENCER θ-role. In (53), the
negation of the verb together with the meaning of the N tornada furnishes the sentence with
an epistemic meaning (‘we cannot come back’).
(48) OC. La qual cosa (…) hach
compliment
the that thing
have.PAST.3 achievement
‘And that thing was made.’

(Curial, 23.21)

(49) OC. e mon pare ha
manament del
senyor Amorat, pare vostro.
and my father have.PRES.3 order
of+the lord A.,
father your,
‘And my father has received the order of Sir A, your father.’ (Xalabin, 80.16)
(50) OC. aura
pleyt
hó guerra.
Have.FUT.3 dispute or war
‘There will be a dispute or a war.’
(51) OC. que aytal enteniment haguessen.
that such understanding have.SUBJ.6
‘That they understand (things).’
(52) OC. si nosaltres devem
haver
sentiment e desplaer
if we
ought.PRES.4 have-INF feeling and pain
‘If we have to feel pain and suffer.’

(Usatges Barcelona)

(Feits)

(E.Val.Med. (I))

(53) OS. las
sierras
nos
han
presas,
tornada
non
the.FEM.PL mountain chains we.DAT have.PRES.6 take.PAST come-back not
avemos
(Alexandre)
have-PRES.4
‘They took us the mountains: we cannot go back.’
2.4 Other light verbs
Other light transitive Vs like Sp. meter, poner, (‘put’), llevar (‘carry’), tomar, prender,
(‘take’) parar (‘have’, ‘prepare’), unaccusative Vs like venir (‘come’), entrar (‘enter’), seguir
(‘continue’), are constructed with VNs, with several aspectual meanings, mostly inchoative,
inceptive or durative/imperfective. A division has to be made between those verbs which
select the VN as a DO, (54) – (59), and those in which the VN is introduced by a P, presented
in the next section:12, 13
11
12

Following analyses such as the ones in Hale &Keyser’s work, Kayne (1994), Rigau (2001) and the insights in
Benveniste’s traditional view, have is the verbalising head of a central coincidence relation. See §3.
Interesting enough for all accounts of CoPs is the example in (i) where the VN is an internal subject of a
pronominal unaccusative verb of occurrence:
(i) OC. se segueix
aytal destruïment d' almoyna; (Santa Maria)
SE follow.PRES.3 such destruction of charity
‘Charity gets destroyed’
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(54) OC. aquels dons reseben
creximent de les obres
these virtues receive.SUBJ.6 growing of the works
‘Their works made grow their virtues.’
(55) OS. non tomes
dubdanza
not take.SUBJ.2 doubt
‘Don’t doubt.’
(56) OS. prendo
yo gran espanto
take.PRES.1 I big fear
‘I’m frightened.’
(57) OS. tomaba
grand pesar el diablo con esto
take.PAST.3 big
regret the evil with this
‘The evil regretted it’

(Gregori)

(Buen Amor, 131,3)

(Alexandre)

(Buen Amor, 505.I)

(58) OS. Desto
ove
grand pesar, e tome
grand enojo
from+that have.PST.1 big
sorrow and take.PST.1 big
anger
‘I became sad and angry.’
(Buen Amor, 41,3, 602, 3)
(59) OS. Los reyes posieron amistad
the kings put.PST.6 friendship
‘The kings became friends.’

(Alfonso XI, 1034b)

2.5 Light verbs selecting a PP
CoPs formed by a LV and a PP convey different meanings depending on the static or dynamic
meaning of the P or, in Hale & Keyser’s terms, depending on the fact that the P is of central
coincidence (hereafter <cc>) or of terminal coincidence (<tc>). The CoP’s meaning is a
function of the meaning of LV, the P, and the VN. (60)-(64) are clear cases of <cc> stative
atelic predicates. (65)-(71) are telic <tc> predicates. The unaccusative motion LVs venir and
entrar raise an inchoative meaning, and transitive verbs like Sp. meter or enclinar a causative
one:
(60) OC. Lo mercader fo
en molt gran tristícia de la mort de son fill.
the trader
be.PAST.3 in very big sadness of the death of his son
‘The trader became very sad because of his son’s death.’
(Mer.,IV, 148, 12)
(61) OC. E yo hi ells volem
star a obediència de la senyoria vostra.
and I and they want.PRES.4 be to compliance of the lord
yours
‘We all want to be at your orders.’
(Tirant, I, 298)
(62) OC. staven
en ociositat
be.PAST.6 at leisure
‘They were inactive.’
(63) OC. estava
en oració e plorava
be.PAST.3 in prayer and cried
‘He prayed and cried.’

13

For a view on some Spanish structures with light verbs, see also Bosque (2001).

(Llull, Mer.,IV, 181,12)

(Llull, Blanq., II, LIX)
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(64) OC. eren
en divisió e enveja
be.PAST.6 in division and envy
‘They were divided and envied each other.’

(EVM,11)

(65) OC. que véngua
a ixidura e
a ubriment,
that come.SUBJ.3 to exit
and to opening
‘that comes out and opens’

(Avicenna)

(66) OS. Non las
podia
nul omne meter en abenençia
not them.AC.fem can.PAST.3 no man put.INF in concord
‘Nobody could make them agree.’
(Alexandre, 321,3.)
(67) OC. que entre
en custume que bisbe sia
elet
abat
that enter.SUBJ.3 in usage
that bishop be.SUBJ.3 elected abbot
‘It is usual that a bishop becomes abbot.’
(Llull, Blanq., II, LX)
(68) OC. no vingueren
a alcuna comoció
not come.PAST.6 to any
commotion
‘They didn’t get moved.’
(69) OC. engan m'
enclinà
a falliment
Betrayal to.me induce.PAST.3 to mistake
‘I sinned because I was mistaken.’

(E. València Med., carta 139)

(Llull, Meravelles)

(70) OC. entro
en batalla con los godos & mataronle
enter.PAST.3 in battle with the Goths and kill.PAST.6+him
‘He made war to the Goths and they killed him.’

(Estoria)

(71) OS. non se deue (…)
meter so demanda en barayla ni en desafiamiento
no SE should.PRES.3 put by demand in battle nor in duel
‘(Nobody) has to fight or make duel because someone else asks him.’
(Fuero Navarra)
With a Dative Clitic or an Oblique complement (like contigo in (72)) and a psych noun the
CoP becomes a psych predicate:
(72) OS. E
sea
paçiençia contigo todavía
and be.SUBJ.3 patience with+you still
‘Be still pacient’

(RiPal, apud Dubsky 1963:35)

Summing up, the syntactic and semantic properties of CoPs are a function of the syntactic and
semantic properties of the LV and the VN, in some cases mediated by a P. In the next section
we will account for the properties of the structures in terms of a lexicosyntactic framework.
3. The lexical structure of Complex Predicates
Hale & Keyser (1993, 2002) proposed a model of the lexicon informed by syntactic principles
where verbs and prepositions are relational elements that select a complement. The main
difference between Vs and Ps lies in the presence versus absence of a specifier: whereas Ps
relate a Spec to a complement, Vs lack such a constituent in lexical syntax: the Spec is
introduced in overt syntax via a verbal functional category. Since all verbs select for a
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complement, there are no “intransitive” verbs. Unergative verbs have a light verb in the
lexicon which selects for a constant, a N or root, which fuses14 into the verbal nucleus. The
external argument of unergative verbs is an AGENT or CAUSER introduced by a functional light
verb selecting the VP with meaning similar to that of the verb do. The difference between an
unergative verb and a transitive verb of doing is the fact that in the case of unergatives, the
verb is an empty variable that selects a constant root, whereas transitive verbs are constants
that select freely a DP or an NP. In (73) the classical two structures are represented.15
(73) (a)

(b)
vP

vP
DP

v

S-syntax

V

v
vDO

VP

vDO

DP

laugh

laugh

L-syntax

VP
V

DP

make

a pie

3.1 Complex Predicates with verbs derived of FACIO
H&K argue that in some languages the syntax manipulates already fused verbal heads,
whereas in others the analytic form is present overtly, as for instance in Basque or Tanoan:
(74) Basque: lo egin
“sleep do”
eztul egin
“cough do”
barre egin
“laugh do”
jolas egin
“play do”
oilhu egin
“shout do”
zurrunga egin “snore do”

’sleep’
‘cough’
‘laugh’
‘play’
‘shout’
‘snore’

(75) Basque: (a) Pellok barre(-Ø) egin du
PeterErg laugh(-A) do AUX
‘Peter laughed’
(b) Ez oihurik egin!
NEG shoutPART do
‘Don’t shout!’
(76) Tanoan: sae-‘a
se-‘a
h2-i2-il-‘a
zaae-‘a

“work do”
“speak do”
“laugh do”
“song do”

‘work’
‘speak’
‘laugh’
‘sing’

OR CoPs like the ones in §2.1 are clear counterparts of the Basque or Tanoan predicates, as
presented in (77a), whereas (77b) represents the incorporated form fallir / fallar:
14
15

Via incorporation (1993) or conflation (2002). The exact nature of the process of fusing the constant with the
empty verbal slot is not relevant for our purposes.
See Chomsky (1995) and subsequent work.
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(77) (a)

(b)

V
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V

V

N

V

N/Root

fer

falliment

[ ]

fall(i)

3.2 Complex Predicates with verbs derived of DONO
Let us now consider the structure of ditransitive predicates with a verb like give. H&K’s
proposal is that they contain a PP headed by a Preposition with a dynamic or <terminal
coincidence> meaning, which bears the THEME as its Spec and the GOAL as a complement.
This PP is “verbalised” trough a V head selecting the PP. The structure proposed is the one in
(78):
(78)

vP
DP

v
vDO

VP
V

PP
DP

GIVE

the book

P
P

DP

to

the girl

In both structures, the one with fazer and the one with dar, the external subject is introduced
by the small vP. It is difficult to find clear arguments in the contexts that could clarify the
Aktionsart of such predicates, but the classical tests would prove in today’s language an atelic
interpretation in fazer case and a telic one in dar. Whereas the first one admits adverbs or PPs
like toda la vida (‘lifelong’), durante mucho tiempo (‘during a long period’), but not en cinco
minutos (‘in five minutes’), the CoPs with dar behave in the opposite way.
3.3 Complex Predicates with verbs derived of HABEO
CoPs with LV haber / haver have a stative atelic interpretation. Following Benveniste
(1960/1966), Hale & Keyser (1993, 2002), Kayne (1994), Longa, Lorenzo & Rigau (1998),
Rigau (2001), Fernández Soriano & Rigau (2009), among others, we propose that this verb is
the verbalising head selecting an abstract central coincidence PP:
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X

V
V

PP
DP
nos

P
<cc>

NP
tornada

This structure is strictly related to the one of existential sentences (Rigau 2001). Moreover,
the epistemic modal interpretation of a sentence like (53), repeated here for ease of exposition
as (80), results from the combination of the eventive meaning of the VN and of the LV haber
in a negative context:16
(80) OS. tornada
non avemos
come-back not have-PRES.4
‘We cannot go back.’

(Alexandre)

3.4 Complex Predicates with verbs derived of FACIO and a Dative argument
It is worth analysing the constructions with a Dative complement selected by the VN. Take
for instance (39), repeated here for convenience:
(81) OC. per fer
honrament a ell
[e] a sos companyons
to make.INF honour
to he-DAT [and] to their partners
‘To honour him and his partners.’
(Blanq., II, LX)
It is not easy to find clear-cut evidence for the argumental structure of predicates containing
roots like honour or help. Notice that the simple Vs take a Dative complement in some
languages (German or Old Catalan), whereas an Accusative one in others (Contemporary
Catalan or Spanish), in spite of the fact that it seems like in (81) the Dative is interpreted as
the THEME of the VN. Therefore, there are two possible analyses for these constructions,
none of them seeming to us extremely convincing.
If we interpret these predicates as change of state predicates, the human argument could be
analysed as the specifier of a small clause with an abstract terminal coincidence P, as depicted
in the lexical structure in (82):

16

We cannot go into a semantic analysis here. There is a semantic shift from the ‘nonexistence of a (possible)
event’, to the ‘impossibility of this event to take place’.
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V1
V1

V2

<CAUSE>

V2
V2

PP
DP
ell

P
P
<tc>

N/Root
HONRAMENT

(82) could also explain the synthetic structure hon(o)rar algú (‘to honour someone’) by
successive raising of the VN into the (abstract) P and afterwards into V2.
The problem with the structure in (82) is twofold. On the one hand, it is not clear why the
DP should not surface in syntax as a direct object. On the other hand, it establishes a radical
difference between ditransitive structures with LV hacer and with dar. Such a difference
would be justified by the thematic and Aktionsart properties of the predicates. However, in
Spanish the use of dar over hacer grew from the Middle Age up to now; in the contemporary
Spanish and Catalan, the same meanings are stated with different light verbs, as we exemplify
in (83):
(83) (a) Cat. fer classes
/ fer tombs
/ fer pena
make lessons, teach / make turns, turn / make sorrow, inspire pity
(b) Sp. dar clases
/ dar vueltas
/ dar pena
[same transl.]
Most probably, the argument structure of CoP with LV hacer and a VN like honrament is
more complex than suggested in the analysis in (82). The predication would be composed by
two simple predicators. One of them would articulate the final state, a PP or small clause
headed by a <cc> preposition. This stative predicate is selected by a change of state layer with
a <tc> abstract P. In this picture, the Dative argument can be interpreted to be the specifier of
the lower PP. Furthermore, in overt syntax the external argument is added as the specifier of
the small v.
If this is so, the structure of dar predicates involve an agentive PP whose head selects a
stative one. In this case, the VN could be the Spec of a <tc> abstract preposition. This can
explain the bounded or telic interpretation of the CoPs with dar /donar. By now, we will not
pursue with this issue, since it demands further investigation.17
3.5 Light verbs selecting a PP
CoPs in which a LV selects for a PP with a lexical P are quite transparent as for the lexical
structure they instantiate. In these cases there is a clear correlation between the LV and the
VN selected. Bleached motion LVs select for terminal coincidence Ps and give rise to
inchoative telic predicates, with a change of state meaning:18
17
18

The suggested analysis could also be restated in terms of Applicative heads (Pylkkännen 2008, Cuervo 2003,
Cuervo 2010). We leave this issue open.
We follow H&K’s analysis of into as a complex element. Shortly, the <tc> P selects a <cc> P:
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(84)

V
DP

V

aço

V
PDIR

PPDIR
entra

PDIR

aço
PDIR

PLOC
PLOC

COSTUME

CoPs with predicative dummy Vs like ser and estar which verbalise central coincidence PPs
give rise to stative atelic predicates, in many cases analytic counterparts to psychological
predicates:
V

(85)
V

PP
DP
ell

P
P

NP

en

ociositat

In all cases, the external argument of the VN is merged in the standard way as the EA of the
VP selecting it. The θ-role of this EA is a function of the argument structure of the VN
mediated by the verbalising head and the functional projections over it. This verbal head
instantiates the different “flavours” of v (Folli & Harley 2007).
With regard to the projection of the arguments of the VN into the sentence, we are faced
with a contradiction. In the literature about VNs, the difference between event and result
nouns19, with “verbal” or “nominal” properties has consequences on the way in which
arguments are introduced in the NP and on the kind of modifiers they can bear. The NPs that
form CoPs are predicates at the lexical semantic level and arguments in the syntax. Moreover,
in syntax, the N and its own arguments are all arguments of the LV. Following Alexiadou &
Grimshaw (2008), Alexiadou (2001), Alexiadou et al. (2010), Alexiadou & Schäfer (2010),
only deverbal nouns containing verbal functional categories can license arguments. The VNs
in OR CoPs do not license arguments inside the NP, as evidenced by the fact that an argument
of the N bears Dative or has to be introduced by the P a, as in the sentences considered and
repeated here for convenience:

19

(i) [<tc> to [<cc> in ]]
See also Mateu & Rigau (2002).
For an exhaustive and clarifying summary of the different views on VNs, see Alexiadou (2010), and for a
different perspective, Kornfilt & Whitman (2011). In Alexiadou’s works, the two types of VNs are often
referred to as ASN and RNs.
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(86) OC. per dar
enfortiment a la nau
to give.INF strength
to the boat
‘To make the boat stronger.’
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(Llibre del Consolat de Mar, XIVb)

(87) OS. Si el rey no li
diere
amor (Fuero G.de Navarra, XIIIb)
if the King not he.DAT give.SUBJ.PAST.3 love
‘If the king didn’t love him.’
The way in which the arguments of the N are licensed in the VP is determined by the LV
introducing them. So, the THEME of amor in (87) surfaces as an apparent GOAL of the LV
dar.
In the next section we present some cases in which VNs are not part of a CoP, but are
selected by a P in order to shed some more light into the structure of VNs.
4. Nominalizations inside free PPs
In OR, there is a great number of adjunct PPs containing a NV. Examples like (88)-(94) were
very common in old texts:
(88) OC. per concorriment de moltes altres penes e dolors
by cooccurrence of many other pains and sorrows
‘Because they have many other sorrows.’

(Pecador, 104)

(89) OC. per feblesa de la boca del
ventrell e per lo falliment
de
by weakness of the mouth of+the belly
and by the break down of
l' apetit e per privació de la digestion
(Avicenna, Fol. 42r, 10)
the hunger and by absence of the digestion
‘By weakness of the stomach and because the absence of hunger and by
impossibility to digest.’
(90) OC. o per engan o per ladronici o per tolta
o per fals jutgament
or by deceit or by thievery or by robbery or by false judgement
‘Because they have been deceived, rubbed or misunderstood’.
(Homilies, 121, 30)
(91) OC. serà -li
pres
per ladrocini
be he.DAT take.PP by robbery
‘It will be taken from him by robbery’

(Consells València 2, 343, 19)

(92) OC. per lo falliment que havia
fet
a son senyor
by the fail
that have.PAST make.PP to his lord
‘Because he had disappointed his lord’
(Puigpardines, 4, 99, 22)
(93) OC. E en deffalliment del
dit
R[amon] (Pergamins, II, Doc. 114, l. 63)
and in failure
of+the mentioned R
‘and damaging the aforementioned R[amon]’
(94) OC. e
en deffalliment d' aquell altra noble cavaller (Ordinacions Aragó, 247, 1)
and in failure
of that other noble knight
‘And damaging the other knight.’
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Causal, temporal or manner PPs with a VN seem to be less free in the contemporary language,
limited to highly lexicalized or idiomatic uses, mainly in legal language.20 We present some
examples taken from the web:
(95) Tasa por concurrencia21
Tax for attendance
http://www.alicante-ayto.es/documentos/hacienda/ordenanzas_euro/taldes_selec.pdf
(96) Ha procesado a 27 personas por su pertenencia a una red mafiosa
Has impeached 27 people for their affiliation to a network of mafia
http://www.nodo50.org/tortuga/Un-teniente-coronel-del-ejercito,11232
(97) Comienza en Lugo el juicio por intento de homicidio a un octogenario
It begins at Lugo the trial for trying to kill an octogenarian man
http://www.lavozdegalicia.es/galicia/2011/05/03/00031304413910560411406.htm
(98) Huawei demanda a ZTE por violación de patentes en varios países de Europa
Huawei demands ZTE for infringement of trade marks in several European countries
http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2011/04/28/navegante/1303999083.html
(99) Escándalo por violación de correspondencia de soldados alemanes en Afganistán
Scandal for opening the mail of German soldiers in Afghanistan
http://www.antimilitaristas.org/spip.php?article4790
(100) Condenado un empresario por estafa a una sociedad marbellí
Businessman convicted for swindle to a Marbellian enterprise
http://www.elpais.com/articulo/andalucia/Condenado/empresario/estafa/sociedad/marbe
lli/elpepiespand/20110414elpand_11/Tes
(101) Tres detenidos por estafa a extranjeros con contratos fraudulentos de trabajo en Vigo
Tree arrested for swindle to foreigners with fake working agreements in Vigo
http://www.farodevigo.es/sucesos/2011/04/30/tres-detenidos-estafa-extranjeroscontratos-fraudulentos-trabajo-vigo/540234.html
(102) Un líder ultra del Milan, arrestado en posesión de una bomba "potencialmente letal"
An extremist supporter (hooligan) of the Milan arrested for having a killing bomb
http://www.marca.com/2011/04/02/futbol/futbol_internacional/calcio/1301751552.html
In OR, the VNs in a temporal or manner PP had an eventive meaning and were poorly
lexicalized. Since it is impossible to test the (in)compatibility between nominalizing suffixes
and verbal roots, we can only have an approximate idea of the most productive suffixes.
Spanish -miento and the corresponding Catalan -ment seem to be the most frequent ones. The
suffix is the lexical spell out of a nominalizing head. But, which are the functional categories
of OR VNs? And in which way does the internal structure of the verbal nouns influence they
behaviour in CoPs? In the next section we tentatively explore possible answers to these
questions.

20
21

Some instances are found in Google of posesión de dinero, but no one of posesión del dinero.
A good test for the idiomatic status of these constructions is that only approximate glosses can be given of
them.
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5. The functional structure of VNs
Current assumptions on the functional architecture of NP/DPs since Abney (1987), propose at
least the categories in (103) (Alexiadou, Haegeman & Stavrou 2007; Longobardi 1994;
Picallo 1991, 2005, 2008; Ritter 1991; Stark 2002, 2005; 2008 and references therein), or in a
Distributed Morphology (DM) framework (Halle & Marantz 1993; Marantz 1997; Harley &
Noyer 1999) the one in (104):
(103) [DP [NumP [GenP/ClassP [ N ]]]]
(104) [DP [NumP [GenP [nP [ √ROOT]]]]]
In the DM literature on VNs we have mentioned throughout, it is strongly argued for a
difference in Functional Projections between event and referential nominals (Grimshaw
1990). Whereas the latter have a functional architecture like the one in (103)-(104) or (105),
event denoting nominals would contain “verbal” projections rather than nominal ones, as in
(106):
(105) [D [FC1 [FC2 [n [√ROOT]]]]]
(106) [D [AspP [vP [√ROOT]]]]
In OR, D had not to be necessarily filled by an article in abstract complement nouns, nor is it
today in incorporated Bare Singulars (Dobrovie-Sorin, Bleam & Espinal, 2006; Espinal 2001,
2002, 2010; Espinal & McNally 2009; De Swart 2009; Roca 2009) or in the VNs that are part
of a CoP. In this latest case, we assume that they were not referential and therefore D was
missing.
We assume that the suffix is the nominalising element. We suggest that the suffix is the
lexical instantiation of the nominalizing Funtional Category n. We have not enough evidence
to posit the existence of ClassP or GenP (Picallo 2005, 2008), and probably, in the case of
CoPs, no NumP or DP was projected. The structure proposed is the one in (107):
(107) [(ClassP/GenP) [nP [AspP [vP [√ROOT]]]]]
The verbal functional categories vP and AspP22 enable the VN to take arguments. But the
presence of the functional category n forces these arguments to have a licenser. This licenser
is a P, as in concorriment de penes (‘concurrence of sorrows’) or, in the case of CoPs, the FCs
outside the VN, that is to say, the FCs of the sentence (vP, AspP, TP).
Therefore, the fact that in today’s language freely formed CoPs are less numerous and, in
general, have been reduced to idiomatic forms and to forms with “bare” (without suffix) VNs
is not due to the grammaticalization of LV, but possibly to the changes happened in the
internal structure of these VNs.
Summing up, we would like to argue that grammaticalization processes have affected the
VNs. Specifically, the insertion of the nominalizing suffix blocks the categories Asp and v of
the nominal, which remain inactive, losing their formal features. Therefore, the root can raise
straight to n and afterwards to GenP and NumP. We make the hypothesis that inactive Asp
and v get frozen, and (106) becomes (104).
As for Aspect, in OR two Aspectual projections were active: the one inside the nominal
and the one licensing the sentential aspectual value. As the VNs lost its aspectual features, the
22

We leave aside VoiceP.
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Asp within NP became inert and the (lexicalized) noun valued only the features of the
nominal projections.
6. A case of grammaticalization of a LV
As known, grammaticalization processes are the loss of features by which categories “move
up” in the tree, and change from lexical to functional. The former lexical element moves to a
higher Functional Category and the new grammaticalised element merges into the Functional
category, (Roberts & Roussou 2003; van Gelderen 2004 a/b, 2006, 2008). In this line, the
Grammaticalization Cline in (108) has been proposed:
(108) Grammaticalization cline (Hopper & Traugott 1993:108)23
Full verb > (vector verb = Light V) > Auxiliary > Clitic > Affix
According to (108), light verbs were initially full verbs, then went grammaticalised into
(auxiliary like) light verbs and merged into functional heads. New full verbs are needed in
order to convey the predication, since grammaticalised elements have lost their semantic
content and therefore their theta grid. However, we follow Butt (2003), Ramchand (2008a, b)
among others, in arguing that the grammaticalization of the light verbs is neither a complete
nor a general process, as the fact that there are still CoPs in today’s language proves. There
are, nevertheless, some cases in which a grammaticalisation process can be traced. One of
them is the change of the verb entrar from an unaccusative verb to a LV and then to an
aspectual auxiliary-like element. We briefly review this process: The main V entrar selects a
terminal coincidence PP denoting a transition to an endpoint. In the case of CoPs which have
a VN denoting an event as the endpoint of the PP, it results in an inchoative meaning. Since
entrar is an unaccusative V, the vP selecting it is defective. The V raises further to AspP to
value the Inchoative aspectual value of the VP. Once grammaticalised, the V entrar is merged
in AspP (and raises to T to value the temporal and φ features) (Butt & Geuder 2001;
Cardinaletti & Giusti 2001). In (109), the behaviour of OR entrar is depicted. The inchoative
aspectual verb we found in sentences like (110) is merged in Asp.

23

See also Batllori, Castillo & Roca (2009). As for VoiceP, we do not commit ourselves here with it. See
Kratzer (1996).
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AspP

(109)
AspP
entrar

vP
DP
aço

v
VP

v
entrar

V
entrar

PP
P

aço
PDIR

PP

“A”

P
PLOC

N

“EN”

costume

(110) Sanders, Faulk y Sharpe ya entraron a formar parte de los inmortales
S., F and S already entered to be part of the immortals
‘S., F and S. are already immortal’
http://www.sandiegored.com/noticias/5416/Sanders-Faulk-y-Sharpe-ya-entraron-aformar-parte-de-los-inmortales/
7. Conclusions and further research
We have argued against an “exceptionalist” view of Complex Predicates. Instead, drawing on
data from Old Spanish and Old Catalan, we have shown that CoPs correspond to the basic
structures proposed in Hale & Keyser’s framework. The differences between analytic and
synthetic forms are to be traced back to different lexicalization patterns.
Moreover, the fact that the number of CoP has been reduced and has been limited to (more
or less) idiomatic forms has to be attributed to the different functional architecture of the VNs
in CoPs.
Some points need further investigation and clarification. The exact structure of ditransitive
forms with fazer and dar needs a more fine-grained analysis, together with the competition
between these two verbs in Spanish.
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